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Changes in the Eastern Hedi terranean picture 

The decline of the Ottoman Empire initiated a period of unrest in the 
Eastern Mediterranean, as well as in other parts of its territory, which since 
then has never stopped. On the other hand, decolonization in that region did 
not turn out to be less difficult than elsewhere. Arab nationalism, first, and 
then );he emergence of Sioni.sm and the creation of the State of Israel, after 
the Second World War, have brought about one of the most complicated and 
da·ngerous conflicts of present international relations. After the Second 
Arab-Israeli War in 1956, the United States has replaced the British and other 
European powers, especially .in the Eastern Mediterranean basin. US security 
requireoents within the frame of East-West confrontation in the Middle Eastern 
area and the emergence of a special US-Israel relationship coalesced very early 
in preventing the United States from establishing a policy of steady 
cooperation with the Arab nations. After the Third Arab-Israeli War in 1967, an 
important group of Arab States opted for a new strategy of close alliance with 
the United States, in order to obtain from Israel the settlement which had 
proved unattainable on the battiefield. This ne" policy has brought about peace 
between Israel and Egypt, the most important event in the Hi.ddle East since the 
establishment of the Israeli State. It has failed, however, to provide a 
solution for the Palestinian issue as well, and this on at least two good 
occasions: first within the frame af the autonomy negotiations issued from the 
Camp David Agreements, and secondly when the so called "Reagan Plan" was put 
forward but never followed up. This failure has prevented peace from becoming a 
more comprehensive ana--stable arrarigement~n the region. Today, many important 

. Arab States are allied with the United States bilaterally and on the whole the 
1 United States can be considered the most influential of the two Superpowers in 

·CD 

the region. However, the failure of the United States to come to terms with the 
Palestinian issue and related Arab expectations l:laSDeen tremendously resented ur~.·J,<. 
by the Arab people. '!hey often consider the United States as being mainly{for 

·their frustrations and lack of success and therefore as their main enemy. This 
fact has opened the way to the influence of Islamic nationalism blowing from 
Teheran and is putting the moderate ID>a15 regimes __J,Q_~ave dangez:. Asa 
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consequence of these developnents the United St<;tes_and the We_s_tern Alliance 
are dealing with Arab allies that are as numerous as they are weak and with a 
r~e=g1~·o=n~w~h:~:·c=h:_~~·s~a~s_s~t~r~a~te~g1~·c=a=l=l=y< __ =im=p~o=r~ta~nt~a~s~~~t~i~s=,P_O_l_l-_t~ca~y __ u_n_st1f51-e~-------

It must be pointed out, however, that presently the Palestinian issue 
is playing a role in the region which is not of primary importance. in the 
sense that its eventual solution would no longer be sufficient to bring 
stability and peace in the Eastern Mediterranean. This is because events in the 
surrounding regions at the end of the seventies have changed security 
perceptions more than is usually understood. 

As is well known, it has been the chain of new crises in Eastern 
Africa and in Central Asia at the end of the seventies that has caused this 
change in security perceptions, both from the point of view of the global and 
regional powers. In Eastern Africa the defeat of the Arab coalition in the 
Ogaden war between Scmalia and Ethiopia had strengthened the presence and 
influence of the Soviet Union in the region. On the other hand, in Central Asia 
the unexpected collapse of the Shah's regime in Iran. the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan and the violent anti- American and anti-Western attitudes assumed by 
the Iranian revolutionary regime with the painful sequence of the seizure of ll..t. 
the American hostages, all contributed tOwards vcreation of a deep feeling of ~ 

insecurity and change in all the actors involved in the Eastern Mediterranean 
• scenario. 

The process of change in security perceptions related to the Eastern 
Mediterranean is probably still in progress. In a number of respects mistaken 
policies have been drawn from such a process. I will first consider changes in 
security perceptions and then proceed to evaluate policies. 

New security perceptions 

From the point of view of the Western countries threat perceptions 
related to the region have changed mainly for thr-ee reason~ -

(!'irstl ~ew kinds of threats are emerging within the region. What is 
new in thes·e-threats is the fact that they seem to acf-:independently from any 
East-vi est background and at the same time appear to be consciously directed 
against the West. Before the end of the seventies the Eastern Mediterranean 
countries could threat the Western countries by supporting the Soviet Union 
against the Southern flank of the Atlantic Alliance. It was therefore only an 
indirect threat related to the East-\vest dimension. Today there are forces and 
powers in the Eastern Mediterranean which appear willing to have a direct 
confrontation with the Western countries. furthermore, they are apparently 
looking f'or such a confrontation because of autonomous motives of hostility and 
not because they would 1 ike to take advantage of the Superpowers' competition. 
Quite reasonably, this is considered by the Western powers as a threat which 
may be more .or less effective but which, in any case, is new and adds to the 
old, traditional Soviet and/or East-West threats. 

,-s;;o;w) these new threats against the Western countries are also 
directed against th·err-ctJ:l~es ~n the region, that is the moderate Arab Stares. 
The assass~nahon of' Sadat, although committed--by a national opponent•- was 
correctly perceived as a blow to the Western coalition in its widest 
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expression, that· is including the Third World's allies to the. West. 
Consequently, the new threat which is emerging in the Eastern Mediterranean, as 
a threat to the West in its most comprehensive notion, must be considered as an 
enlarged threat, not dif'f'erent in its nature from the Soviet one, though 
certainly much less effective thim the latter • 

. ----·-, 
(_Third,) despite the fact that in principle this enlarged threat is not 

linked to the'USSR and the East-West dimension, it could easily combine with 
I)()Eh---ofcnem andoecome more dangerous than the well known aiigrmeritsof-Third 

·world countries with th·e-SOVIetunion and ffSalnes-in ord.e_r __ to make tneir 
national goals more attainable. 

In a parallel move the threat perception of the moderate Arab 
countries of the region has also undergone a cnange. Th~s-cliange has presumably 
been even more sweeping than that of the Western countries. Here again one can 
point out three motives for this change. 

(Fi_r_;;U the Iranian revolution, besides the role it has assumed 
internationally, has emerged as a fearful threat to the stability of almost all 
the Arab regimes. To put it very briefly, this is due to the fact that the 
brand of nationalism adopted by Iran's shi'ite revolution is radically 
different from other forms of nationalism in the region. Despite the secular or 
religious character of their constitutions, and regardless of the competitive 
or cooperative attitude they may adopt towards Western countries, modern states 
in the Eastern Mediterranean take part into the international system with the 
aim of becoming integrated in it. They try to assert themselves as nations. but 
they do so by adopting Western success indicators. As assertive as any other 
brand· of nationalism, Islamic -or Shi' ite- nationalism is by contrast entirely 
antagonisti towards the West and towards the leadersl'irPthe latter mantalns on 

the .international system. It is because of this basically antagonistic 
chracter that Islamic nationalism constitutes the core of the new kind of 
threat the Western countries are perceiving in the Eastern Mediterranean. 
Furthermore, because of its antagonistic character, it is considered by the 
West to be a more eversive threat than that coming from traditional Middle 
Eastern nationalism. Finally, ~ts basic hostility to the Western culture 
involves in its deadly hostility, all secular as well as religious regimes of 
the region so long as these r:_gimes~:.. committed to modern~~t"Ion- along 
weste.in _paths:-

This Islamic antagonism is active in its character. As is well known, 
an important segment of the Irallian revoiuhonary leadership is convinced that 
to export Islamic nationa:Lism-:rs--part- oi'---tJ:nr-revolunonary-·dutles arid acts 
~ingly. As a mafter-of' -fact-,-Ii'an-is-less ·effectively equipped to export 
its revolution than is usually believed. However, the important point is that, 
even if Iran were not willing nor sufficiently equipped to export revolution, 
the people in the region are in any case ready to receive its revolutionary 
message and it is here tfia t tfie threat to regJ.Illes' stabih ty principally lies. 
In many Eastern Mediterranean countries, regimes have often failed to deliver 
true modernization, political democracy, international prestige and more 
acceptable conditions of life. For this reason people are getting frustrated, 
rebuffing Westernization and looking towards Islam as the sound basis for 
implementing their expectations. Islamic nationalism as an ideology is no less 
dangerous to the stability of the Arab allies than a real war. 
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-----r'secon~. as·a consequence of the spreading of Islamic nationalism in 
the regi'on,· Arab regimes' perceptions of ·security in relation to their 
alliances with Western countries have also changed. Since Islamic nationalism 
deadly opposes Arab regimes on the grounds of their "Urifa'LEilfiii'l'-a:I.1.TlHl-c·e-wi"fh 
1:ne-wm, a condition for tn-ei-r-securi ty and stability presently nes--f'n 
keeping more or less aloof from.West:ern alliances. This has not brouglltabout a 

· br-eak-w-!-t-h-W·EHl·&ern--ru:riances, but in many cases, especially with the Arab .Gulf 
countries, they have been downgraded. In conclusion, after being a factor of 
security for many Eastern Mediterranean countries Western alliances are 
becoming more and more a factor of insecurity . 

. ·Th~~ it must be pointed out that the rearrangement of security 
prioritie's·-·hiG gone even beyond that. Islamic na ti'orialiSm-lfa:-s-.. ar-so-· -Clianged 

'security perceptions related to Israel and the East-West dimension. Today, 
these threats are much re-s-s~mportant for tlle4:astern I'Ieal"'Eerranean countries 
than Islamic nationalism itself. By the way this has also contributed to the 
downgrading of Western alliances. Security extended by the alliances with the 
United States and other Western countries used to be based on two grounds: 
first, it was a protection against the Israeli threat (in the sense that the 
United States would never permit Israel to go too far in case of war with the 
Arab allies); secondly, it was a form of protection against Soviet and related 
Communist domestic threats. Since today these are no longer the most important 
threats, Western alliances appear to be less helpful than in the past. Hare 
generally, from the point of view of the Eastern Mediterranean countries, there 
is a bad correlation between threats and the Western attitude to countering 
them. In particular, Western and Arab patterns of security perceptions in 
relation to the Soviet Union seem to diverge seriously. 

\iestern policies towards the Eastern Mediterranean 

In the Western countries this new set of security perceptions related 
to the regions ranging from the Eastern Mediterranean to Central Asia and 
different African areas (more or less what Brzezinski had named "arc of 
crises"), has given rise to the debate on the Out-of-NATC area operations and 
to a number of multilateral and bilateral interventions, such as that of the 
two Interposition Forces in Lebanon, the French presence in Chad, the mission 
of the mine-sweepers in the Red Sea, etc. Perhaps more intensely, it has given 
rise to the Western debate on what has been called "international" terrorism 
and to a considerable body of policies and intel'-Sta te security cooperation 
agreements destined to counter terrorist operations and their networks. These 
policies have proved far from being successful. The most important operation, 
the one in Lebanon, failed ignominiously, not only because the Western allied 
forces were obliged to withdraw under the pressure of the Islamic nationalists 
but also because at the end of the mission nobody could explain its rationale 
and its goals on the grounds of a consistent Middle Eastern policy. Today, 
while the Palestinian issue remains unsolved despite the emergence of 
favourable conditions during 1985, both Arab and European allies are subjected 
to terrorism and in the Eastern Mediterranean countries, instability and 
violence continue to prevail hopelessly. One has to argue that Western policies 
are somewhat mistaken. 
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The sequence of policies pursued by the Western countries, 
particularly by the United States, can be described as follows.CFirs·t, the 
combination of events in Afghanistan and Iran, within the debate on th.e.--d4"cline 
of the American"Power which characterl.Zed Carter's presidency, was interpreted 
in the United States as a new threat to the East-West dimensron.--As-a 
consequence the United States were dn.ven to emphasl.Ze gJ.o1iaJ.-securi ty 
requirements !"n the area, to call for the ranks of the existing alliances 
against Soviet penetration to be closed and to urge for the eritiancement of 
their direct military presence( SE!con~ while the Americans were can.~ng-rora 
"strategic consensus" against"'""th·e---:Soviet-uriion, the Ea-stern Mediterranean 
a~fii.g- in -the- o-pposn·e;·· dir-ect·i-on because-·of---th-e-pr•i-or·ny-they 
asSigned to emerg:i:ng-r·egional-t!Treats; After-the· confused andcontr_g.4!-et-ory 
in1;erlude<5ft!le'1Reagan Pnrn:n-a·nd -tne intervention in Lebanon, the~) stage 
is represented by the emphasis suddenly placed on "international" terrorism and 
the role of Libya. It:is not very Clear lnlether tlle-1\liiencan Adm~mstration 
ident:lf'l-es-l:errorism as a global or regional threat. Generally speaking, the 
United States conclusion seems to be t·hat terrorism is putting its 
international presence in danger. .l:!! .. this sense terrorism is seen-a:s-afa·ct15r 
llaving an impact on the global level and hence requiring-g:l.""Obal-ratner "tiTan 
regional responses. Inotller words, despite the fact that in the Eastern 
Mediterranean one can note a shift in the American threat perception frcm the 
USSR to "international terrorism", the fact remains that the region is 
subjected to global threats. 

There are two main errors in this set of policies.,..---FirsW the Western 
countries cannot cor:lt~to neglect the funaa:iiierltal--aJ.'v-er-ge!lce Tn-tnreat 
precepEions between themselves and their regional allies. Too Close a 
felanonshlp w1Ul--"tn--e-West and~""Es strategrc-lmerests has the effect of 
exposing moderate Arab regimes to Islamic nationalism, domestically and abroad. 
Insisting on giving our Arab allies what they are obliged to consider today as 
"deadly kisses" £s_ a policy of destabilization. 

~o!!Ji) the Western countries must give a more realistic analysis of 
terrorism::-:r-aentifying terrorism as a gJ.Obai-tnreat and qualify~ng-i·t· as .... an 
"international" factor is an arbitrary intellectual unification of events that 
are similar in their outward manifestation but prcmpted by very different 
causes. It amounts to defining terrorism as an actor, more or less like the 
USSR or Communism, whereas it is a state of affairs. Such a simplification 
prevents Western countries from becoming aware of causes and intervening on 
them with adequate policies. What is important today is the consciousness that 
the crucial source of terrori"IDil-f"sl;ooeround in the spreading or· Islamic 
nationai~sm from Teheran. Despite the existence of more or less old varieties 
01'-terror~sm re:J:atlR!,--o different political crises and entities. it is the 
upsurge of Islamism and its brand of nationalism which is fuelling terrorism 
today, domestically and internationally. The core of present terrorism, 
wherever it comes from, lies within the powerful ideological frame provided by 
Tehera:n. This is not to say that Teheran rs-directl:y responsi-bl e-ror--a1r:-the 
acts of terror~sm around,ne-Metltterra-n-ea--n-. -However, the Islamic national ism 
1)f"eaclied by Teheran is the factor wh~Ch--catalyses regional frustration and 
transl·ate-~r1.1:-into action. In this sense, lslamic-nati-o-rraiism i-s-·the factor 
-w-hnm--un:tTies events as diffei•entastlre>'a:testi--ni<l:l1Stfilggie;-state-i!1eehtives 
to terrorism and Hezbo118Jl 1 s terronsm in Lebanon. As a c-onsequence~- the threat 
SlloW.aoe linl<ed rather to Islamic national~sm tnan to terrOrism. ---- -

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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In conclusion, the military struggle presently waged by the United 
States and the Western countries against terrorism, sucn as tnat against Libya, 
is not hel Rf.u).. Terrorism is the wrong target: it is like the shadow on the 

"wall of the Platonian myth of the cavern. 'I)LEl.~ar_e political roots to 
terrorism and this is the issue that the West must address. Islamic nationaliSm 
1-s--"toaay the most liilportanr!Rll·i-ti-cal----f-a·ctor-f·or-tne continued unrest in the 
Eastern Mediterranean, though poor economic management and absence of 

r
democracies are certainly no less responsible for what is happening there. What 
is needed is a regional policy towards Iran, Islamic nationalism and the Middle 
East with its diverse crises, with the aim of dealing with the political roots 
of terrorism, unrest and frustration. Western countries are simply lacking this 
policy. 

Greece, Italy and Turkey: contributing to Western interests 

However, if one considers Western policies towards Eastern 
Mediterranean countries more closely, there are differences between the United 
States and the European countries which cannot go unnoticed:--Fil"-st-, -European 

rc-oun"tries are filiJ:y--awRT'"e-c>1'-t1ie ~mportance of-:rocal security perceptions and 

I 
maybe they realize better than the Americans the links between Islamic 
nationalism, Arab stability and their domestic Islamic opposition. Second, the 
European evaluation of terrorism is definitely more cautious. and differentiated 
than that of the United States' Administration. 

~ 

These different European perceptions have not found their outlet, 
however. The European allies have responded consistently and substantially to 
the Pmerican call for participation in the Out-of-NATO operations, from Sinai 
to Lebanon and the Red Sea. Their participation, however, has been politically 
passive. Influence gained by the Europeans thanks to their participation into 
Out-of- NATO operations has remained unexploi ted. Any attempt to present and 
discuss a European point of view within the Alliance, as different as it may 
be, is still lacking. This is mail"~Y due to the Europe's inability to get 
coordinated within their own institutions or "clubs", in the European 
Communities as well as in the NATO. Criticisms coming up from European 
different perceptions, as well-founded as they may be;--J'iave never bee'n 
t~nsl1rtw- ~nto a European posture:-Tl!e same is true for terrorism. Ih thrs 
case, Eoo, secur~t:y cooperation has been more or less activated among the 
various members of the Alliance but almost all. the European governments do not 
share the American analysis of terrorism as an "international" actor. 
Nevertheless they have given up any attempt to coordinate their point of view 
within Western institutions and convince the United States to cane to terms 
with Middle Eastern realities, as the Europeans perceive them. 

i ... ~ ... ~ \,J;;o . . 
;Jh-efr-!)resence in the Eastern Mediterranean continues to be of the 

/ 

utmost importance for the Western allies. The dangers of Soviet penetration 
into the Gulf area and the Eastern Hedi terranean feared by the USA and the 
Western countries after Afghanistan's invasion may have proved exaggerated. The 
true danger of instability today is the penetration of Islamic nationalism. 
This instability, however, is also a grave danger for the stability af the 
East-West relationship and for the -rnterests of the western countries, 
particularly the Europeans countries. As a consequence, the stabl1.liatio_n of 

-----~··-----· ~ tnemoderate Arab regimes and a policy aimed at supporhng a moderat-e_ev_olution 
inside t~anl:a1'rj:eacrersnip are vital goals and a coordina !:_ed European 
-----------------..... --------------------------------------------------------------
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contribution in this sense appears to be crucial. Europeans cannot keep on 
c"omplaining about Americal! policies and at the same time abstain from proposing 
any feasible, coordinated policy of their wn. 

Greece, Italy and Turkey, as countries which face the Eastern 
Medi terranea:rlbasfn~-m-ey,_play. a.-·specnu-rote with"i·n-the ALcianc-e-·in. order to 
contribute to the. development of stabilization policies in the Middle East. The 
three countries are on the way to signing security agreements against 
terrorism. However, the most important link among them seems to be the fact 
that their perceptions in the face of the new threats emerging within the 
region are closer than perceptions prevailing in other European countries. 
Similarities in analysis and perceptions should favour cooperation between 
Greece, Italy and Turkey in policy making. 

This cooperation should be devoted to preparing and presenting 
policies in the Western and European institutions. Sometimes the emergence of a 
Soutllern European point of" view wJ.thJ.n these institutions has given way to 
divisions among Western and European partners. This has been particularly true 
within the European Political Cooperation, where often there is no search for 
shared policies but crude statements of immutable national postures. In order 
to become acceptable, Southern European points of view must be prepared as 

I cooperative policies. This requires in turn a special cooperation among 
Southern European countries and , as far as the Eastern Medi ter.ranean countries 
are concerned, among Greece, Italy and Turkey. 

The three countries may be able to develop a set ·of cooperative 
relations in fields as different as culture, trade, security, etc. Their 
involvement in the European Communi ties, though presently with different {( 
statuses, is definitely an instrument of tne-ITtrrR>·st-·inrp-<Wtancein-artrer· to 
increa·se-r·elanons with the Eastern Mediterranean countri-es.-Wnatis i~portant ; 

l.s not so-mucn the ract-tn__aL_b.e.caus_e_o_!--el1eir geographical proxJ.ru"'Ey and<:he' 
O'Ppor·tumt'ies offered by the European Communi ties, tnese-r-el<rtions will, 
pro·ba'biy-be-m.or·e-impor·ta:nt-than-t:nose eventually developed by other countries.l1 
Tne imp6'rta:nt po~·nt-n.·-tnarthese relations. as important as they may be, would 
not··nave--the·same destabilizing effect today that the American presence is 
having on Middle Eastern people under the effect of IslamJ.c pressure. For an 
irony of our history, betWeen th-e''great satan"-ana~--e-''Ilttle satan"[- the 
United States and ;ssr.-a€.1. :..] the former colonial powers on the European continent 
are perhaps somewhat despised for their weakness but more acceptable to former 
subjected people. 

Another important aspect of the cooperation between Greece, Italy and 
Turkey may be found on military grounds. Exercises such as that of 1 979 should 
become routine cooperation, because" if these countries are willing to 
successfully propose policies of Mediterranean stabil iza tion to their allies, 
they must be prepared to intervene in Out-of-NATO area operations. It is 
perhaps more important that their capacity should act as a deterrent and as an 
assurance in relation to the Eastern Hedi terranean countries• different 
perceptions. 

A special problem is Turkey's "front-line" position. This country 
has multiplied its cultural and economic relations with the Islamic countries 
in the last years. Greece and Italy have also enlarged their relations with the 
Arab countries within the Hedi terranean. The tightening of relations with the 
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Islamic world is definitely an important aspect of the stal:lilization pal icy 
which has been advocated in this paper. However, in the case of Turkey, this 
may pose some problems of domestic stability. The Turkish goverll!llent is 
certainly fully able to face any threat coming from Islamic integrslism and 
associated nationalism. However, its continued cooperation with the Western 
istitution and its deeper integration in them may be-an important element for a 
more effective policy towards the stabilization of the Eastern Mediterranean. 
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Greece's role in NATO has evolved in recent years in the context of 

political changes at the regional level and new military technologies and 

doctrines. 

The Balkans and the Mediterranean Sea, with their long history, 1 have 

be~n the object of several studies dealing with their strategic, political, 

economic, social, and cultural heritage. The task of this article is more 

modest. 2 It will examine the importance of the Balkans and the Eastern 

(~) 

Mediterranean in the defense of the West, with particular emphasis on the role 

of Greece in NATO Souther~ flank defense. Such an analysis must recognize 

from the start that a country's or a region's strategic significance is not 

static. It is affected by the evolution of military technology and the impact 

of such changes on ~efense doctrine; the constantly changing international, 

regional and local political environment; how·influential states assess a 

region's strategic value and define policies to account for their strategic 

interests; and finally, the willingness and ability of the states in that 

region to utilize their strategic assets to advance their national interests. 

Because of its geographic location, the Eastern Mediterranean is the 

land, sea, and airbridge between three continents. 3 Coupled with the economic 

and strategic significance for the West of the energy sources in the Persian 

Gulf, the two regions form a common conflict system. The strategic 
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interdependence of the two basins is also shown by the integration of the 

Eastern Mediterranean in the Western deterrent system. Thus this region has 

become vital in the East-West confrontation and has become the 

operational bridge that links the security of Western Europe with the defense 

of the countries of the Persian Gulf from external threats. This in the 

2 

process has raised new concerns about the out-of-area interests of the 

alliance, which, due to space limitations, cannot be examined here. This then 

is one dimension of the strategic significance of the Eastern Mediterranean 

that has obtained particular importance in the aftermath of the energy 

shortages of the 1970's, the concern about stability in the Gulf region, and 

the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. A second and relatively new dimension of 

the region's strategic significance is the Western concern with the problem of 

terrorism and countries such as Libya, which at times have been linked with 

such activities. The third and more traditional strategic di~ension is the 

place of the Southern flank countries in the containment of the Soviet Union. 4 

The Evolution of the Balkan Balance 

Occupying the part of Europe closest to the Middle East, the Balkans have 

been throughout history a meeting place of competing nationalities and a path 

for conquerors. Today, the Balkan peninsula and the surrounding maritime 

areas constitute the geostrategic link between two of the world's most 

critical regions--western Europe and the Middle East/Persian Gulf. Moreover, 

by the early 1980's the once monolithic southern flank of the Eastern bloc 

(Albania, Yuqoslavia, Romania and Bulgaria) had evolved into an impressively 

diverse region. 5 

Romania is a clear example of diversification brought about by increasing 

stabilization in East-West relations in the Balkans. It is geographically 

removed from the dividing line of the East-West conflict and is anxious to 
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demonstrate individuality in its foreign and defense policy. While it remains 

committed to the Warsaw Treaty and acknowledges a duty to join a bloc response 

against NATO, its defense doctrine emphasizes Romanian national capacity to 

counter a conventional attack on its own territory through mass participation, 

including guerilla warfa.re. 

Yugoslavia has evolved into another special case. Consisting of a mosaic 

of nationalities and carefully steering between the blocs in times of economic 

expansion and charismatic leadership, Yugoslavia is now being tested in times 

of deep recession and rotating leadership. 

Albania is another interesting example of uniqueness. Having experienced 

close alliances with the Soviet Union and China, this least developed European 

state has decided to adopt a line of equidistance between the superpowers and 

of rather extreme isolationism. 

Bulgaria is perhaps less striking in its security policy, although one 

could argue that remarkable stability and close alliance with the Soviet Union 

are rather rare phenomena in an area of such great variety as Southeastern 

Europe. 

From the very first days of the Cold War, Greece and Turkey were 

considered to be and still remain strategically complementary. 6 Both 

countries came under the Truman Doctrine in 1947; became members of NATO in 

1952; sent troops to Korea; along with Yugoslavia formed the short-lived 

Balkan Pact of 1954; and signed bilateral defense cooperation agreements with 

the U.S. providing military facilities on their soil. 

Turkey shares nearly 650 km of land frontiers with the USSR, access 

through which is limited by geographic and climatic conditions. Greece in 

turn shares approximately 1000km of land frontiers with three communist 

countries, of which almost 450km are with Bulgaria, the Soviet Union's most 

faithful ally. Since the early post-WWII period the land mass of Epirus--

.. 



Macedonia--Western and Eastern Thrace and the Straits constituted the land 

barrier against a potential invasion from Warsaw Pact forces, despite its 

limited depth and the weaknesses in the force structure of the Greek and the 

Turkish armed forces. From the very first, NATO's central front was the 

alliance's defensive priority, while the Southern flank was considered an 

appendage to the central front. 7 However, this assumption may have lost much 

of its validity in view of the importance of the Mediterranean in central 

front defense, the linkage of this region to those of the Balkans and the 

Persian Gulf, and the growth of Soviet power in the region. 

4 

A traditional scenario for Warsaw Pact military action against Greece and 

Turkey involves land, amphibious, and air operations for the seizure of 

Northern Greece and the Straits, followed by operations to seize control of 

Western Turkey and eventually obtain secure Soviet access to the Eastern 

Mediterranean. Of course, such scenarios depend on the nature of the conflict 

and the priority assigned to this front by Soviet planners in such a 

contingency. The estimated forces available against Greece and West Turkey 

are shown in the following table: 8 

Divisions 
Tanks 
Artillery 
Fighter Planes 
Missile Launchers 
Naval Craft 

31-33 
6900 
5300 (various types) 
2100 
350 
50-60 (all types) 

In addition to these forces one must take into account the threat posed to the 

U.S. Sixth fleet by the Caucausus-based Backfire and Badger Soviet bombers 

armed with long-range anti-ship cruise missiles, which will need to reach 

their target by flying through Greek and Turkish airspace. Finally, 

qualitative and quantitative Warsaw pact force improvements, coupled with 

Soviet attempts to obtain facilities in countries such as Libya, following the 
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loss of Egyptian facilities in 1972, pose new threats to Southern .flank 

defense and thus to the defense of NATO's central front. 

The Importance of the National Factor 

5 

Unlike the rest of the NATO area, the national factor is bound to play in 

the Southern Region an exceptionally important role. 

With the withdrawal of British and French forces, the main region-wide 

actor became the U.S. and the symbol of its presence, the Sixth Fleet. For 

the Southern Region, even today, "U. S." became synonymous with "NATO." There 

has never been a unifying concept to bind the area together, just individual 

nations loosely linked. 

Separated land combat areas, in conjunction with the requirement to 

defend at national frontiers, virtually ensures that, at least initially, 

battles will be fought by national forces in defense of national soil, a very 

different situation from Central Europe which so typifies coalition warfare. 

This situation has a positive impact on morale: Greek, Turkish and Italian 

soldiers would be fighting to defend their homeland and deterrence would be 

strengthened since the determination to defend national soil is beyond any 

doubt. 

Greek-Turkish differences being what they are, and the American 

even-handedness toward both countries questioned, speedy reinforcement in time 

of crisis is dubious. Greek and Turkish forces have not trained together in 

the last twelve years and no signs of change can be seen on the horizon. 

Moreover, the U.S. commitment to the reinforcement of the Southern Region has 

bee~ adversely affected by frequent redeployments of U.S. carriers from the 

Mediterranean to the Gulf. 

Another element that stresses the importance of the national factor in 

the Southern Region is the Soviet navy's structure. Western intelligence 



sources credit the Soviets with a fleet of very heavily armed ships. On a 

ship-for-ship basis, the Soviets outgun or out-range with missiles most NATO 

ships. On the other hand, their ability to carry out sustained operations is 

limited. During times of tension these capabilities and deficiencies confer 

crucial advantages to th~ force that launches the first shot. Estimates are 

that Soviet forces must win quickly, in the initial stages of a conflict, or 

else the Alliance will prevail. Thus, speedy reinforcement of Greece, Turkey 

or Italy is very dubious. 

Indeed, the importance of political realities historical rivalries, in 

short, the importance of the national factor, is reflected in the entire 

command structure in NATO South. It is not to be forgotten that even the 

U.S., for its own national reasons, insisted on keeping its principal forces 

in the area, the Sixth Fleet, under firm national control. 

6 

Thus, the somewhat complex command structure in the Southern Region 

certainly creates some minor integration problems, but reflects nevertheless a 

s2ries of national sensitivities and regional differences, that NATO will have 

to live with in the near future. Clearly delimited (national) operational 

control responsibilities are thus the only politically feasible solution. They 

have worked well in the past and they can act as deterrents in the future. 

Again, if deterrence fails and speedy responses are needed, battles will be 

initially fought by national forces in defense of national soil and its 

maritime approaches. 

Greece in Southern Flank Defense 

Since Greek independence, the country's strategic location has been both 

an asset and a liability, in the latter case frequently becoming a source of 

domestic friction and external interference in Greek politics. Developments 

in the Balkans and the Mediterranean, the growth of Soviet naval power, and 
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new military technologies have all enhanced the country's strategic value. 9 

First, Greece provides continuity to the alliance's Southern region, not only 

for purposes of military communications, but also in protecting Italy from the 

East and Turkey from the West. The significance of the latter is clear in 

view of Turkey's isolation from the rest of the alliance if Greece were to be 

lost to the West. Since CENTO's dissolution, Turkey's relations with Iran and 

Iraq have been uncertain and based more on convenience than identity of 

interests. 

In the case of Italy, Greece guards the approaches to the Adriatic, a 

position of growing significance in view of the instability potential in 

Albania and Yugoslavia and the interest the USSR may have in such 

developments. It should be noted that Albania's non-commitment, Yugoslavia's 

non-alignment and Romania's semi-alignment, play key roles in the present 

Balkan balance, since they provide the Southern flank countries with 

considerable strategic warning. However, the greatest Greek strategic asset 

is its land mass which, along with the nearly 3000 Greek islands of the 

Aegean, gives strategic depth in alliance defense. 10 The Aegean Sea with its 

islands, in the new conditions of naval warfare, constitutes a natural 

extension of the Turkish Straits. Control of the Straits had been a 

traditional Russian objective. It dominated the diplomacy of the "Eastern 

Question'' in the 19th Century, and became a major Soviet demand in the early 

post-World War !I period. Today, nearly 40% of Soviet exports and 50% of 

Soviet imports moves through the Straits. Moreover, the expanding Soviet 

naval presence in the Mediterranean has raised new and significant questions 

of access through the Straits under the terms of the Montreux Treaty, which 

have been loosely interpreted by Turkey in the case of the new generation of 

Soviet ships such as the Kiev. The issue of access will soon obtai.n new 

dimensions as the Kremlin-type aircraft carrier enters the service. 
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The Straits are certainly important for Western defense, but their 

strategic significance as a barrier to Soviet naval expansion has considerably 

diminished. 

First, during every Middle East crisis contingency, the Soviet Union has 

been able to spectacularly. increase the size of its fleet. This has been 

accomplished by a careful management of Montreux Convention declarations 

through the Straits and by extending deployment periods for ships already in 

the Eastern Mediterranean. Thus, the control of the Straits by a NATO country 

has not affected the rapid build-up capability of the Soviet Navy operating in 

the Mediterranean. Indeed, the most significant shift in the military balance 

between the Warsaw Pact and NATO in the Southern Region has come about because 

• of the marked growth of Soviet naval forces. 

Second, the Soviet Union has developed a significant airborne and airlift 

capability for purposes of force projection in the Mediterranean and other 

theaters. 

Moreover, through a significant arms transfers to its Middle East allies 

(Libya and Syria in particular), Moscow may have created a logistics base for 

its own use, leapfrogging the Straits barrier. 

Third, should the Straits be lost, a defense in depth through the Aegean 

would impede the passage of hostile forces through the archipelago. In fact, 

all Soviet naval craft traffic to and from the Straits, and regardless 

Turkey's enforcement of the Montreux Treaty, must pass through the Aegean 

before entering in or exiting from the Eastern or Western Mediterannean. The 

island complex of Kitbyra, Crete, Karpathos, and Rhodes provide ideal 

chokepoints for such enemy shipping. 11 Further, the Aegean is a semi-enclosed 

Sea. Distances are relatively small; the shipping channels are limited and 

rather narrow; the temperature and depth of the Aegean is ideally suited for 

submarine operations, while the protected bays in the nearly 3000 Greek 
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islands provide an ideal terrain for the application of new naval warfare 

technology. Here, small, highly maneuverable, fast, low radar visibility 

craft, such as the Greek Navy's Combattante Ill, armed with precise anti-ship 

missiles, can play havoc against large enemy units. Supplemented by the 

integration of defensive· minefields into overall battle plans and by the 

proximity of land air bases, Greek control of the Aegean makes a significant 

contribution to Southern flank defense. The strategic significance of the 

Greek islands in~ the Aegean is enhanced by the presence on them of various 

military facilities, many of which have been or can be made available to NATO 

during an alliance contingency. This is of particular importance in the case 

of the island of Limnos with its proximity to the Straits and Thrace. Despite 

the political controversy surrounding Limnos' militarization, the action is 

supported by a 1980 NATO Legal Office opinion, 12 which, even though 

confidential ,·has been quoted in the European and American press. The Greek 

position on militftrizing Limnos can easily be argued as being in the best 

interests of the Alliance as a whole, as well as of Turkey. Limnos' position 

in relation to the Turkish Straits indicates that, at a minimum, it would be a 

convenient node in the NATO Air Defense Ground Environment (NADGE) and a good 

central location for basing air defense fighters. 

In the case of the Dodecanese islands, the demilitarization clauses of 

the 1947 Paris Peace Treaty were included under Soviet insistence and did not 

rule out measures of strictly defensive nature, particularly in the light of 

the new international environment that has evolved since WWII. Moreover, the 

militarization possibility of this group of islands for external defense 

purposes is also backed by a 1948 legal opinion of the U.S. Department of 

State. 13 Thus, regardless of whether these islands are demilitarized or not, 

it is in NATO's interest to see that these islands can contribute to the 

defense of the alliance in case of war or other major emergency. The 
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strategic significance of the Aegean and the Greek islands has also been 

recognized by the USSR. One-third of the 5th Eskadra's anchorages are just 

outside Greek territorial waters, and three of these anchorages are around 

Crete in areas where the 6th fleet confronted major Soviet naval 

concentrations during re'cent crises in the Middle East. If Greece extends its 

territorial waters to 12 miles (from the present six), the Soviet Union would 

be deprived of these valuable assets, particularly in a period where permanent 

and comprehensive base rights are not available to its naval forces. 

Furthermore, it should become clear that the extension of Greek territorial 

waters in the Aegean would severely hamper the Soviet freedom of maneuver in 

this crucial zone, without symmetrically affecting western passage and 

patrolling in the same area. 

Of similar importance is the strategic location of Greece in relation to 

the shipping lanes of the Eastern Mediterranean, Isr..ael, Egypt, the· Suez 

Canal, and Libya. Here we. must stress the significance of the islands of 

Crete, the fifth largest island of the Mediterranean. Located in the middle 

of the Mediterranean basin, it is 300 miles from the Straits, 200 miles from 

the Suez, and 150 miles from the Libyan coast. In view of the importance of 

Middle East energy supplies, the proximity to the Suez Canal, the growing 

concern over Libya and the Soviet military presence in the region, the 

military facilities on Crete make that island a nearly irreplaceable strategic 

asset in alliance defense planning. 

The presence on Greek soil since 1953 of U.S. military facilities, which 

are supporting the broader interests of the West in the region, as well as the 

presence of various NATO installations are also important assets. Recent 

studies by the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations characterize the 

facilities in Greece and Turkey as complementary and interdependent. 14 

According to these studies, the Greek facilities offer direct operational 



support to the 6th fleet; are vital for Turkey's defense; and make a 

significant contribution to NATO defense in this area, specially with the 

addition of new resources as the stationing of an AWACS aircraft in Preveza. 

These facilities enhance Western control of the Mediterranean and provide 

crucial strategic warning in the Balkans. 

11 

Other important assets include the control of the Greek FIR which is 

vital for Western as well as Soviet access to the Middle East and North Africa 

and the human and material contribution of Greece to allied defense, since 

Greece became a member of NATO. As the 1986 Report on Allied Contributions to 

the Common Defense, issued by U.S. Defense Secretary C. W. Weinberger shows, 

Greece was ranked first among NATO's sixteen nations in total defense spending 

as a percentage of GDP. This amounted to 7.2% of the Greek GDP as contrasted 

to Turkey's 4.4%, 6.5% for the U.S., and 2.7% for Italy. Betwee~ 1971 and 

1983, Greek defense spending showed a 53.8% increase, while Greece was also 

ranked first in total active duty military anq civilian manpower as a 

percentage of total population. This amounted to 2.35% for Greece, 1.79% for 

Turkey, 1.40% for the U.S., and 0.99% for Italy. In view of the limitations 

of the Greek economy the force modernization undertaken since 1974, as 

manifested by the latest acquisition of F-16's and Mirage 2000's for the needs 

of the Greek Air Force, is a good indication of this commitment to allied 

· defense. 

Problems and Prospects 

Speaking in London in the spring of 1985, Admiral William N. Small, 

C-in-C Allied Forces Southern Europe, said "I know of no other region where 

the air, land, and sea campaigns are so mutually dependent." 15 . Indeed the 

Greek strategic assets outlined in the preceding paragraphs point to the 

significant role of Greece in NATO's Southern flank defense. In order for the 
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countries of the Southern flank, and Greece in particular, to be able to serve 

better the alliance security needs in the region, two observations and 

recommendations are in order. First, the alliance must recognize the 

importance of its Southern flank. The primacy given to the central front may 

have been justified in the early post-WWII period, but this is not sa· any 

longer in view of the growth of Soviet military power and political influence 

in countries of the region; the prospects for change in the Balkans; the 

linkage of the strategic basins of the Eastern Mediterranean and the Persian 

Gulf; and the growing problems in North Africa as a result of improved 

military capabilities of area states such as Libya, and their willingness to 

use various types of force for reasons other than the protection of their 

national frontiers. The security of the central front then can be affected by 

the loss of the Southern flank. Because NATO's Southern flank is the 

alliance's weakest section, it may become a tempting target in a crisis 

situation. It is imperative, therefore, that the alliance continues to 

support the force modernization undertaken by countries such as Greece, 

keeping in mind also the need for military balance among the states of the 

region. Second: Even though strategic conditions in the Eastern Mediterranean 

and NATO's Southern flank have been affected by the shifting military balance 

among the superpowers and the growing Soviet presence in the region, the major 

problem facing NATO's Southern flank is primarily political and is only 

indirectly related to the growth of Soviet power. 16 Time has come for the 

alliance to address some of the political questions affecting the cohesion of 

the Southern flank. More attention must be paid to the causes of the domestic 

political erosion the alliance has suffered in Southern flank countries over 

the last fifteen years. Continued commitment by Greece to the objectives of 

the alliance, and the alliance's ability to capitalize on the country's 

strategic assets, require greater awareness of the political sensitivities, 



the needs and perceptions of that country. Alliance actions that imply 

changes in the legal, political, economic, and strategic status quo in the 

region as established by International Treaties and Conventions must be 

avoided at all costs. Moreover, NATO must discourage any attempts to change 

this status quo through ·alliance procedures. The alliance must display its 

13 

political will on this point if it is to avoid contradicting basic principles 

of the North Atlantic Treaty. 

It is tempting to retain past assumptions about the primacy of the 

central front and to attribute the problem of the Southern flank to 

idiosyncratic state rivalries, their lack of will and the irreversibility of 

the modernization problems facing these states. Present conditions require 

vigilance, political sensitivity and willingness to face difficult political 

choices confronting this community of democratic nations. Only in this manner 
• 

can NATO successfully face the challenges that lie ahead as the alliance nears 

forty years of cooperation in the defense of freedom. 
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iterranean Area and the Southern Flank of NATO; Political Factors," 
!r presented at a conference sponsored by the Institute for Strategic 
lies and Institute Affari Internazionali, Castelgandolfo, Italy, April 
~o. 1979. 
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"Prosoects for Peace and Cooperation in the 

Italian-Greek-Turkish Triangle" 

By: Theodcre _A.Couloumbis and Dimitris Constas 

"When the Italians behave as Italians and 

not as Romans, when the Greeks behave as 

. Greeks and not as Byza·ntines, a !'Id whe-n 

the Turks benave as Turks and not as Ot

tomans .•. then there is stable.peace and 

cooperation among them'' . 

Given the quasi-anarchic nature of the post-Westphalian 

international system,' confli-ct,. competition and cooperation-have 

been interfacin~ ~nd alternating concepts characterizing inter

state relations, Our three countries, represent national succes

sors to three great emoires whose boundaries have been nearly 

identical in different time periods.Looking.back i!'lto our t~oub

led history of the l9th·and the first half of the 20th century, 

we realize that a major causal factor of our frequent conflicts 

has heen a syndrome of overlapping irredentlsms. 

It is not our task in this short presentation to recount the 

.integrative orocesses which led to the formation of .Modern Italv 

during the second half of 19th Century and to the disintegrative 

processes whi~h led to the disassembling of the Ottoman Empire 

and the creat~on 6ut oj its variou~ regioris of the modern Ealkan 

states including the state of Turkey. Our objective, rather, is 

to focus on the cluster of Italian-Greek-Turkish relations since 

World War II. 

Viewing the Turkish-Greek-Italian triangle since World War 

li we stumble ucon a great paradox. 
~-

Namely, Greece, the country 

from whose persoective we are speaking, has had its share of 

troubles w1th both its nPlqhbors. But. after the end of \'lorld 

War II, Greek-Italian relations have been shaped into a remarka-

·-
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ble model of compromise, mutual accomod.ation and coooeration 

resulting in reciprocal benefit. Unfortunately, this has not 

been the case with Greek-Turkish relations. The logical ~ecom-

mendation which flows from the above is that both the Turks and 

the Greeks can ~enefit a lot by "italianizing" their troubled. and 

tenuous relationshiP. 

~he patadox,indeed,becomes considerably magnified if we bring 

to mind that in the early 1940s Greece and Italy fought a short 

but bitter and costly (in blood and treasure) war which was 

followed by a painful and extractive occupation of Greek territo

ry by Germao,Italian and Bulgarian _forces.Throughout that turbu

lent period,Turkey had remained scrupulously (even if ambivalen

tly) neutral.Yet,and here is the core of the paradox,there has 

taken place a remarkable accomodation in the rel~tions of Greece 

_with ~11 three of the World War II occupying states. This accomo

dation has bee.n based on generally accepted princiPles of inter

national comity such as respect for the mutual security, terri-. 
torial .. integrity an_d_national independence of the states invol-

_ved.Unfcrtunately,Greek-Turkish relations,instead of experiencing 

further improvement,hav~ deteriorated since the mid 1950s into a 

state of anachronistic geopolitical tension hovering uncomforta

bly close to a major and disruptive war. 

II 

Much ink h.as been spilled outlining the legal,political and 

economic arguments ~dvanced by Greece and Turkey regarding their 

dispu~es over Cyprus and the Aegean. 

In a seminar,sUch as this,dedicated to the search for reali

stic prospects for future cooperation,we will not indulge in a 

recnpttulation bf the merits and demerits of the. argumentation 

advanced by each side.We will only oresent some general proposi

tions which are designed to place the.Greek-Turkish disputes in a 

perspectiv• that will hopefully open the way for the peaceful 

settlement of disputes and the creation of a lasting rapproche

ment between the two countries. 
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We must state,at the outset,that we are fir.m supporters of 

the process of "functionalism''--which is a design for maximiza

tion of political cooperation by incremental collective ventures 

of multi-national activity in economic,technical,cultural and 

humanitarian areas.Functionalism is,in our view,a rational if not 

the only viable approach to peace and teqional integration.After 

~lli the remarkable experiment of Jean Monnet and his associates 

which led to the creation of a peaceful and thriving community in 

Europe represents to us a viable model that can break the d~nge

rous deadlock in Greek-Turkish relations. 

However,we should point out that the Eurocean integration 

experiment has proven not easily transferable to other parts of 

the world~For,as has been demonstrated in West Europe, functiona

lism can only be built upon strong foandations oi good will and 

political consensus among the concerned governments.Similar theo

_retical. c6nst~ucts to those used by West Europeans proved relati

vely unsuccessful_ when apclied to regions such as the Middle 

East,Sub_-saharan Aft:i_ca,South-East Asia,Central America and else

where in-the Third World. 

To ~ut the matter differently,functional cooceration leading 

to transnational integration can best proceed among states whose 

·governments have removed so-called territorial disputes from 

their policy agendas,and have accepted the legitimacy of the 

sovereign distributive arrangements that were established after 

World war II. These governments must have,simultaneously; commit

ted themselves to the principle of peaceful settlement of dispu

tes and must have abandoned the threat of ,or- the use ,of force as 

an interest-maximization instrument in their ~traregionalrela

tions.Sadly,Gree~e and Turkey,since the mid 1950s, have not ma

naged to develop a viable pcilitical consensus that would P~rmit 

·the spill-over effects of the process of European inteqration to 

flow into the significant Turkish political and economic space . 

• 

--
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III 

The most difficult and elusive issue_ separating Turkey from 

Greece since the mid-l950s has been the Cyprus dispute.The fate 

of Cyprus,as we know,was not disposed at the grand settlementi 

which followed World Wars I and II because Cyprus had be4>n a. part 

of the British colonial empire.The Cypriot population structure, 

never a subject of dispute, is 80 per cent Greek-Cypriot and just 

under 20 per cent Turkish-Cypriot.Shortly after the completion of 

World war II,the Greek side sought to apply the_ principle of·

self-determination to the Cypriot population which . would have 

led,given the preferences of the overwhelming majority of Greek

Cypriots,to ENOSIS (union) of Cyprus with Greece.Turkey,citing 

its .ethnic affinity to .the· 20 per cent of the Turkish-Cypriot 

minority community,but-mainly-advancing geopolitical arguments 

against the contigency of a Greek ''strategic encirclement", insi

sted· on the -perpetuation 6f Britain's colonial rule or on the 

renderin.g of TAKSIM(nartition)of Cyprus into Greek and Tuckish 

portions-. Enosis was ___ ,macceptable to Turkey, and Taksim was unac-

ceptable to Greece.So a historic compromise,clearly a second best 

choice for mainland Greeks and Turks (but not necessarily for 

Greek and Turkish Cypriots)~was reached early in l959.This com

promise gave birth a year later to the ·indenendent state of 

Cuprus.Greece and Turkey,together wi~h Great Britain,ass4med the 

collective role of guarantors of Cyprus's independence and con

fotitutional order.Unfortunately,serious inter-communal friction 

soon developed over the issue of proposed constitutional amend

ments ~hich w~re d~sighed by President Makarios to end the unqua

lified veto rights of the Turkish-Cypriot minority community.For 

ten y~ars following, there ensued a cycle of tension and detente 

between the two communities bringing mainland Greece and Turkey 

at the edge of war in 1964 and 1967.Then, in the ·critical month 

of July 1974,while the intercommunal talks had reached (with the 

exc!'rti.on of minor·ctetails}a mutual agreement on the contours of 

--
• 
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unitary state*,the Gteek milita~y Junta bluntly interfered into 

the inte~nal affai~s of Cyp~us by mounting a putsch which was 

designed to unseat Makarios and lead -p~obably- toward an arran-

. gement of "double enosis'',which was a euphemistic term for pa~ti

tion of Cyprus between G~eece and Turkey.'I'urkey,in turn, conside

~ably multiplied the disruptive impa~t by o~dering an invasion 

(not so elegantly tefer~ed to as a "peace operation") which was. 

followed by protracted occupation of the northe~n pa~t of Cyprus 

and a massive internal refugee problem. 

The main thing that should be pointed ou~ here is that the 

· G~eek Junta collapsed just eight days after the mindless coup in 

Cyprus,while the p~actices and the p~oduct of the Tu~kish inva

sion continue to the p~esent day. If, indeed, there we.~e any doubt as 

to the ultimate objective of the Turkish invasion of Cyo~us, it 

was erased in Novembe~ of 1983 when. the Turkish-occupied po~tion 

of Northern Cyprus declared itself an independent state, and when 

Turkey .<the only state to do solrecognized it immediately.It was, 

now,quite.appa~ent that.Tu~key was prepared to use military force 

.in orde~ to impose the partition of Cyprus~contra~y to the letter 

and spirit of the Zurich and London Agreements that had reflected 

a historic comp~omise: which had ruled out both enosis and taksim. 

IV 

We have taken some oains to stress the deep and continuing 

impact of. the Cyprus upheaval on the way the Greek side has 

reacted to Tu~kish policies (expectations and demands)· in the 

Aegean area since.July 20th,l974.The main issues that divide the 

two count~ies (deiimitation of continental shelves,width of ter

ritorial.air and te~~itorial waters,milita~y and civilian comman~ 

conttal_and info~mation ~egions,rights •nd protection of mino~i

ties)would ,normally,have been classified as technical (functio-

* A far cry from the much loose~ bicommunal, bi-~eqional 

feder~tion concept now· being envisioned . 

..__ 
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nal)in natur:e issues that ar:e of r:elatively low poli-tical salien-"

ce a~d,therefor:e,lend themselves to alteinative types of peaceful 

settlement. 

Yet, the "Cypr:us example" ha·s been haunting the Greek side 

since 1914.Will Tur:key r:epeat the Cyp~us scenar:io in the Aegean? 

Will she tr:y to establish her:self as a secur:ity par;tner: in the 

Easter:n half of the Aegean,enclaving impor:tant Gr:eek ter:r:itor:ies 

into a ''Tur:kish zone of r:esponsibility''? Will she then,as she did 

in Cypr:us,seek to cr:eate a militar:y fait accomolis? Since 1974, 

our: Tur:kish allies have been pr:oposing what amounts to a fun

damen.tal r:evision of the legal status ~ in the Aegean. If their: 

views wer:e to pr:evail,the r:esult would be the enveloping of 

Gr:eece's Easter:n Aegean islands and the Dodecanese into an exclu

sive (or: joint as in Cyprus)Tur:kish secur:ity zone.Following the 

.Tur:kish pr:escr:iption,the·Greek islands would be consider:ed Greek 

"exclaves~ "growing'' upon ~· Tur:kish continental shelf.Simulta

_neously,they would be assigned to become isolated Greek terr:ito

ries under a Tur:k_ish.Flight Infor:mation Region and,for: NATO 

pur:poses,into a Tur:kish command and contr:ol zone.Finally,to com

plete the package,they would be r:equired to r:emain defenseless 

(demilitarized)acco_r:ding to ~xtr:emely punitive inter:pr:etations of 

tr:eaty pr:ovisions (Lausanne. (1923),Montr:eux(l936),~ar:is(l947)). 

j And the Gr:eek side asks: Given the ''Tur:kish example'' in Cyor:us, 

Why should one expect a d(ffer:ent modus oper:andi in the Acqean? 

If t~e Tur:ks,as their r:esponsible officials often assert,have no 

ter:r:itor:ial ambitions in any par:t of the Gr:eek Aegean ar:chipela

go,why do th~y stienuously object to Gr:eek defense arrangements 

in. Gr:eek insular: ter:r:itor:ies? Adequately fortified, the Aeqean 

i-sland.s and the Dodecanese could be used as a second 1 ine of 

defense against ootentially unfriendly naval and air: tr;affic 

attempting to enter: into and exit from the Black Sea. Why is it 

that the Turks consciously or: subconsciously refuse to acknow

ledae the exister1ce of·Greck insular territories which collecti

vely account for a significa~ proportion of Greece's popul~tton 

• • 

•' 
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and territory* ?. ' ., 
• 

Our Turkish friends, and all others interest~ in conflict 
·: 

· resolution in the Aegean, must understand and accept one proposi-. 

tion. Namelv, the Greek side.will not agree under any circumstan

ces to a regime that enclaves Greek sovereign territories into i 

zones of ~usk1sh military, economic or technical responsibility. ~ 

Once this is understood as a fundamental precondition to any 

process leading toward peaceful resolution of differences, the 

way 'toward gradual accomodation and even meaningful cooperation 

will have been opened. 

Our Turkish neighbors, we believe, can benefit a lot by 

emulating the type of relations that Italy and Greece have forged 

since the early 1950s. It is remarkable,for exampl~,to realize 

tl}at Italy proceeded to remilitarize territories which were to 

remain demilitarized according to the Tready of Paris (1947lby 

routinely informing 1ts fellow signatories and routinely securing 

their unqualified app~oval. Issues of the type that has deeoly 

disturbed Greek-Turkish relations have been reasonably settled by 

-a series of agreements between Greece and Italy based on princip

les of interdependence, mutual respect and mutual benefit. Agree-

ments regarding the delimitation of Greek/Italian continental 

shelves (May 19iil, Protection of the Ionian Sea's environment 

(March 19i9l, Scienti~ic and.Technical Cooperation (October 1983) 

and Cooperation between the ·two governments in combating terra~ 

rism, organized crime, and traffic~ing of narcotics (September 

·1986) are ty"Pical of the kind of facility with which one can 

promote economic and technical cooperation on foundations of 

~olitical consensus. 

It is instructive for instance to read Turkish accounts which 

routinely refer to Cyprus as an island which lies only 40 miles 

away from Turkey while being over ''500 miles'' away from ''Greece". 

The fact is that Cyprus is about 160 miles away from the nearest 

Greek island a~d less than 200 miles from Rhodos.Furthcrmore,the 

fact that Syria is no f~rther away from Cyprus than is Turkey has 

not given the latter any basis for claims over Cycr\ot territory. 

• T 
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V 

Moving to a wide~ ~egional scale, we believe that the formu

for poace and cooperation between Greece and Turkey will ,. 
surely have been found by the time Turkey (and why not Cyp~us ?) 

'
eriters into the European Community ~t sometime which, hopefully, 

will not be in the very distant future. But what needs to be done 

fdr .Tu~key•s integration into the Europpean Community to become a 

~eality ? 

The Eu~opean Community was built upon the ~uins left by the 

Second Wo~ld Wa~. It g~ew g~adually but steadily and it eventual

ly· established itself as a viable political and economic colle

ctivity because it (the gove~nments of the membe~ states) adopted 

and faithfully implemented.certain general Principles 

1. Pluralistic D~mccracy of the Western Variety, which gua

rantees and resPects the rights of man, is a necessary condition 

for participation in the Community. 

2. Reciprocity of political,economic and social interests 

among .the member-states of the Community is at the center of 

gravity of its viabilit'y. 

3. Methods and. procedures for the peaceful settlement of 
' 

disputes ~etween member-states are emoloyed exclusively within 

the community. Any resort to armed force for the settlement of 

intra-community diffe~ences is strictly p~ohibited. 

4. The natural outgrowth of the above mentioned principles 

is the harmonization of the foreign policies of member-states so 

as to create a joint and representative foreign policy for the 

Eurooean Community as a whole. 

Any further enlargement of the Community through the acces

sion of states such as Turkey and Cyprus, involves a clear cam-
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mitment on the cart of aspiring members to respect the above 

principles in .word and deed. 

In the'case of Turkey, this means that its political sy

stem, which at present could be referred to as ''guided (by the 

military) democracy'', should be transformed into a genuine demo-

cracy of the Western type. Among the conditions for such a tran

fo~mation one must include the following The lifting of the 

prohibition of direct participation in political activities of 

personalities, such as Suleyman Demiyel and Bulent Ecevit the 

lifting -df martial law in the five provinces where it continues 

in force : the implementation of freejom o~ establishment of 

political parties representing the full range of interests, prin

ciples and ideologies which-find their expression in Turkish 

society the restoration of trade union activities and freedoms 
• 

_which have been cqn~idecably stifled since September 1980: the 

_abandonment of torture and other inhuman forms of interrogation; 

full and demonstrated respect for human rights and the cultural 

identity of all residents of Turkey, including the minority 

community of the Kurds. 

In its foreign relations, in order to conform to the basic 

principles of the European Community, Turkey must swiftly proceed 

to- th~. j~~t and peaceful resolution of its differences with the 

twelve members of the Community, with priority being given to the 

case of Greece. The repairing of relations between Greece and 

Turkey requires .a settlement of the Cyprus problem on the basis 

of respect for the integrity of the Republic of Cyprus, with-

dr~WQl of th~ occupation forces, and the adoption of a fede-

ral, hi-communal and hi-regional but genuinely unified political 

and economic sys~em. Furthermore, in the case of Greek - Turkish 

differences on the Aegean, Turkey must abandon its. revisionist 

~eopolitical ambitions and adopt strictly peaceful disnute-

settlement methods such as good offices, mediation, conciliation. 

arbitration and adjudication. Resort to third-party ·resolution 

mech~nisms will follow bi-lateral negotiations in every in~t~n-

--
.. . 
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to the multi-lateral level lf and when bilateral 

do not produce results within a reasonable time 

VI 

Over and .above the problems of Turkey's adaptation to the 

rules of the Community game, there remains another major stru

ctural problem of profound concern to the' Twelve. Demographical

ly, the population of Turkey - estimated today at approximately 

55 million - is increasing at a very rapid rate. It doubles every 

28 years lone of the highest growth rates in the world}. Thus in 

the year 2010, the population of Turkey will be approaching the 

110 million"mark, while the popul•tion of the Twelve will remain 

static at 320 million. If we were to suppose that Turkey became 

a member of the EC around the year 2.000,close to .25 per cerit of 

the population of the Comm~nity would consist of Turks. It is 

'this structural reality that is at the center of the major orob

lem of movem"ent· and subsecuent '!bsorption of the large Turkish 

workforc.e, a fact that gravely concerns member-states such as 

·Germany, France, Be:tgium and others. The issue becomes even more 

acute if one takes into.account the pressure of the migration of 

unemployed Turkish. wbrkers coming out of a country where the 

unemployment rate has been.for a number of years in e~cess of 

. ·. 2 0.%. 

The cbnclusion which can be dra.wn from the foregoi·ng argu

mentation is that virtually all the member states of the EC - not 

only Greece - hdve great reservations over the hypothetical Tur

kish membership in the EC. In our opinion, it would be a serious 

error for each Co~munity partner to shift the weight of its 

reservations and objections on tb others, or on to one specific 

member. 

VII 

What is then to be done ? The Eurooean Community must, as a 

body of twelve states, accept and apply the princiPle of a joint 

appro~ch to the cuestion of Turkey's accession. This will involve 

the planning and adootion of a strategy leadinq to the real - not 

just verbal or cosmetic - "Europeanization" of Turkey,as a funda-

' .... . 
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mental condition for accessio" to Europe. The dimensions of the~· 

issue leave ·no room for ·hasty solutions and experiments of the 

''Let's have Tarkey in the EC and then we'll see'' type. 

Europeanization, in our view, means that the Turkish people ~ 

will be permitted to choose freely their destiny in the ·face of a 

major historic dilemma regarding their future cultural identity. 

Europeanization means that ·Turkey will make the great choice 

between membership in Europe (and the West more generally} and 

.the role of a leading Islamic power in the third-world-oriented 

Middle East. Eurooeanization means that, together with the resto

ration of internal democracy in Turkey, a solution ~ill be found 

in Cyprus that will safeguard the territorial integrity of the 

troubled Republic. Final.l y, European iza t ion means, that Greek

Turkish relations in the Aegean, which have been mainly disturbed 

by the post -1974 revisionist proposals of the Turkish govern

ment; will be rehabilitated restoring a climate of stable peace 

-in this srategically vital area. 

To·-:j\ldge by pres.ent rates and styles of activity just across 

the eastern borders of Greece, one cannot afford to be overly 

optimistic about the prospects of coooeration between Greece and 

Turkey . The stake~ are quite high,and the two governments have 

become conditioned to a protracted climate of crisis management. 

·rn our opinion, however, the "cold-,war" in Greek-Turkish rela

~ions is quite dangerous and it could, catastrophically, go out 

of control thr~ugh accident, miscalculation. or just faulty poli

~ies. We must, therefore, continue the effort toward achieving a 

precious poiiti~~l accomodation, which our thoughtful fore-

fathers Venizelos and Ataturk - had the courage to initiate 56 

years :ago: 
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• 
INTRODUCTION 

NATO has always tended to utilize technology to solve its defence 
problems. 

In the '50s it was nuclear technology. At that time, the Soviet 
conventional' superiority was balanced by the introduction of nuclear weapons in 
Europe. These weapons were considered the easiest way out of the economic and 
political problems the European countries were faced with in trying to cope 
with the force goals set by the Atlantic Council in Lisbon in 1952. 

In the •60s and '70s the technological edge of the allied weapons 
systems, coupled with the deterrent effect of Jlmerican nuclear weapons, was 
seen as the key qualitative factor capable of offsetting, at least partially, 
the Soviet quantitative advantage. 

Today, emerging technology (ET) is at the center of NATO' s attention. 
Again, technology is seen as the alternative to Europe's unwillingness to 
increase its cj)nventional forces and is considered "the solution" to defence 
problems which would require a more articulated approach. 

This time it is conventional technology which is supposed to 
constitute the "fixing" factor of a deteriorated military balance. However, 
the strategic and tactical frama;ork is radically different fran the past. The 
economic picture is. also different.· The framework is one of strategic parity 
between the superpowers and of Soviet nuclear superiority in the European 
theater. In addition, the adoption of new technology weapons systems will not 
represent a saving, as was the case when nuclear weapons were introduced in 
lieu of comentional forces. 
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The operational framework has also changed. The American propensity 
towards the eventual regional employment of nuclear weapons has decreased, 
while the Soviet doctrine has gradually moved towards the recognition of the 
possibility of a protracted conventional war in Europe. 

On 9 November, 1984 NATO' s Defence Planning Committee formally 
approved the long-term planning guidelines for Follow-On Forces Attack (FOFA). 
This mission concept was subsequently included in the NATO Military Committee's 
May 1985 Conceptual Military Framework for NATO Long Term Defence Planning. 

Having adopted this concept, NATO now faces the problem of making it 
work. 'lhe issues were very clearly outlined in the American OTA' s report to 
the Congress of July 1986 ( 1). Quoting fran the report, the issues were 
outlined as follows: 

1. Which concepts for FOFA should be pursued and how should resources 
be allocated among them? 

2. How much capability is needed? 

3. Are dedicated forces required, and if so, what? 

4. How are competing demands for procuring forces for FOFA to be 
balanced? 

5. What is to be bought? Who will produce it? Who will pay for it? 

6. Will the NATO command structure and its operating procedures have 
to be modified? 

7. Will FOFA require changes in national intelligence policies and 
procedures? 

8. What are the implications of possible Warsaw Pact responses to 
FOFA? 

Obviously, this discussion paper does not intend to attempt to answer 
these very difficult questions. Its scope is simply to identify sane of the new 
ET weapons systems and then try to assess what their introduction in allied 
forces will mean for the defence of the southern NATO fronts. 'Ihe paper will 
not address the issue of the utilization of nuclear weapons, either in a 
pre-emptive mode on the part of the Soviet Union, or in a selective wa:y by NATO 
in the context of its flexible response strategy. In other words, the analysis 
will be restricted to the conventional aspects of the defence of NATO' s 
southern region countries in the face of NATO' s present drive towards emerging 
technology weapons systems. 

1. THE GENERAL FRAMEWORK 

It appears evident that both NATO and the Warsav1 Pact have moved away 
from the perspective of a war in Europe which entails the use of nuclear 
weapons in its initial phase. 
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The possibility of a protracted conventional conflict is gaining 
credibility, even though NATO has restated the full validity of its doctrine of 
flexible and graduated response and of first use of nuclear weapons, and even 
though NATO commanders believe that, due to Soviet conventional power, the 
Alliance has reverted to a "delayed trip-wire" strategy. In fact, the point is 
how protracted a conventional war in Europe could be, considering the ·repeated 
warnings issued by the Supreme Allied Commander of NATO forces in Europe, Gen. 
Bernard Rogers, about NATO' s ·conventional inferiority. Gen. Rogers has stressed 
that "if war broke out today, it would only be a matter of days before I would 
have to turn to our political authorities and request the initial release of 
nuclear weapons." (2) 

A further point is if and how the ET systems will effectively raise 
the nuclear threshold improving NATO' s capability to defend itself with 
conventional weapons, or if they would simply protract the conventional phase 
of the war, simply delaying the still needed use of nuclear weapons as a last, 
uncertain and risky resort to bring the conflict to a halt and reach a 
diplana tic sol uti on. 

It is likely that the opening days of a NATO-Warsaw Pact conflict in 
Europe, although conventional, will be marked by a warfigh ting pace and 
intensity very different fran WWII and even higher than that seen during the 
Arab- Israeli wars. 

The new technology weapons systems tend to increase these 
characteristics. In fact, they will permit the fighting to go on regardless of 
whether it is day or night and of weather conditions. Furthermore, the 
precision with which the weapons can be deiivered and the high destructive 
potential of the new warheads tend to equate the effect of the high technology 
weapons systems to those of small yield nuclear weapons. The high lethality of 
today's and tomorrow• s highly technological conventional battlefield will 
result in a killing rate unimaginable in past wars, while the proliferation of 
area coverage, distributed munitions warheads will dramatically increase the 
number of wounded for whom treatment will not be possible or available. Another 
point to be underlined is the substantial and growing difference between early 
and follow-on war stages ( 3). The early phases will be characterised by mass 
attacks along fairly predictable corridors and against known, selected targets 
with the aim of disrupting NATO defences, o.pening avenues of penetration, 
effecting a rapid pace of advance, and provoking the collapse of the whole 
front under attack. Only if and when this phase is terminated with negative 
results for the aggressor, will the war be likely to continue with sustained 
can bat by maneuvering units in a way similar to WWII military operations, 
although with the peculiar features outlined above. 

A final point to be taken into consideration is the fact that the 
aggressor will not only choose the moment and place of the attack but will also 
maintain the initiative in the early phase of its military operations. 

All this means that the defender has at least three imperatives: 
first, he must capitalise on the warning, no matter how small and imperfect, 
that the enemy provides in preparing its aggression. No time should be lost. If 
the multinational decision-making process is too slow, preparatory actions in 
the framework of the SACEUR Alert System should be implemented on a national 
basis in order to set up the main elements of defence. Although excessively 
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bell~gerant actions should be avoided, the ·weight given to the political 
element of "provocation" should not jeopardize the necessary preparation ror 
derence. 

Second, the det'ender must stop the initial attack before it gains 
manentum. This can be achieved by a series or· active military responses - with 
FOFA being part or them - and by a set or peacetime erected fortifications to 
impede the rapid advance or armored units. 

The political and social problems connected with the rorti!·ication of 
border areas are we1.L recognized. However, even in this t'ield new technologies 
provide acceptable solutions in terms or low environmental damage, small areas 
reqUired for the construction, low visibility or the supporting 
infrastructures, limited militarized zones. 

Third, the det'ence or key assets - in particular air assets in the 
rear areas - is or· paramount importance. This can be carried out with both 
active and passive der·ence measures (hardening and dispersion). 

One can rightly say that there is nothing really new in these 
imperahves. What is new, in fact. is the adoption and the application of new 
technologies either in the form or· weapons systems or supporting assets 
(surveillance, detect~ on and targeting, command, control, communication and 
intelligence (C3IJ, electronic warfare, etc J. 

2. NtW TEc1lNOL03IES 

Frank Barnaby has recently written that "it' technological 
deveLopments hole sway, the r·u.L.Ly autanated battlet'ie.Ld will oe with us, at 
.Least in the industrialized countries, oy about the year 201 0" (ll). 

Even without t'u.L.Ly endorsing Pro!'. Barnaby' s prediction, it appears 
evident that technological developments are radically changing the way of 
waging war. The technological impact is rel t on the whole range of' military 
hardware ana on ics supporting elements. Let us brief'ly examine some or the 
I'ields where cnanges are more signi!'icant. 

a. Weapons systems 

In the weapons systems field the most striking developments have 
taken place in the gUidance, and hence in the high killing ratio, or 
air-to-surt'ace and surrace-to-surface weapons systems. 

The so-called smart weapons are not totally new. They were employed 
r·or the !'irst t~me during the Vietnam war. The tradi tional.Ly told story about 
their et'fectiveness refers to the destruction or the Than Hoa bridge at Hanoi. 

·From 1 \lb? to 1 \lb!l the American air force unsuccessru11y conducted more than 600 
!'ighter bomber sorties against the bridge, dropping a total or· 2000 tons of' 
conventional· bombs and suf!'ering the loss of 12 to 30 aircraft. In 1972, using 
laser gUided banbs, !l sorties were su!'!'icient to drop the bridge during the 
first mission (5). 
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Apart from laser, electro-optic and infrared guidance systems, new 
systems providing very small CEPs are microwave radiometry, radar area 
correlation (RAC) and Satellite Position Fixing using the data provided by the 
Global Positioning System. With these guidance systems, CEPs of less than 10 
meters are obtainable. 

The technological trend points towards the development of 
air-to-surface weapons . with a fully autonomous capacity to search for, 
recognize and attack the target. This capacity would be provided by the use of 
sophisticated sensors and artificial intelligence. 

Another significant develo!lllent is taking place in the field of 
cluster weapons. The aim is to make the submuni tions intelligent so as to 
search out an area with electronic sensors and selectively engage the targets 
they find. For example, the submuni tions would be capable of looking for the 
most vel uable targets, attacking the tanks instead of the armored infantry 
vehicles or the trucks. 

The CEPs of the more sophisticated air-to-surface weapons can be 
obtained also by the cruise and surface-to-surface missiles. For the cruise, 
the precision is provided by the TERCOM (Terrain Contour Ma tchir.g) system, 
while for the SSM the small CEP is obtained through the use of manouverable 
warheads. The American Pershing-2 has been reported to possess a 30-45 meter 
CEP. 

While the London-based International Institute of Strategic Studies 
still assigns a CEP of 300-350 meters to the Soviet SS-21, SS-12 mod. and SS-23 
missiles (6), Mr. Richard" de Lauer, former US Under Secretary of Defense for 
Research and Engineering, in a press interview, credited "the new models of 
SS-21, SS-22 and SS-23 missiles with accuracies making it possible to hit 
within 30 m. of a target" (7). If this CEP is proved to be true, the threat 
represented by the Soviet short-range ballistic missiles will significantly 
increase. Armed with conventional area coverage, distributed munitions or 
air-field denial warheads, these missiles can dramatically enhance Soviet 
conventional first strike capacity, in particular against NATO' s vi tal 
airpower. 

The same applies to other types of weapons (anti-ship, anti-tank and 
anti-aircraft) where sophisticated guidance systems, coupled with very 
effective warheads, tend to increase the vulnerability of air, naval and ground 
assets. The future will bring a growing direct correlation between targeting 
and killing. If the targeting has been positively accomplished, the target will 
be hit and destroyed unless it is defended by a system with better performances 
than the attacking weapons. This means, as Danied Deudney, an American expert 
in information technology, has lucidly said, that the future will no longer be 
the traditional confrontation between offensive and defensive systems, but 
"rather a competition between the visible and the hidden, between transparency 
and stealth" (8). 
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b. Ml.nes 

In tne field or mine warfare, new technology has brought three 
sigmr leant . developments. First, the diversit'ica tion in the methods of 
disseminatJ.ng mines. Today, mines can be remotely dispensed from artillery, 
rocKets, or aJ.rcraft. Second, the increase in the lethali ty or- mines agaJ.nst 
armored targets. Tnird, the smart mines, capable of' controlling a wide area 
(and thus the aolli ty to target wna t is moving on a road from a concealed 
posinon on one side) and to discriminate between tanKs and lower value 
targets. Among the most er·fectlve mines presently in production and in 
development: tne USAF GATOR mine, the US Army ADAM and RAM; the German 
aJ.r-delJ.vered MIFF anti tanK mine and the AT-2 mine to be carried in the 
MUltJ.ple Launch RocKet System (MLRSJ; and the USAF ERAM (Extended Range 
Antiarmor Mine J smart mine. 

c. Target-acguisi tJ.on systems 

This is anotner f'ield wnere developments nave been impressive and 
where research is actively proceeding. Among the systems in production or in 
tne developmental phase the most significant are the following: 

. 
The Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared System for Night 

(LANTI.HN), wnich will provide the tactical aircraft with a day and nignt low 
al tituae navigation/precision attack capaolii ties in all weather conditions. 

The Tactical Reconnaissance System, to be flown on the TR-1 aircraft, 
to pass reconnaissance information to ground stations in near real time. 

The Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar System (ASAR:>-2), a hJ.gh 
resolution radar imaging system capable or producing nigh-quality imagery at 
long stanaof'f' ranges in strip mapping and spotlight modes. The system is also 
supposed to be installed in the TR-1 aircraft. 

The Precision Location Strike System (PLSS), 
detecting, accurately locating. identifYing and directing 
radar emitters in near real tJ.me. 

a system capable of 
strikes against enemy 

Otner systems include the Pave Spike, Pave Penny and Pave TacK pods, 
normally mounted on f'ighter-bc:mbers, for the accurate delivery or their 
ordnance. The Pave Tack System was utilized by the American F-111s during the 
air strike against Libya last April. 

d. Command, control ana communications (C3J 

Tne large amount of diff'erent information available to the commander 
ana the need to take decisions in a very short time pose problems which can be 
resolved only with the aid of' computers. Automation is gaining ground and 
computers are not only nandling the information process but also increasingly 
taking over the decision-making process. Wnen the response has to be immediate 
- for example the defence against short range ballistic missiles with flight 
tJ.mes of 2-5 minutes - the tenaency is to take the man out of the decision 
loop. As computers increase their capacity they are being increasingly utli ized 
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by the C3. Eventually, it will 
operations. As Frank Barnaby s~s 
weapons, are the essential elements 

be possible to fully computerize all C3 
"computerized C3, together with autonomous 
of automated warfare" (9). 

In summary, considering in particular those systems which will reach 
maturity in the next several years and which could have important implications 
on the application of the FOFA concept, the most significant ET develo!Illents 
are as follows: 

ASARS II (synthetic aperture radar surveillance system); 
PLSS emitter location system; 
Joint STARS (Surveillance Target Attack Radar System) moving target 
radar and weapon control system; 
LANTIRN navigation and targeting system for tactical aircraft; 
Army TACMS (Tactical Missile) ballistic missile; 
Smart antiarmor submuni tions such as Skeet and SADARM (Search and 
Destroy Armor), and the MLRS/1UW (Terminally Guided Warhead for the 
Multiple Launch Rocket System); 
AGM-130 air-to-surface missile; 
RPV/TADARS, an army reconnaissance and target designation system; 
various electronic warfare capabilities. 

In 1984 the NATO Conference of National Armaments Directors listed 
eleven candidate ET projects designed for deployment in the next ten years. 
Some systems are similar or identical to those being developed in the United 
States. 

NATO IFF (Identification Friend or Foe); 
Electronic warfare systems for helicopters; 
Electronic jamming systems for tactical aircraft; 
Standoff radar surveillance and target acquisition system (based on, 
or similar to the JSTARS); 
Ground-based electronic support system to process sensor data; 
Short-range anti-radiation missile (SHAM); 
Low-cost powered dispenser for use against fixed targets; 
Terminally guided warhead (TGW) for the MLRS; 
Medium-range RPV (Remotely Piloted Vehicle) for battlefield 
surveillance and target acquisition; 
Autonomous precision-guided munitions for 155mm artillery; 
Artillery locating system (counterba ttery radar). 

3. THE ET AND THE DEFENCE OF THE SOUTHERN REGION 

To analyze if and haw the ET weapons systems could effectively 
improve the defensive posture of NATO• s southern region countries, it is 
necessary to refer to their geostrategic and military strength·s and weaknesses. 

a. Italy 

Geostrategically, Italy has 
countries, Austria and Yugoslavia, 
territorial integrity and unwilling to 

the advantage of bordering two neutral 
ready to fight to safeguard their 

open their frontiers for the passage of 
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Warsaw Pact divisions in case of an East-Hest crisis in Europe. Furthermore, 
Italy has the geostrategic advantage of presenting a single, limited avenue of 
ground invasion at its north-eastern border, characterized by mountainous, 
r.ugged terrain for most of its extension. Except ·for the narrow Gorizia gap, 
mass armor operations would not be possible. The terrain is well suited for 
dug-in, fortified defenses. The employment of remotely deliverable mines -
anti tank and antipersonnel of the types indicated in paragraph 2b ·- seems 
particularly attractive to block roads and passages. Their dissemination along 
valley roads would retard and impede movements of armored and mechanized units, 
providing for an increase of fixed. lucrative targets. 

Furthermore, Italy's unique geostrategic position protruding in the 
Mediterranean Sea, accentuated by Sardinia, Sicily and the islands of 
Pantelleria and Lampedusa, constitutes both an element of defensive liability 
and of operational advantage and opportunity. 

On the one hand, Italy's extensive coastline makes surveillance more 
difficult, while its Mediterranean projection makes it more vulnerable to any 
southern threat and to submarine launched cruise missiles (10). On the other 
hand, that same Mediterranean projection and the ialands allow for greater air 
and sea coverage of the Nedi terranean, enhancing the role of ground-based air 
power. 

In addition, the relative width of the Sicily Channel allows for easy 
moni taring, control and filtering, if necessary, of maritime surface and 
submarine traffic in case of conflict. 

New technology can help the Italian defensive posture by offering 
more sophisticated sensor and weapons systems ( torpedos, mines, depth charges) 
for the antisubmarine warfare (ASW) and very precise air-to-surface and 
surface-to-surface anti ship missiles with longer standoff ranges and better 
resistance to deceptive measures. 

A new element of vulnerability is represented by the new Soviet SS-12 
mod. and SS-23 SSMs. The ·goo km range SS-12 mod. from Czechoslovakia can cover 
the Italian territory up to Naples and Taranto, while the 500 km range SS-23 
from Hungary can hit targets in the northern battle area up to Verona. This 
threat would increase in quantitative and geographical terms if SS-23s would be 
deployed in some North African countries. 

The present technology does not offer a reliable, effective 
anti-tactical ballistic missile (ATBN) system. However, research and 
develolJ!lent is being conducted in the United States and in Europe to field an 
A 'IBM architecture complementing the long-range and short-range air defense 
missile system. 

b. Greece 

Greece's most evident geostrategic disadvantage is the short distance 
between the Greek-Bulgarian border and the Aegean Sea coastline. It would be 
impossible to trade space for time. There is no alternative to forward defense. 
New technologies can help to defend at the border. As in the case of the 
Italian north-east border, active defense can be coupled with fortified 
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interlocking bases, remotely fired gun and mortar positions, hardened and 
concealed electronic j ammers, smoke and ct1a!T genera tors, etc., exploiting the 
characterist~cs or the terrain to their maximum. 

Another defense liability is the limited size of Greek territory. 
While the airbases are within· range of the. Soviet bombers and Su-2l! type 
I'ighter bombers - some also of the Bulgarian Mig-23BM aircraft - there are not 
enougn of them r·or the redeployment and dispersal or vital air assets. 

New technologies can provide for erfect1ve air defense systems, in 
part~cular surface-to-air missiles with shorter reaction times, stronger 
resistance to countermeasures, higher lethality warheads. Even recent 
developnents in AA guns appear as attractive solutions for point derense 
problems against the Warsaw Pact air tnrea t. 

On the other hand, Greece, with its more than 3,000 islands, can 
utilize new technOlogies for the control or the Aegean Sea. Long-range 
stana-off air-tO-surface missiles can provide a signi!·icant capability r·or a 
thorougn sea denial role. Passage througn the Aegean Sea of Soviet Black Sea 
Fleet naval forces, in case or· Soviet contrOl of the Turkish Straits, can be 
denied by the employment of missile-armed fast patrol craft, easily dispersed 
among the island ports and attacking with wool r·-pacK technique, by aircraft 
armed wi tn sea-sKimming ASM, and by moolle ground-launched SSM deployed on the 
islanas controll~ng the most important sea passages and choke points. 

Finally, new technology sensors and mines are other assets that can 
turn tne t~de in favour of NATO forces in. the anti-surface ship and 
anti-submarine warfare operations in the Aegean Sea~ 

The SSM threat wli.L signi!·icantly increase when Bulgaria replaces its 
l!O FROOs and 3b SL'UDs with the new SS-21 and SS-23 missiles. The 120 km SS-21 s 
wUl be capable or· covering the entire Thrace area, wh~le the SS-23s the 
majori cy of the Greek territory. The SS-23s cou.Ld be employed r·or a 
convenhonal pre-empt1ve strike against the airbases and other key military 
targets. 

Turkey's geographic poSition, wnlch is at the root of its strategic 
importance for NATO defense, is also at the root of the complexity and 
difficulty of Turkey's der·ense problems. 

A geostrategic analysis reveals a number of negative elements in 
terms or defense. In the event or an East-West contlict, the Turkish armed 
rorces wou.La rind them.selves engaged on three separate r·ronts: the Turkish 
'!brace, the Straits and the Black Sea coast, and the Eastern Turkish-Soviet 
border. Moreover, ic is not to be excluded - though the hypothesis seems very 
unliKely - that Turkey might also be engaged on the southern rront it' Syria 
decided to side w~th Moscow. 

There are, hcwever, r·ew beaches on the Turkish BlacK Sea coast that 
are suitable r·or massive amphibious operations - and the.Soviet Black Sea Fleet 
amphibious force counts only 25 ships and 12 crart - WhJ.le advances towards the 
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interior are made difficult by the Pontus mountain range. The terrain on the 
Turkish eastern border is largely inaccessible, unsuitable for armored or 
mechanized units operations, and with few practicable passes. The terrain 
bordering on Syria is also particularly rough and mountainous, especially near 
I ske nderum. 

The weakest and most vulnerable area is the Thrace, along the border 
with Bulgaria, where there are easy .u.nes of attack through the Vardar Valley, 
the Struma Pass and the plains that lead directly to the Aegean Sea and the 
Straits. '!he terrain is suited for the use of armored divisions, while the 
shallow depth prevents the adoption of defense manouvering and makes forward 
defense a necessity. 

As far as the Turkish-Soviet border is concerned, the characteristics 
of the terrain should be used ·to its own advantage, with active and passive 
deferise measures, as in the cases of Italy and Greece. 

'!he Straits can easily be closed to maritime traffic. and in this 
case the new technologies can simply provide more sophisticated and effective 
means of doing that. 

For the defense of the Black Sea coast new technologies can provide a 
vast array of new sensors to monitor, pick up, and discriminate any surface or 
sutmarine threat. This early warning and control system can be integrated by 
mobile surface-to-surface missiles for the actual defense. '!he new mines can 
also be used for the purpose of interdicting the easiest approaches to the 
Turkish beaches. 

The defense of the Thrace area can be improved not only with those 
peysical "barriers" which can be erected, according to the features of the 
terrain, to constrain, impede, slow down, re-direct the forward thrust of the 
armored units, but also ec; uipping the ground forces with new technology 
anti tank missiles and the airforce with the most sophisticated distributed 
munitions and area coverage weapons systems. 

The replacement of FROG, SCUD, and SS-12 missiles with the ne-w SS-21, 
SS-23 and SS-12 mod. missiles in the Soviet forces deployed in the Odessa 
Military District and in the southern TVD, which will be presumably completed 
in the next ten-year period, will increase the conventional SSM threat. 

While the threat of the SS-12 mod. missiles will not change, since 
the new models have the same range as the missiles they replace, the upgrade 
fran the SCUDs to the SS-23s would permit the Soviets to target the northern 
part of the Turkish territory from the Crimea peninsula and from the Krasnodar 
area, and the eastern part fran the Georgian and Armenian regions. 

'!he Soviet Union could reach even deeper into central and southern 
Turkey if SS-12 mod. missiles were deployed into Bulgaria, in the same way that 
they were deployed in Czechoslovakia and East Germany in 1984. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Both within NATO and the Warsaw Pact a tendency has emerged in the 
last few years to consider the protracted employment of conventional weapons as 
the likely scenario of a war in Europe. 

For NATO, three factors are pushing toward the conventional option: 
the decreased American propensity to consider the use of nuclear weapons in 
Europe as a viable defensive option; the drive towards new technologies to 
enhance NATO deterrence and military posture, and to raise the nuclear 
threshold; the European political parties' and public opinion's attitude 
against nuclear weapons. For the Warsaw Pact, the recognition of the fact that 
nuclear strategic parity between the Soviet Union and the United States, 
coupled with its superiority in the regional nuclear balance and in the 
conventional balance, at least in quantitative terms, gives a clear military 
edge over NATO, making the use of nuclear weapons unnecessary except for 
retaliatory purposes. 

Apart from the questions raised by the adoption of the FOFA concept, 
it appears evident that the emerging and emerged technologies cannot, by 
themselves, solve all NATO' s defense problems. It seems to me that what is 
needed are defensive solutions based mainly on ingenuity - in particular if 
forward defense remains at the base of NATO doctrine - and on new ways of force 
employment. In 1940 the tank and the fighter bomber were not new technology 
weapons systems. It was the way they were employed by the Third Reich which 
represented the winning factor of WWII initial military operations in Europe. 

Conventional new technologies are very costly. Furthermore, they also 
tend to raise the time and cost of training. How many systems would the NATO 
southern region countries be able to buy, considering the constraints imposed 
on military budgets ? Where should the limit between quantity and quality be 
set and how should the best mix between old and new weapons systems be decided 
upon? A major effort by the European countries to share R&D costs and to join 
in industrial ventures aimed at achieving a deeper interoperability and a 
better standardization is certainly and badly needed. But this effort would be 
possible only if narrc.; nationalist approaches to the European security as a 
whole were abandoned. The United States can help with a more open attitude 
towards the European request for a more balanced "two-way streetn. in 
transa tlant5.c production and export of ET weapons systems. 

It appears that new technologies make defense much more 
cost-effective than offense. It has often been said that is much cheaper to 
destroy the "offensive" weapons, than to buy them. In fact. this should not be 
overstressed, not only because it is impossible to distinguish between 
"offensive" and "defensive" systems, but also because technology "(Orks on both 
fronts. In other words, it also works to make "offensive" weapons more 
cost-effective. It is the traditional .struggle between sensors and decoys, 
between radar and stealth technology, between sonar and qui ter sutmarine 
engines, between anti radar missiles and high-velocity, frequency-hopping 
·radars. 

As mentioned before, it is true that new technologies are increasing 
the pace of warfare and its destruction potential. However, although the new 
weapons systems allow to operate day and night, without weather restrictions, 
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the human element will still impose its biological and psychological rhythms. A 
war without pauses can be waged only by robots. This is a long-term scenario 
for a fully automated battlefield in the distant future. 

New technologies could arouse the temptation to pre-empt. Very 
precise SSM with effective conventional warheads, stealth attack aircraft, 
long-range stand-off missiles, sophisticated ECM systems, are all essential 
elements of a first strike. These elements, together with the capability of 
detailed and precise coordination offered by reconnaissance, navigation and C3 
satellites, could furnish a strong incentive to pre-empt in a crisis, thus 
gaining a decisive edge. Deterrence can be maintained only if new defensive 
technologies are perceived by the adversary as being capable of effectively 
meeting the threat and blunting any first strike attempt. 

There is little doubt that electronic warfare will play a predominant 
role in any future conflict. Growing automation means growing reliance on 
computers, electronic sensors, electronic C3 assets, etc. Possessing the 
capability to confuse, deceive, disrupt, deny the use of the adversary's 
electronic systems means to have the key of one of the most important winning 
factors of any future conflict. Would this fact push towards the detonation of 
low-yield nuclear warheads at such altitudes as to reap the best of the 
disruptive effects of the EMP, at the same time limiting the other damages 
provoked by the explosion ? 

An ATBM system for Europe will very likely be a development of new 
technologies in the year 2000. However, the following questions remain open: 
will the system defend only a few NATO countries - the ones ·Which will have the 
financial resources to buy it - or, like the J\WACS, will it become a NATO 
system defending all the members of the Alliance ? Would a dedicated system be 
developed, i.e. against ballistic missiles only, or instead, a system capable 
of addressing also the threat posed by the Soviet ground-launched cruise 
missiles which will come into service in the near future? What would be the 
reaction of the Soviet Union in terms of countermeasures ? 

Greece, Italy and Turkey have on order weapons systems which can be 
considered of "emerged" technology ( 11). Greece is acquiring improved TO'tl 
antitank guided weapons (ATGW), AH-1S Cobra attack helicopters, and ~lirage 2000 
aircraft. Italy is acquiring Stinger surface-to-air missiles, A-129 Mangusta 
attack helicopters, Multiple Rocket Launchers, Maverick air-to-surface 
missiles, and Spada surface-to-air systems. Turkey is acquiring AH-1 S Cobra 
attack helicopters, Rapier surface-to-air missiles, Meko-200 frigates, F-16 
aircraft, Maverick air-to-surface missiles and Super Sidewinder air-to-air 
missiles. The most significant developments are the acquisition of attack 
helicopters, high performance aircraft such as the F-16 and the Mirage 2000 and 
more effective anti tank and antiaircraft missiles. However, none of these 
systems is really revolutionary new technology, even though their introduction 
in the NATO inventory will enhance the southern region countries' conventional 
deterrence and defense. On the other hand, it should be recognized that 
technology, except in a very eew cases, is evolutionary more than 
revolutionary, and even improvements in the weapons systems on hand constitute 
a qualitative jump that should not be underestimated. 
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The process of technological developnent is part of the Western way 
of life, both in the civilian and military sectors. Thus, it is logical that 
technology is often assumed to be the best solution for .NATO defense problems. 
But technology should not mesmerize our judgment and it should not be seen as 
the "only" way to solve the contradictions of the Western defense posture. 
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ECONOMIC COOPERATION BETWEEN ITALY, GREECE 

AND TURKEY 

One of the most important factors determining the possibilities of 

cooperation between two or more countries is, without any doubt, the 

economic policies applied in those countries. The existence of inward 

looking policies in any of the partner countries would seriously limit 

the extent of economic cooperation whatever the potential of each 

country is. A good example in this point is the economic history of 

the Ottoman Empire. 

In the Ottoman era liberal "open door" policies constituted one of 

the basic principles of external relations. As long as the Ottoman 

Empire had the political and military control on the Mediterranean 

Territory this area had become a flourishing commercial center of the 

world. We know that the Italian states were among the most important 

and continuous partners of the Ottomans and the Italian commercial 

superiority in the Mediterranean region ended with the Ottoman 

decadency. Likewise, Greeks had also profited from this liberal policy 

so much so that, after 19th century, Ottoman Greeks had become a 

threat for the commercial interests of other Ottoman partners. Even 

at the beginning of the Turkish Republic, Greeks and Italians were 

continuing to play an important role in the external economic relations 

of Turkey. 

But we know that after 1930's Turkey has changed its liberal 

open door policies like most of its partners. This general policy change' 

very quickly limited Turkish economic relations with other countries, 

including Greece and Italy. This situation has continued up to 1950's 

with some short· term interruptions. Following this inward looking 

economic strategy for a period of nearly 50 years, Turkey has started 

to experience new economic policies since 1980 which create a new 

perspective for economic cooperation among our countries. This policy 
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change is not yet very well known by all our potential partners and has 

not yet been as much fruitful as we wish. However, we believe that 

this change will determine the extent and the nature of economic relations 

between Italy, Greece and Turkey. Therefore, in this paper, we first 

try to give a brief survey on the essential points of the previous and new 

economic policies in Turkey with a special reference to the changes observed 

in the rationality of the Turkish firms. Later on, we analyze some concrete 

aspects of the economic cooperation between the three countries. 

I. General Characteristics of the Turkish Economic Policies Before 

and After 1980 

Before 1980, economic policies under application in Turkey, were 

representing all characteristics of the typical "Inward Looking Industrializa

tion Policies" or "I m port Substitution Policies". Principal characteristics 

of these policies were as follows: 

Low and sometimes negative interest rate policy. 

Over valuation of Turkish Lira or under valuation of foreign 

currencies. 

Under valuation of basic goods produced by State Economic 

Enterprises. 

An excessive protectionism by a system of prohibitions of 

imports and high custom barriers. 

High and continuous public demand, and so on. 

Before 1980, the principal preferences and tendencies of the 

Turkish firms, were in a'Ccordance with these policies. 

Briefly, we can enumerate some typical behaviours of the Turkish 

firms observed in this period, as follows: 

Tendency to neglect external markets and a high preference 
given to the internal market 

Lack of interest for joint ventures or other forms of coopera
tion with foreign firms, in internal or external markets. 

Tendency to work independently and lack of interest for any 
collaboration in the -domestic market. with other Turkish firms. 
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Tendency to neglect specialization and preference given to 
self sufficiency at firm level. 

Tendency to neglect economies of scale and preference for 
medium and small size plants, and so on. 

These kinds of policies and attitudes were in effect conscientiously 

and continuously especially after 1960's. They have produced satisfactory, 

and in some points, spectacular results, up to the second half of 1970's. 

On the macro-economic level, relatively high growth rates of GNP has 

been ensured during more than three successive five-years-plan-periods 

in a relatively stable economic and social environment. 

But these attitudes and policies created important bottlenecks and 

disequilibrium in certain strategic areas of economic activity, namely: 

An important shortage of foreign currency. 

An important shortage of credit. 

An important bottleneck in the field of infrastructure, 

especially in energy and transport and communication. 

An important bottleneck in the field of basic goods 

produced by State Economic Enterprises. 

These shortages and disequilibriums had aggrevated and become a 

nuisance for the healthy development of the Turkish economy, during the 

petroleum and world economic crises in the second half of the 1970's. 

At the end of the period, inflation was around 100% and the rate 

of growth of GNP was becoming negative for the first time in recent 

Turkish economic history. 

At the same time, Turkey was passing through very important 

social and political disturbances with large and long strikes and armed 

political agitations. 

In these conditions, Turkish Government, in accordance with its 

economic partners, had announced a very comprehensive and pretentious 

economic stability program, namely, the 24th January 1980 Stability 

Measures. 
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The principal aims of these measures were double. The first aim was 

to set up internal equilibrium between total demand and total supply in 

goods, services, capital, foreign currency and money markets, ensuring 

the equilibrium of the balance of payments and amelioration of Turkish 

credibility in the world credit market.. The second principal aim of these 

measures was to establish a new economic environment, namely, new 

structures, new institutions, new habits and attitudes and new policies 

-to prevent the re-appearance of the same disequilibriums in the future 

and to prepare a new economic stucture ensuring a rapid growth in 

stability. 

The principal policy instruments and orientations of the stability 

program were the following: 

Application of a flexible foreign exchan9e rate policy. 

Elimination of limitation of the government controls on prices 

of commodities and services produced by the Private Sector. 

Application of real or positive interest r·ates for saving deposits 

and for credits. 

Enlargement of the autonomy of State Economic Enterprises in 

their decisions on price and production with an ultimate aim 

of their rationalization. 

Establishment of a comprehensive system of encouragement for 

exports by means of direct subsidies, tax rebates, tax repayments, 

duty free import possibilities for exports and so on. 

Gradual liberalization of imports by limi·:ations of import prohibitions 

and by lowering of the custom barriers. 

Gradual liberalization of exchange regime with an ultimate aim of 

the convertability of Turkish Lira. 

Gradual elimination of the infrastructural bottlenecks by means of 

changing priorities in Government spend:ngs in favour of infra

structural projects and by means of establishing non-budgetary 

special funds which are used for accelerating investments. 
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Gradual elimination of State monopolies and privatization of State 

Economic Enterprises for activating market forces. 

Encouragement of foreign capital, especially by elimination of ~: ,_o 

bur.eaucratic, legal and fiscal obstacles and by equlisation of the 

status of the foreign and local enterpris,~s. 

Modernization of the taxation system, es;:>ecially by introducing 

Value Added Taxes. 

Most of these measures have started to be applicable at the ·beginning 

of 1980's and after the elections in 1983, the new Government has continued 

in the same direction by introducing specific measures at some particular 

pounts. These measures have been applied in stable political and social 

conditions after the intervention of the Turkish Army on September 12, 

1980. 

The response of the Turkish firms to the new economic policies was 

extremely rapid and effective. 

First of all, after 1980 we observe a rapid 1·eorientation of activities 

in favour of external markets in a large part of Turkish Private Sector. 

Most of the big private firms in manufacturing industry, have established 

a new export firm or strengthened their existing organizations in market

ing. 

At the beginning, the preferred external markets for the Turkish 

firms were Middle East Petroleum countries. But in time, their interest 

has extended to all other countries. 

The internal market continued to have a dominant share in the 

activities of the majority of the Turkish firms. Most of these firms now, 

however, base their long term strategy on the development of their 

exports. 

After 1980, the availible investment funds were partly used for 

creating an export surplus by the modernization or enlargement of 

existing capacities. Nevertheless, at this stage, it is difficult to say 
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that export oriented policies have yet played an important role in the 

orientation of investment decisions of the Turki: h firms because the 

enterpreneurs were obliged to limit their investments due to the high 

cost of credits. 
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Following the stabilization measures, the traditional tendency to 

enlarge the production capacity by extensive methods has disappeared 

and emphasis has been placed on using the idle capacity and increasing 

productivity to raise production. 

In the framework of inward looking industralization strategy, advanced 

technology has been used only in some export oriented sectors such as 

textiles. After 1980 measures although the nece;sity to use advanced 

technology in all sectors became much more evident the results were not 

so far satisfactory due 

transfer of technology. 

to the insufficiency of the financial resources and 

But, we do observe a remarkable change in the 

attitudes of Turkish firms in the fields of cost rrinimization, quality control 

and packaging. This, on the one hand, is relat.~d to the growing competi

tion at the international and national levels and on the other hand, to the 

pressure of rising costs of credits and raw matet"ials. 

As a consequence of stabilization measures, attitudes like low sensitivi

ty ot· interest for joint ventures and other forms of collaborations with 

foreign firms have also changed. Most of the Turkish firms are now 

becoming more interested in establishing different kinds of collaborations 

or associations with foreign firms in Turkey or abroad. At the same time 

the traditional tendency of independent and isolated action and lack of 

interest for cooperation with national firms is now becoming less pronounced. 

Another important change of mentality has occured concerning 

specialization. In the f~amework of new economic policies the Turkish 

firms do not insist anymore to produce a large p<trt of their intermediate 

products or their spare parts themselves. That is because, now, the 

difficulties related to the imports are eliminated and self-sufficiency on 

plant level is becoming an extremely costly operation. In the new 

context, every individual firm has an interest to specialize in some 



limited line of production for better minimizing its cost and improving 

the quality of its product. 
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The fact is that, adaptation capacity of all Turkish private firms 

to the new policies and conditions was not the same. A number of 

private firms and few banks were obliged to go bankrupt at the early 

stages of this new period for several reasons. A weak financial 

structure was the cause of most of these bankruptcies. 

The majority of the firms have adjusted to the new policies quite 

well and achieved very satisfactory, sometimes extraordinary results while 

some of them adjusted only partly or act as before. 

Another point which is significant for showing the changing rationali

ty of the Turkish private sector is its attitude vis-a-vis the full member

ship of Turkey to the European Community. 

In fact, before 1980, the Turkish firms wer·e somewhat hesitant for 

a full membership of Turkey to the European Community. But after the 

1980 measures, they became a supporter of a rapid full membership. 

In conclusion we can say that after 1980, Turkish firms have found 

a real occasion for testing its creativity, ingenu:ty and its power. Today, 

we can say that they began to trust themselves. This self-confidence 

constitute, without any doubt, the necessary condition for becoming a 

serious candidate for any international cooperation. 

2. Economic Relations between Turkey, Greece and Italy 

The foreign trade of Turkey has recor·ded a remarkable increase 

since 1980 due to the above mentioned policies. In line with this trend 

the trade between Turkey and Italy has shown a steady improvement, 

but despite some favourable developments the trade between Turkey and 

Greece has maintainedits low scale and unstable feature. 

Italy ~as always been among the first five countries in our foreign 

trade within the period 1962-1985, . except the years 1980-1982. Although 
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there was a relative decline especially in our imports in these three years 

the volume of trade in absolute figures has con·:inued to increase. In 

1985 our trade volume has reached a level of 1 billion 160 million dollars, 

of which 658 millions were our imports and 502 millions our exports. In 

that year 5.8% of our total import came from Italy and 6.3% of our total 

exports went to that country. Industrial products are the major traded 

goods between the two countries, comprising 91% of our exports and 97% 

of the imports. In the last two years the number of items registering 

a value above 

imports. 

million dollar was 68 in our exports and 159 in our 

On the other hand, Greece has a very low share in Turkey's foreign 

trade. In 1985 this country ranks 34th in our .imports and 20th in our 

exports. In that year we exported only 1% of our exports to ·Greece. 

There are only 20 imported and 21 exported items registering a value over 

1 million dollar in the last two years' trade. If we look at tht! figures 

since 1962, we can see that whenever the political relations have deteriorat

ed the trade has shrinked significantly and as the relations are normalized 

it has resumed the old pattern and revived considerasly. Between 1962-

1985 we had the lowest export (521 thousand do:'lars!) to Greece in 1975 

right after the Cyprus struggle, and the highest export in 1982 (around 

130 million dollars) when the tensions somewhat cooled off. The same 

swings ean be detected in our imports. In 1985 the volume of trade has 

remained at 123 million dollars, of which 76 million dollars are our exports 

and 47 million dollars our imports. Industrial products comprise 87% of 

our exports and virtually all of our imports. 

As a matter of fact Turkey's economic relations with both countries 

are larger than the above figures indicate. Italy carries out many 

projects in various fields in Turkey, some of them being quite sizeable 

projects such as Karakaya Dam. If we consider the total value of these 

projects and the share of value added accrued to Italy, Italy's benefit 

may well exceed half of its exports to Turkey. In addition to that, 

Italian firms held the shares of some big industrial and mining corpora

tions in Turkey. 
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On the other hand, Turkey pays large sums of freight money to 

Greek.· ships (around 400 million dollars) for the shipment of its imported 

and exported goods. Maritime transportation is the dominating form of 

transportation in our foreign trade and only a small part of it is 

realized by Turkish ships despite the fact that Turkish Maritime fleet 

has been enlarged tremendouly in recent years 

There are some factors that cause an overvaluation of the trade 

between the three countries. For example, some of our exports to Italy 

are for the purpose of re-exporting, mainly due to get over the EEC 

restrictions. As for the exports to Greece, the "dock duty" charged 

in Turkey depending on the distance of transportation of exported goods 

is responsible for a serious overvaluation. Hence, even though the 

exports are actually directed to other countries they are stated to be 

sent to Greece as the nearest destination in order to pay a lower dock 

duty. Thus, our exports to Greece are overstated and, according to 

the experts, this overstatement explains at least half of our exports to 

Greece. 

An important factor constraining the economic relations between 

Turkey and the two countries is the EEC policies. The protective 

measures such as quotas, reference prices, some leverages and standards 

confine the normal trade and prevent its expansion. However, in addition 

to these common EEC measures, Greece applies other non-tariff barriers, 

mostly due to political hardship. So far, Turkey has not resorted to 

retaliation, but of course this behaviour injures the relations. 

3. Coordination of Policies and Activities 

As we explained at the beginning of our paper Turkey has 

changed its economic policies to a great extent since 1980. A constituent 

part of these policies is the liberalization of foreign trade, a greater 

emphasis on increasing the exports and easing the balance of payments 

pressures. 

world trade 

However, the spreading protectionist movements in the 

start injecting a new element to the bilateral relations of 

Turkey with other countries. Turkey is now considering to put some 

emphasis on balancing the mutual economic benefit!; in its bilateral 

relations. Thus, those countries that wish to expand their economic' 

relations with Turkey should take this factor into account. 
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Actually, despite protectionim and bilateral c'rrangements, personal 

and inter-firm contacts still preserve their primacy in the world trade. 

If the economic policies are suitable and the economic conditions are 

beneficial for both sides artificial barriers and the political obstacles are 

usually surmounted and one way or another businessmen who have immig

rated from Turkey know about the Turkish firms and the markets very 

well and they are ready to benefit from the opportunities. Actually, this 

factor has contributed to the relative improvements in our trade with 

Greece in the recent years, despite the political obstructions. 

But still, a large scale economic relation necessitates a deliberate 

action and policy coordination in order to create an atmosphere conducive 

to trade. The economic policies pursued in Turkey in recent years have 

certainly contributed to this aim to a great extent. We believe that these 

policies played an important role in the development of Turkish-Italian 

economic relations. Likewise, 1f the political barriers are lifted and 

Greece adopts more liberal economic policies instead of the extensive 

interventionist policies now applied both countries would benefit from a 

competitive international trade. 

On the other hand, one appraach to see the potential areas of coopera

tion may have been to analyze and compare the sectoral production capaci

ties, the state of technology and the development trends in each sector. 

For agricultural products, the same analysis could have been carried out 

by examining the self-sufficiency ratios. Following these analyses, one 

may think of activating mixed economic commissions to find a solution to 

the problem of cooperation and allocation of resources. There may be 

some justifications behind this approach in various ,;ectors and industries. 

However, we believe that this kind of a mechanism would be very 

impractical, if it ever works out, and its benefits would be very limited. 

We think that the most effective cooperation could be carried out by allow

ing the working of a free market mechanism which would take care of 

the comparative advantages of each country in the most efficient way. 

Italy has gone a long way in this respect and Turkey is having an 
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accumulating experence. There is no doubt that the adoption of a similar 

policy by Greece will hedp improve the economic relations. 

However, we would like to take one exception to this approach. 

Because of its unique nature it is our opinion that there is ample space 

for administrative cooperation in the tourism sector. After losing a long 

time in debating the subject Turkey has finally understood the importance 

of this sector. In recent years Turkey has invested in this sector very 

heavily and extended its capacity to a large extent. Now, Turkey is a 

major country in the Mediterranean tourism. Bu·: there is a certain 

element.of interdependency and complementarity among the Mediterranean 

countries due to the special nature of tourism activities. While these 

countries are competitors in the field there is also a potential benefit for 

all of them without without making the others wo1·se off. We think that 

an administrative cooperation is needed to increa!;e the gains mutually 

and to ignore this advantage is detrimental to all parties. The potential 

gain from such a cooperation is especially evident in the case of Turkey 

and Greece. 

4. EEC Relations 

Turkey is an associate member and wishes to become a full 

member of the European Economic Community. At tha moment, EEC's 

view of Turkey's full membership does not seem to be encouraging. 

Turkey is fully aware of this opinion. However, Turkey has come to the 

conclusion that its economic and political interests lie in the full member

ship of the Community. lt is expected that Turkey will apply for full 

membership in the very near future. Since it is well known that full 

membership is a long and difficult process the dominant view in Turkey 

is on the side of not to delay the application anyrnore. We wish and 

hope that Italy and Greece would support this application. 

The product composition of Turkey resemble!; that of Greece to a 

certain extent and even between Turkey and Italy, there is some simila

rity in some sectors in this respect. Therefore, in general, these 

three countries seem to be competitors in some products. But if we look 



at the issue from the point of view of EEC comnon policies, in case of 

Turkey's full membership, this similarity will become an advantage 

rather than a difficulty for Italy and Greece. .3ecause in this situation 

these three countries may join their forces and act in concert in order 

to produce those policies which are to their common interests and thus 

the southern flank, togethil" with Spain and Portugal, would gain 

weight in the North-South dialogue within the EEC. 
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Turkey is determined to continue the presnnt outward looking policies 

to set up a competitive economy either within or· outside of the EEC. 

There is already a significant accumulation of industrial capacity in 

Turkey. In recent years Turkey has made an •lxtensive investment in 

infrastructure and this will open up the way fot' further expansion in 

every field. With the completion of Southeastern Anatolia Project (GAP) 

in the near future the agricultural potential of Turkey will increase 

enourmously. As already mentioned, tourism activities in Turkey are 

growing very fast in line with a large expansioro of accomodation facilities. 

Several free trade zones are going to start operating in 1987. As the 

outward looking policies continue and free markE:t economy develops there 

is every reason to expect a larger inflow of forE:ign capital. What we 

mean by all this is that Turkey is going to become a quite powerful country 

either within or outside of the European Community. Now the question 

is whether the EEC will keep Turkey outside of the Community and take 

it as a competitor against itself or benefit from this power by absorbing 

it as a full member partner. it is up to Europe to turn a disadvantage 

into an advantage for itself. 
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TABLE 1: TRADE BETWEEN TURKEY AND ITALY 

IMPORTS EXPORTS 

YEARS (1000 $) %Of TOTAL RANK ( 1000 $) %OF TOTAL RANK 

1962 33.239 5.4 4 51.510 13.5 3 

1963 34.862 5. 1 4 43.409 11.8 4 

1964 31. 950 6.0 4 28.745 7.0 4 

1965 36.878 6.5 4 30.454 6.6 4 

1966 53.808 7.5 4 31.784 6.5 4 

1967 50.020 7.3 4 36.234 6.9 3 

1968 67. 106 8.8 4 24.194 4.9 6 

1969 75.500 9.4 4 42.897 8.0 3 

1970 74.136 7.8 4 38.967 6.6 5 

1971 120. 728 10.3 3 39.411 5.8 6 

1972 165.850 10.6 4 53.266 6.0 4 

1973 170.205 8.2 4 115.448 8.8 4 

1974 270.783 7.2 4 90.332 5.9 5 

1975 357.940 7.6 4 82.120 5.9 4 

1976 386.119 7.5 5 171.511. 8.8 4 

1977 454.407 7.8 4 163.286 9.3 2 

1978 290.497 6.3 4 175.240 7.7 2 

1979 473.233 9.3 3 212.970 9.4 2 

1980 299.688 3.8 9 218.448 7.5 2 

1981 371.866 4.2 10 246.096 5.2 6 

1982 415.002 4.7 8 327.493 5.7 5 

1983 510.274 5.5 6 422.758 7.4 3 

1984 629.008 5.9 6 501.160 7.0 4 

1985 658.176 5.8 5 502.216 6.3 6 

i 
' 
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TABLE 2: TRADE BETWEEN TURKEY AND GREECE 

IMPORTS EXPORTS 

YEARS ( 000 $) % of Total RANK ( 000 $) % of Total RANK 

1962 2.549 0 41 29 3.861 1. 01 18 

1963 2.780 0 40 28 3.358 0 91 20 

1964 1.099 .20 30 3.837 .93 22 

1965 274 .os 40 6.223 1. 34 18 

1966 217 .03 45 5.733 1. 17 19 

1967 178 .03 48 2.447 .47 26 

1968 861 0 11 38 3.653 .74 25 

1969 403 .os 44 7.278 1. 36 18 

1970 180 0 02 45 4. 041 .69 22 

1971 522 .04 43 5.903 .87 22 

1972 4. 774 0 31 29 1 o. 989 1. 24 18 

1973 7.005 .34 29 19.525 1. 48 14 

1974 16.197 .43 27 19.842 1. 30 15 

1975 466 0 01 61 521 .04 52 

1976 5.692 ' 11 44 1 0 798 .09 46 

1977 17.252 .30 34 1 0 572 .09 53 

1978 3.095 0 07 51 4.885 0 21 41 

1979 26.300 .52 30 4.662 0 21 41 

1980 611.672 0 82 23 8.873 .30 35 

1981 22.368 .25 36 li7 0 398 1 0 01 21 

1982 14.410 0 16 37 ,;~9.877 2.26 12 

1983 20.984 .23 39 ~;7.619 1. 01 22 

1984 48 0 492 .45 33 93.686 1. 31 20 

1985 47 0 186 0 42 34 ;·6.221 .96 20 
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In considering possibilities "and pro:spects for economic cooperation 

between Italy, Greece and Turkey, we must a·oknowledge at the outset that 

there are at this time very few elements whtch would permit a study of a 

genuinely trilateral relationship. What extsts at present is three bilateral 

relationships : Italy-Greece, Greece-Turkey, Turkey-Italy. The fact that 

Italy and Greece currently belong to the Eu:copean Economic Community while 

Turkey is only associated with it makes eve:1 more difficult any realistic 

tripartite projection. In what follows, therefore, reference to economic 

relations between all three of the countrie:> will occur only with regard 

to possible future developments. 

The paper starts with a brief introd·1ctory section in ... which certain 

necessary general considerations are set out. It then reviews the main 

areas of actual and possible economic coope:cation between the countries 

concerned. In the last part, relations bet•.·,een these countries, and in 

particular between Greece and Turkey, in the institutional context of the 

European Economic Community are considered. 

One fundamental poin~ must be stated at the outset, This paper deals 

with economic issues. It is not intended t3 address the political dimensions 

of relations between the three countries. However, while political conside

rations may be largely disregarded as far as loose economic relationships, 
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of the "classical" type, are concerned, they b;ecome of decisive importance 

when closer, integrated economic relationships between countries are 

envisaged. It follows that the continuing controversies, not to say con

flicts, between Greece and Turkey cannot be assumed away when studying 

the prospects for future economic cooperation,especially in the framework 

of the European Economic Community. Were we to do so, we would be writing 

fiction. 

I 

Economic relations between the three countries are determined by 

four categories of factors : The level of economic development of each 

. ' ...... 

country and the particular problems it faces, depending on the phase and 

features of its developmental evolution; the form of production specialization 

in each country in conjuncctii:m with the kinds of products with which it 

participates in the international division of labor and the geographical 

dimension of its links with world trade; the mutual benefits that can be 

derived from cooperation between the three countries; and the extent to 

which these countries share certain traits, such as culture, social and 

political values, international orientations etc. 

In economic terms, taking into account such considerations as per 

capita national income, the level of integration in the world economy, 

productivity, economic and social infrastructure, etc. , a definite hierarchi

cal order may be established, to wit, Italy, Greece, Turkey. This order is 

founded primarily on technology and the level of technological development 

in each country, as reflected in the extent of industrialization, the kinds 

of linkages with the world economy, and the capability for dealing with 

and incorporation in the processes of the competitive world market. At the 

same time these countries share a number of common elements: a considerable 

part of their productive system is mediterranean in character; a large segment 

of labor in all of them is, by Western European standards, non-specialized and 

low-paid; ea~h of them, in whole or in part, belongs to the European economic 

periphery. 
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To the extent that the three national economies, or particular 

sectors in them, are heterogenepus they tend to be complementary, that is to 

say, they function in a non-competing, nor-conflictual manner. To the 

extent that economies and sectors are homc•geneous, they tend to be competing 

in that their respective ol:ijectives are similar and success of one of them 

implies failure for another. In other woi·ds, in some cases (with respect 

to some sectors) the situation is that of .a "zero-sum-game", where cooperation 

is problematic, whereas in others it is a "positive-sum-garnefl, where coopera

tion is possible, since it leads to benef:.ts on all sides. 

In very broad terms, Italy's general economic situation, in particular 

its level of development, as well as its geographic position places that 

country in a less conflictual situation with respect to each of the other 

countries than is the case between Greece and Turkey •. In the latter countries' 

case, their respective levels of developm=nt, the particular features of 

their economies and their sectoral as well as geographic areas of activity 

tend to limit the. possibilities for mutually· beneficial cooperation·. 

Finally, three basic features of the Greek economy are important for 

any consideration of present-day potential for cooperation. First, there 

is still today a relatively large agricultural sector; it accounts for 17 % 

of national production, 25 % of employment and 26 % of exports. The agricultu

ra.l products involved are similar to those of the other two countries, although 

some areas of specialization in terms of products and forms of production 

differ in each country, thus allowing cor.siderable scope for commercial 

exchange between them. Secondly, Greece still has a rather limited industrial 

base, which is largely concentrated in ti•adi tional branches of production 

(textiles, shoes, furniture, agricultural industry, etc.). Moreover, the 

industrial sector as a whole is running a deficit in international trade. 

This element contributes decicively to the deficit of the country's balance 

of payments, which has kept increasing s'~nce 1974 and especially since 

Greece's accession to the EEC in 1981. This latter event has been at the 

root of serious adaptation and development problems for Greek industry and 

for the balance of payments. Thirdly, t;1e situation of the country's 

balance of payments limits considerably .its ability to make any concessions 

which do not bring immediate benefits, t·) the extent such concessions may 

adversely affect the balance of payments, 
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II 

The principal fields of a~t~al and potential economic interaction· 

(and cooperation) between Italy, Greece and Turkey· are those of trade, in 

goods and in services, and investment, They will be reviewed in this 

section. Problems and possibilities of cooperation in the framework of 

the European Economic Community are considered in the next section. 

1. Trade in Goods 

Trade between Greece and Italy is marked, especially after Greece's 

accession to the EEC ( 1981), by an increasing deficit on the Greek side. 

This affects considerably a number of industrial branches in Greece, such 

as shoes, agricultural machinery etc. Italy's absorptive capacity for 

Greek industrial products tends to diminish. The Greece-Italy "competiti

veness index" (<x-M) : (X+Mn moves from -0,47 in 1980 to -0,60 in 1985 

for industrial products and from 0,64 (1980) to 0,32 (1985) for raw materials 

(BITC, 2-3). For agricultural products it remains stable (0,47. and 0,49 

respectively). 

Trade between Greece and Turkey is relatively limited in volume and 

diversity of products (imports and exports around $ 45 million in 1985). 

It has however increased considerably in recent years ; from 0,07 % of 

total Greek trade it has reached 0,30% in 1985. For the past eight years, 

Greece has been running a deficit; although there has been recently some 

improvement in this respect. 

Greece and Turkey export largely the same products both to industrial 

countries in Europe~and to mediterranean developing countries. From a total 

of 69 SITC classes (two-digit level), six products· (vegetables and fruit, 

tobacco, textile fibers, petroleum products, textile yarns etc., and articles 

of apparel) represented in 1982 82 % of Turkish exports to OECD countries 

and 68% of Greek exports to the same countries. Similarly, seven products 

(cereal products, vegetables and fruit, textile yarns, non-metallic minerals, 

iron and steel, metal products, electrical machinery) accounted for 52 % 
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of Turkish expo:--ts and 63 %of Greek exports to OPEC countries. It is 

evident that the international specialization structures of the two 

countries are rather homogeneous. This also accounts for the limited 

trade between them, which is basically of an inter-industry, rather than 

intra-industry character. The homogeneit~ of export structures places 

them in conflict with rer,ard to penetratian of both the OECD and the OPEC 

markets. As far the latter is concerned, Turkey appears to be successfully 

utilizing to its advantage its cultural and religious links to the countries 

concerned. 

On the basis of the above, certain conclusions may be drawn as to 

trade in goods. 

a) With Gree~e's entry into the Common Market, Italy has succeeded in 

increasing its penetration of the Greek market. This has led, however, to 

problems both for the Greek balance of payments and for specific sectors 

of the Greek economy. In a time of crisis, with continuing deficits and with 

the Greek economy still adapting to the EEC, such situations create tensions, 

which it would be desirable to resolve either through systematic action 

by the two governments or through "compensation" in other sectors (e.g., 

technology or investment). 

b) While there is a high degree of homogeneity in Greek and Turkish 

export structures, the two economies do have areas of complementari ty, · · 

where mutually beneficial trade could develop. Turkey's protectionism 

affects potential trade relations with Greece. Differences between the 

two countries in their level of development are not as great as those 

between Turkey and the industrially advanced countries; there is accordingly 

greater need for mutual concessions if trade or other kinds of economic 

cooperation are to develop. 

Turkey's protectionist policies affect trade relationships with 

respect to other markets, too, especially that of the EEC. Turkey is a 

principal supplier of the EEC in some textiles, as to which certain problems 
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have arisen in some EEC countries, including Greece. Turkish pressures 

for greater access to the EEC market for these products are not accompanied 

by any offer of concessions to conterbalance the damage to some Community 

countries. It is true that Greece has today relatively free access to the 

EEC market but it has had to adjust to the Community regime and greatly 

to decrease its measures against imports from other countries, members 

and non-members of the EEC. 

2. Trade in Services 

Two major activities are relevant here, tourism and maritime and 

land transportation. 

a) On a bilateral level of tour.ist exchanges (where detailed data are 

lacking) Greece seems to be running a surplus with respect to Italy 

(about 330.000 arrivals of Italians in 1983) and a deficit with respect to 

Turkey (Greek tourists'expenditures.of about$ 730.000 in Turkey compar;~ 
'• 

to about $ 180.000 of Turkish tourists in Greece in 198~). The principal 

factor which accounts for these relationships is the difference in income 

between the three countries. Infrastructure and cost competitiveness also 

affect developments in this field. Existing bilateral agreements concerning 

tourism may offer a basis for future cooperation. 

On the other hand, the three countries compete with one another 

as to tourism from third countries. Geographic contigliity brings ·competi

tion between Greece and Turkey close to a zero-sum-game. On a long-term 

basis, it may be possible to develop programs of cooperation on a bilateral 

or even trilateral basis, with respect to third-country tourism. Considerable 

research would be needed to determine the modalities which might make such 

programs beneficial to all concerned. At present, the political situation 

between Greece and Turkey precludes further dev~lopments in this direction. 

b) The geographical position of the three countries makes transportation 

an obvious matter of common concern. Beyond the mutual facilitation of 

transit through one another's territory, the three countries could profi

tably cooperate in developing common transport networks with respect 
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to other markets (e.g. Middle East), While relations in this respect 

have been developing normally, the possibilities of common action with 

respect to other markets, with a view to exploiting the three countries·" 

complementary geographic situation, have not been seriously addressed. 

Once again, political conditions between Greece and Turkey are hardly 

conducive to common long-term action of this sort. 

3. Direct Investment and Technology 

The gradations in the levels of ecc.nomic and technological develop

ment between the three countries create favorable conditions for direct 

investment and transfer of technology. 

There has been considerable Italian direct investment in Greece in 

recent decades. In the mid-seventies, Italian investments accounted for 

about one-sixth of direct investment from EEC countries. Since that time, 

howe·'er, the prograssive opening of the Gr·3ek market led Italian enterprises 

to a strategy of penetration through exports rather than investment. There 

is thus a tendency among Italian, and otheP foreign enterprises in the Greek 

industrial sector, towards disinvestment and increased investment in commercial 

or service enterprises. Moreover, a numbeJ' of foreign-controlled enterprises 

in Greece limit themselves to very low levels of added value, importing 

from their home country most of the interme,diate products. 

Such strategies do not contribute to a positive climate for foreign 

direct investment. The Greek government, en the other hand, has taken 

a favorable attitude toward foreign direct investment of high or middle 

technological level, because it considers that, at the present stage of 

development, the Greek economy would benefit from such investment, which 

would moreover contribute to improve the balance of payments and to lessen 

the pressures for adjustment to the EEC. Wholly-owned Italian investment 

or join! ventures in the industrial sector and Italian participation in 

large construction projects would be partic11larly appropriate. Similar 

considerations apply to technology transfer, whether linked with direct 

investment or in collaboration with Greek ente~prises. European Community 

projects and programs provide a number of opportunities for cooperation 

in this regard. 
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Theoretically, the differences in the level of development and 

technology between Greece and Turkey could function in a manner similar 

to that just described with respect to Italy, with Greece playing the role 

of the investing and technology-exporting country. It is evident, however, 

that such relationships require a high degree of mutual trust and a willing

ness to cooperate which would grow with great difficulty in the present 

political climate of Greek~Tuc,kish relations. 

III 

When we now attempt to study conflict and coopeTation between the 

three countries in the institutional context of the European Economic Com

munity, we find that our discussion is necessarily focussed primarily on 

one set of relations, those between Greece and Turkey. 

The strictly economic sides of Greek-Italian relations in the 

context of EEC have alTeady been touched upon and there is little specific 

to add. Recurrent talk about a Mediterranean or Southern bloc within 

the EEC has not led until now to much real action. Moreover. were such a 

bloc to materialize, Italy's position in it is not quite certain, in view 

of the country's North/South division and the continuing economic predo

minance of the industTialized North. Recent efforts, however, to promote 

the convergence of economic structures within the Community present both 

Greece and Italy with interesting prospects of developments from which 

both could benefit. 

The fundamental problem in the economic relations between Greece 

and Turkey is the current state of their political relations. Close 

economic relationships cannot develop between countries when one of them 

feels threatened in its national integrity and hoth are unw.illing to help 

strengthen the economy of their rival. We have already seen how these 

considerations affect prospects of closer cooperation in tTade and invest

ment. The difficulty is even more obvious in the. case of Telations with 

and within the European Economic Community. 
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Greece and Turkey became associated with the EEC around the 

same time : the Athens Agreement was sign•od in 1962, the Ankara Agreement 

in 1963. Implementation of the Greek agr10ement was largely suspended 

during the military dictatorship in A then,; (1967-1974). In 1975, Greece 

applied for full membership. Turkey saw this move as disturbing the 

already tense relations between the two cc•untries and opposed action on 

the Greek application. In this it was umuccessful, yet met with partial 

success in its quest for concessions on tte part of the EEC, to , ' 

help restore a balance in the latter's relationship with the two countries. 

The entry of Greece in the EEC, on January 1, 1981, has undoubtedly upset 

that balance. Moreover, Turkey has, since 1976, stopped implementation of the 

Association Agreement provisions concernin.;>; the progre,ssive elimination 

od import duties and charges. The coming to power of the military in 

Turkey in 1980 led to the "freezing" of mo:;t association activities and 

processes, so that during the first years of Greek membership in the EEC 

the Turkish presence in it was quite muted, Recently, however, a 

"normalization" process has been set in motion and, after several years 

of inaction the Council of Association met, albeit with no visible accomplish

ment, in September. This has ushered· in a new phase in the relations between 

Turkey, Greece and the EEC. 

Current debates focus on two particular sets of issues ' Greece's 

attitude toward Turkey in the context of thoo latter's Association Agreement 

with the EEC and possible future problems i:f and when Turkey' applies for 

accession. 

The former issue is a bit complicated. On acceding to the EEC, 

Greece undertook to accede to all agreement·s already concluded by the 

EEC with third.countries, including the Ankara Agreement of 1963. 

(Art. '+, 118 and 120 of the Greek Act of Accession). The usual manner 

of proceeding in such cases is for the EEC and the associated country to 

conclude a "Supplementary Protocoln setting forth the amendments to the 

Association Agreement (and related instruments) which have become necessary 

because of the new member 1 s accession. Nego·tiations between Turkey and 

the EEC on this matter (at an early stage of which Turkey unsuccessfully 

sought to have included in the Protocol a statement binding Greece not to 
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oppose future Turkish accession to the EEC) were suspended during the 

"r.·eeze" uf EEC-Turkey relations. When the matter came up eventually, 

Greece posed two conditions precedent for agreeing to the Protocol. First, 

that Greece be exempted from the provisions of the Association Agreement 

on free circulation of workers and second, that Turkey lift a set of 

discriminatory measures against the real estate holdings of Greek nationals 

in Turkey. 

The rationale of the first condition is evident, given the current 

state of Greek-Turkish relations, plus the additional fact that Greece is 

the only EEC member state with a common border with Turkey. This condition 

has in fact been met for most purposes in the context of recent action 

by the Council concerning implementation of the Ankara Agreement ·and the 

Additional Protocol of 1970. The Council's proposal to Turkey, qualifying, 

and virtually nullifying, provisions for free circulation of Turkish 

workers in the EEC area starting in December 1985, includes language to the 

effect that any contracting state cc.n take JJ>easures whenever it considers 

that application of the Council's decision (on circulation of Turkish 

workers) could cause serious problems unrelated to the labor market. Such 

measures must be notified to other members of the Council of Association 

but the latter has no authority to examine them. In addition, a joint 

statement was included in the minutes to the effect that Greece may 

invoke the above-mentioned provision in order to deal with situations that 

could affect its national security. 

The second condition refers to a secret order of the Turkish 

Government, dating from 1954, which "suspends'~ all transactions involving 

real estate in Turkey owned by Greek nationals (or persons of Greek 

ancestry that now have another nationality) and deprives them of any 

income from real property. Thus, Greeks cannot acquire, ·dispose of or 

inherit real property in Turkey. This order was issued in retaliation 

for al,Jgged mistreatment of Turkish nationals in· Greece. (More recently 

the Cyp~us events of 1953 have been invoked). The order was recently 

reaffirmed by the Turkish Ministry of Justice. Such measures are clearly 

in violation of the provisions against discrimination on the ground of 
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nationality in the Association. Agreement of 1963 as well as of the 

European Convention on the Protection of Human Rights to which both Greece 

and Turkey are party. While not denying -~he existence of this secret order, 

the Turkish Government has expressed no :~ntention to abrogate it, referring 

instead to possible future negotiations. Among other things, of course, 

this ordermakes evident the futili~y of any serious consideration of economic 

cooperation between· the two countri:es in the form of investments. 

Greece has opposed the "normalization" of EEC-Turkey relations on 

the grounds that democratic government is far from being fully restored 

in Turkey and that Turkey•s·aggressive attitude toward Greece not only 

precludes any closer cooperation between t'le .two countries but makes 

Turkey not a fitting associate for the EEC. Turkey•:s recent action in 

Qmi tting to com::Junicate to Greece the note sent to all other EEC members 

requesting the speeding up of the normalization process is indicative of 

a certain problematic attitude on its part. 

Similar considerations would obvioucly apply with respect to a 

possible Turkish application for admission to the EEC. Despite recent 

. high-level affirmations of intent to do so in 1987, this is clearly a 

hypothetical question. Before reaching the issue of the Greek attitude 

toward it, a number of other considerations would have to be taken into 

account. A first question would be whether Turkey is ·in a position to 

envisage "full acceptance ... of the obligations arising out of the" 

Treaty of Rome. Both the current state of ·che Turkish economy and the 

lack of any prep.1r at ion to meet such obliga·:ions (since Turkey has stopped 

since 1976 eliminating import duties and charges) are here at issue. It 

is not at all clear, moreover, whether TurkE:y 1 s economic orientation is 

primarily toward Europe and the EEC rather than the countries of the Middle 

East, the shared ·traditions and culture wi tr. which Turkey is recently 

consistently emphasizing. The possibility cf a Common Moslem Market has 

even been mentioned. And there remain to be considered the country's level 

of development, its demographic explosion, its political difficulties over 

the past decades. It is thus evident that it is not for Greece to raise 

objections based on its own political diffic·11ties with Turkey before all 

these other matters, and the EEC's own difficulty in coping with the Turkish 

economy, have received appropriate considera·:ion. 
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The unpleasant and indeed reluctant conclusion from consideration 

of the problems of economic cooperation between Greece and Turkey is 

that political considerations govern. Any realistic assessment of the 

current situation cannot fail to accept that an attempt to evade political 

realities by means of an economic approach, in neofunctionalist style, 

is bound to fail and to worsen, in the process, an already unsatisfactory 

situation. 
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HlPLICA'riONS 01<, NEW ti!ILITARY 'rECHNOLOGIES ;,ND DOCTRINl<:S 
TO NAT06) r'OR THE 8VOLU'riON OF ?!ATIONAL DEFENCE STltA<'EGIES IN RET"ATION 

A TU!tKISH VIEW 

Ihsan GUrkan "By failin,s to take necessary steps to 
improve o·1r conven ti.onal forces, we 
have mortgaged our defense to the 
nuclear response.'' (19"2) 
"-General Bernard W. d.ogers" 

Two interacting themes underline the topic ''Implications of Emerging Tech

nologies and New G,ilitary Doctrines on NATO and National Str9tegies'', and 

they are: (l) The vlabili.ty of conventional deterrence and defense, in 

l i.gh t of the present balance. 

(2) The effects of new military technologies and doctrines on the defens~ 

of the Southern ~egion in general, and of Turkey in particular, with a view 

to promotin~new strategic thought in respect to the present NATO 

perception, and recent developments in So~iet strategic thinking. 

In o~her words, new technologies and doct~ines, as they involve NATO and 

national strategies, should be examined within the framework of mutual 

evolution of two confronting pacts. This -!pproach is seen preferable, 

despite the view otherwise which negates "AC'l'ION-R.EACTIOl-1" models on Soviet 

American dealings, whether in the field of armaments, or in the conduct 

of diplomacy.® 

First, a word or two on geography of the 3outhern Region, and thrqat as 

perceived in NATO, in general terms. 

The southern reaches of NATO is geo-rnorp~ologically shaped by three 

peninsular countries separated by Mediter·ranean waters, to create problems 
of mutual support, and in the case of Gre~ce and Turkey, for some time 

a conflict situation, to cause a condition i.ntolerable in an alliance@ 

'This geograpny, and particularly the 'i'urkish Straits, constituting the sole 

exit to the Soviet mili.tary dominated Black Sea, enhance the significance 

of maritime forces and strategies, as th•ey--apply the Southern R.e;;ion, in 

the ovcvrall defence strategy of NATO, a:1d in the de.fense of the Southern 

Region itself. An admiral's position for the command of the Southern Re~iot 
undoubtedly, is not without reason. 

All three peninsular NATO co~ntries, with the exception of Turkish or 

Eastern Thrace, have i.n general, a topog.rapny of mountainous character. 

The most exposed, and thus vulnerable, ~art of the Southern Region is 

f.i.rst Turkey, and then Greece. Turkey iE: the remotest coucttry from thehenrt 
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the Alliance. However, her size and thus stn1tegic depth, as indicated by its 

land area per unit length of her borders and/or of her shorelines; and, 

its topography, are good assets for defense; whereas the Straits area proper, 

is rather exposed and difficult to defend against a well coordinated land 

and amphibious onslaught. 

As to Greece, the strategic depth and geographic configuration, as well as 

a large number of islands and islets, reflect a different measure of defense 

and strategy. In p2rticular, the Western or Greek Thrace, like an outstretche· 

L\rfl) of an hurran body, is very difficult to do)fend. This was illustrated lastly 

in the Second World War, when the German armoured and infantry units were 

able to chop it off, at the point it joined the continental Greece, in 

almost two days. The western 'Ehrace is also so shallow in depth that, at one 

point the Aegean Sea is no more than 20 j·,liles away from the Bulgarian border. 

'1his is probably why General Alexander Haig observed during the US Senate 

nearings sometime ago that, "As long as Tur~:ey remains fully within the 

Alliance, any Warsaw Pact attack on Greece vrould be highly risky adventure.'~ 
Long borders and shorelines in disproportion to the land area of the country, 

the large number of islands notwithstanding, serve to constitute a strate~ic 

weakness. The only point of comfort is the fact that, in a Warsaw Pact 

onslaught, larc;er forces will have to be asnigned to assail the Turkish Thrac· 

-Straits area, and thus engaged by the Turk a, than the Balkan Peninsula prope: .. 

It is worth to note that, the new Greek Def,)nce Concept adopted in 1985 and 

based on the primacy'· of threat from the East, over the one from liorth, will 

reduce defenses facing North. 
Italy is the last Soutilern Rec;ion country examined in this Paper, since Frar.c 

and Spain, presently, are outside the military structure. However, this 
country is away from tie foci of Warsaw Pact threat except when Yugoslavia 

sides with the Pact from the beginning. Nevertheless, like Greece and Turkey. 

it is exposed to maritime threat from the ~!editerranean. 

The overriding point concerning tile threat to NATO, which has not changed sine 

tile beginning, is that, in all foreseeable phases of conventional warfare, ti 
Pact will en.joy numerical superiority over NATO.In the Southern C\egion, altho. 

figures show a NATO military manpower superiority of 1,020,000 versus J91,00C 

a closer scrutiny reveals that, in numbers of divisions, tanks, aircraft, etr 

the Pact enjoys a definite superiori.ty.A fE,w examples are as follows:~ 

Tank Divisions 
lvlotorized [Rifl<:] 
Combat jets 
'ranks 

JJivisions 

(Figures, as of January 1985) 

We,rsaw Pact NA'l'O 

1 J ( l 0 S 0 Vi.<) t ' ) 2 
58 ( J4 Sovi.d ) J2 
2,435 1,080 
15,900 (11,000 Soviet ) 8,000 



Despite some arguments that the Soviet divisions have only 40% of the 

strength of a NATO division, it is a fair estimate, many analysts agree, 

that the fire power and mobility of a Soviet division roughly equals a 

NATO one, 

To overcome this crucial discrepancy, US nuclear deterrent in the form of 

Massive Retaliation was initially utilized. However, as the Soviet nuclear 

inventory rapidly caught up, the strategy cf Flexible Response, or Flexibili 

in Response, as former SACEUR, General Lyman 1. Lemnitzer preferred, had 

to be adopted in the 1960s, with deterrence based on US nuclear power plus 

the US and European improved and augmented conventional forces, 

In the meantime, however, the Soviets multi.plied their numerical edge in 

conventional field with increasingly sophisticated weapon systems; with 

still greater and better mobility and armour protected fire power; and 

also with more power1'ul fire support by conventional and unconventional 

artillery and air power including missiles, They also devised new operationa 

concepts such as deep and rapid penetration and fluid exploitation including 

the formation and use of operational maneu·rer group (OMG). The Soviets also 

developed new organizational changes in th·~ armed forces to exploit the 

current technological and doctrinal innovations, and to compensate the 

Western technological advances, They are also known to have acquired the 

capability to wage a contemporary war in t:.1e continental reaches of the 

Soviet Union and of their allied and client countries, and overseas, under 

both nuclear and non-nuclear conditions. Secondly, the Soviets prefer, as 

many analysts argue they do, to accomplish their political objectives withou 

resorting to hot war, and if that is not possible or practicable, to limit 

the use of nuclear weapons at a minimum scale. It is also suggested in some 

circles, that the Soviets believe that a Warsaw Pact conventional attack 

against NATO may remain conventional. Arguments like "No-First-Use"(NFU); 

or, reaction in Western Europe against nuclear weapons, spearheaded by 

recent movements like "The Greens" in Gerrr.any; and finally, the present 

quasi-isolationist tendencies in the American public, may have formed a 

basis for the above mentioned Soviet strategic view. 

Having, first of all, the initiative and then the adequate in-place forces, 

in addition to the local Pact forces, in, say, GDR, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 

and Poland, 

as adequate 

the Soviets 

and very large reserves in weE:tern and southwestern USSR, as wel 

support in aircraft, missiles, and a proponderance of artillery, 

enjoy the capability to 

areas of decision. They can do that 

concentrate superior forces in critical 

with a high rate of mobility and a very 

potent fire power with a very large number of formations echeloned in depth, 



to ensure rapid penetration and swift expJ.oitation to aim sustained 

advance toward deep strategic objectives. Improved tanks, infantry 

armoured fighting vehicles, self-propelled artillery, and both armed and 

non-armed helicopters will be used profUSE!ly. In the field of air oper

ations, electronic warfare will be utilized to support the Soviet air 

sorties and missile strikes. Very dense conventional and unconventional 

field artillery concentrations in the points of decision, a trend the 
Russians stick to very hard, sincP the days they learned the trade from 

Napoleon Bonaparte in the previous Century, will also be utilized to 

af feet pene trA. tion and to help quicken thE! pace of exploitation. It is 

also a fact that, the Soviet Blitzkrieg envisages rapid exloitation 

speeds after penetration, to the order, or above, 100 Kilometers per 

Day. 
In the sea, the new Soviet modern blue-water navy, to be supported by carrie 

based and shore based air, and cruise and anti-ship missiles, and in 
particular, a la.rge and modern submarine force, for sea control, will 
attempt to intercept NATO sea lines of communications (SLOC), sea move
ment of troops, logistics, and raw materic.ls including oil; to wage anti

s~marine warfare (ASW); to support land operations; to conduct amphibious 
operations; and, if required, to conduct o:ubmarine-launched nuclear strikes 
on strategic, and even theater, targets. ~:a doubt, missile strikes, by 

theater and strategic ballistic missiles, in the conventional and nuclear 
modes, may also be utilized according to the type of warfare that is being 
waged. 
To support the above forecast about the Sc,viet general threat against NATO, 

it is well observed that, the relentless growth of the Warsaw Pact forces, 
has already reached a point where the total stock of the Soviet military 
hardware alone exceeds, in numbers, the ccmbined total inventories of the 
US, the rest of NATO, and China, with the exception of surface naval 

vessels, small arms, and a few lesser items. Secondly, the once qualitative 

edge of western weaponry over the Sov~ts•, has also diminished except in 
fighter jets, avionics, and missiles. 6 The Soviets, now, enjoy superiority 
also in the nuclear field, in general, up to the point that, this, along 

0 
with the extensive superiority they enjoy in the conventinal armaments, 

" has been causing concern among NATO international circles, and the 
mi.l i tary of the allied nations alike. In actual fact, the total number of 
Soviet and Pact divisions, aircraft, tanks, and missiles in Central-Eastern 
Europe, and on the so called flanks, render the deployed NATO forces 
utterly inadequate, and, therefore, make the risk of nuclear escalation 

unacceptably high. This imbalance also stresses the fact that, NATO 
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may not be able to underwrite its much confirmed strategy of Flexible 

Response , Forward Defense, and Controlled Escalation, In other words, 

the North Atlantic Alliance cannot raise tie nuclear threshold i~ Europe, 

which has become a crucial necessity since the nuclear parity, and Soviet 

superiority lateron. Consequently, in the event of a Warsaw Pact attack, 
it is feared, NATO will have to make a choice between surrender and 

else, resorting to nuclear weapons, It is r:J'lvious thBt, NA'l'O is being 

forced to renovBte its strategy whether still in the purview of the 

Flexible Resoonse, or as an entirely new one, other than now irrelevant 

Massive Retaliation. To raise the nuclear threshold obviously means augment

ing the conventional resources with a view to achieving a greater NATO 

conventional r-apability, and of course a conventional deterrent. This, in 

turn, means large increases.in numbers of divisions, aircraft, tanks, men 

under arms etc. and/or a significant enhancement of the technological 
edge of NATO's conventional forces. The.first course of action, that is the 

/21:!1 
augmentation of conventional resources under the circumstances, politically 

unaffordable, despite th{j) extensive overall potential of North America and 
Western Europe combined, 

In the final analysis, it seems logical tt:at, the solution should be, first 
to look into the area of emerging technologies, and military doctrines 
(SOF'rWARE); and secondly, to increase thF! numerical capabilities rationall: 
to make good use of the above mentioned innovations, and to provide substanc 
and flexibility to NATO defense (HARDWARE). In brief, the problem NATO is 
faced today is to rely initially on the dE!Velopment of emerging technologie1 

and new military doctrines to produce new conventional armaments and to 
devise new t<J.ctical methods and strategien which will provide a deterrent t< 

a non-nuclear Warsaw Pact attack. And secondly, to force, or to strain, 
country resources to affect a practicable increase in numbers. This is, in 
a way, to move, doctrinally, and psychologically, if not politically, from 
defensive to offensive, and thus to improve the effectiveness of the Pact, 
otherwise basically defensive, as we shal:L see lateron. The US developed 
"T,and;:.Air Battle Doctrine", or more recently "Army 21"; and, parti.cularly, 

NATO's "Follow-On-Forces Attack" (FOFA) which is to apply aforementioned 
technologies and doctrines to extend the Jattlefield towards the enemy rea~ 
in a way both to increase the strategic depth and to make for the shortages 

in inventories. However, is conventional deterrence a vi.able strategy? The 
problem, simply, is the balance, for instance, in terms of tanks (Warsaw 

Pact 49,000 against 24,000 of NATO) or artillery and mortars (41,000 to 
lR,OOO respectively), so on. To match the Soviets, NATO may be obliged to 
have to add some 90 more divisions to its present force level. A proportio• 
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ate US contribution would be 18 new divisions to its present force level 

to cost $ 4 billion to form and $ 1.5 billion/Year to maintain. European 

members of NATO "who flinch at much more modest growth in their d~fense 

spending, would, most probably, blanche at their share of that cost"® This 

seems, simply, not only unaffordable, but also a not wholely effective 

proposition, as already proved by numerous historical examples. Hitler's 

reoccupation of Rheinland, in violation of the Versailles Treaty, despite 

the highly superior conventional forces of !"ranee and Britain in 1936. 1Tiet

nam is another example. Moreover, the high--tech solution to offset the 

Soviet and Pac~numeri.cal preponderance, too, may be an advantage that rn"' y 

not last l on12; .l!:.9J 
It is apparent that NATO cannot put aside the nuclear deterrent, at least 

for the foreseeable future. Therefore, a multiple solution, though still 

rather expensive, to- require a minim1>m ~ +% increase in defense spending 

as suggested by General Rogers (SACEUR~ against the present normal re~1;ire 
ment of J~ is the practicable solution. 

As to the defense strategy of Turkey in relation to the NA'TO strate;;y, it is 

first of all necessary to note that, this NATO country, because of her 

geopolitical location, geographicconditions, and in light of the present 

correlation of forces, is obliged not only to maintain sizable standing 

forces in potential combat zones in peacetime, but also to develop her 

mobilization capability, as well as to modernize her forces. However, ·:rurkey 

under the present process of her socio-economic development, and with her 

present resource potential, cannot afford the required rate and scope of 

modernization of her large armed forces, which are at present second in ~ATC 

to the US in size. i,loreover, entirely unwarranted and irrational problem 

of Greek-T·urkish dispute, mainly in the Aegean Sea area, complicates the 
distribution of her assets for NATO and national security. Geographically, 

Turkey, despite being in one of the hotteEt environments of East-West 

conflict, is the NATO country farthest awc.y from the areas where NATO resour 

es are concentrated. Consequently, in a SCiviet/Warsaw Pact attack, a contin~ 

ency never considered improbable, Turkey, for a certain period initially, 
will have to fight alone. 

For these and other pertinent reasons, thE! deterrent effect of the Turkish 

defensive stren!!;th constitute one of the significant problems for the 

Alliance, 

It is a fact that, the nuclear and conven:ional balance, as well as the 

present 8as t-Wes t strategic confrontation, re" quire NATO to aim to defend 

the Allied territories as far forward as possible, without ·Again 

as far as possible, resorting to nuclear •veapons. The solution of this 

problem is dependent on two conditions. The first, a political one, dPoendE 
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The present correlation of forces, and the multifaceted threat, as far 

as Turkey is concerned, will normally form the basis of the contingency 

plans of Turkey. First of all, Soviet-Warsaw Pact superiority in tanks 

and aircraft makes it obligatory, for Tur:{ey, to improve and expand the 

anti-aircraft and anti-armour capabilitie,3 of the Turkish Armed forces, 

and to maintain them in highest possible ·~ombat readiness. Furthermore, 

recent information suggest an updating ani augmentation of the Soviet and 

Pact forces that may be deployed against Greece, Turkey, and Iran. This 

seems to be in line with the possible enhancement of the c;liddle i':ast

Persian Gulf region in Soviet eyes, also in view of the situation in Afghan 

istan, thus bringing Turkey and Iran, once again, on to the strate~~b lime 

light.No doubt, those force~ will include sizable airborne and amphibious 

troops. 

The strong likelihood of the superior Soviet-Pact forces to be deployed 

in several echelons, in order to achieve rapid penetration and swift 

exploitation, in their attack of the NATO defenses in depth in conformity 

with their present known strategic and tactical doctrine, e~~ances the 

interdiction of the echelons rear of the attacking troops. This is where 

FOFA schemes come very benefitial, provided of course it is executed 

properly with suitable means. However, befoDe going into details, it is 

worth to state here that, at least two distinct type of interdiction will 

be involved, in western Turkey, since th~ attack on the Thrace-Straits 

area will have to comprise coordinated lRnd and amphibious operations, wit~ 

different kinds of echelonment. For instence, subsequent amphiblous 

echelons may require to be interdicted v•hile at sea and/or in the western 

Black Sea ports of embarkation, even while at the staging areas. Concent

rated shipping and landing craft are also probable targets of FOFA schec.es. 

On the other hand, defense against grounil. attacks with very superior 

modern forces, will have to be normally arranged in depth, with ample, 

mobile reserves, fire support, and very 11ffective counterattack plans. Thes 

will require more troops in place, and a:so in the pipeline. 

Similar measures will be taken in the ea:Jt, Soviet occupation of Afghanista 

and the now seven year old Gulf War between Iran and Iraq, and particularlJ 

explosive situation in other parts of th11 Middle East-Persian Gulf region, 

enhanced the strategic importance of eastern Turkfey. In eastern TurkAy, 

geographic and topographic features of the region, or more precisely, the 

outline of the borders and the t0rrain structure, dictate the utilization 

of different strategy and tactics for offense and defense, than for 

instance, in Thrace-Straits area. The str'ategic axes of opAr'ation which an 
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farther away from the Black Sea shores, a:3 well as the position and 

character of the coastal mountain ranges, tend to render massive amphibi

ous operations with deep objectives in this area rather impracti~al, 

except small scale landings, However, air8orne landings are possible and 

may be utilized rewardingly. 

iVlountainous and rugged character of the t2rrain enhances the significance 

of valleys and mountain passes. Climatic conditions are very unstable 

throughout the year with particularly abrupt changes in wind velocities, 

precipitation, and temperature. In the long Winter, deep snow and extremely 

low temperatures, affect the operations and require special methods and 

equipment, Windchill factor is crucial. The nature of terrain and weatn"r, 

according to the above indicators, will facilitate the defence, to enable 

tne assigned forces to conduct active defence in depth with relatively lesE 

number of troops. However, as noted else~here, special vehicles and 

equipment are needed to gain required degree of tectical and strategic 

mobility; and in particular, the require~ent for engineer s11pport will be 
over and above the normal rate. likE the Balkan passes in tr1e West 

In applying tile FOFA concept, the Caucasian Mountain passes/and centers 

and bottlenecks of communication beyond the political boundaries will be 

very significant to interdict the followf.ng and rear echelons of attacking 

and/or advancing aggressor forces, Improved anti-aircraft and anti-armour 

defense with new and more effective weapc•n systems to be created by new 

tecnnologies will be utilized to offset the numerir::al super' n-i ty er'.jr~•'d 

by the enemy. 

In such operations , cooperation with the Iranian forces, if possible, 

should be sought, since, otherwise, the !loviet occupation of northern Iran 

or Soviet-Irani'l.n r::oonoration will add mnch to Turkey's military probloms 

in this theater. ilowever, one has to notE! a peculiar point here. No doubt, 
the Iranian-Turkish r::ooperation will bea~ on the defensive operations to h• 

conducted in this theater. But, the operational advantRge thus gained ··•ill 

not be decisive, since, traditionally th•; Ir"lnians deploy less numhPr n!' 

troops on the northern borders than they deploy to tha Iraqi frontier nr 

they keep as strategic reserve. Besides, under the circumstances they have 

to guard their Afghan border (unclPr th" ;)oviet occupation) as well. 

All in all, in eastern Turkey, in contra3t to the western or Thrace-Str~it 

theater, terrain is more suitable for defense than the offense. However, 

t1ere a~::ain, improvern,,nt in fire power and rnobili ty is crucially r'!quir"!d, 

New technologies and interacting 1nilitary doctrines may certainly help 

Turkey to solve this problem. As to the new technologies and techniques, 

it is apparent that in the circumstances they may well be utilized, providr 
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they can be procured and/or provided, In this context, the recent developmentr 

in the fields of electronics and computer technology are definitely involved 

along with the innovations in the field of armaments and munitions~ in the 

emerging technologies, and in new doctrines to enhance the effects of new 

weaponry and equipment, such as Air-Land Battle and FOFA and their future 

variants will be subject of scrutiny, However, even for the more 

affluent and technologically more advanced members of the Alliance, the majorit) 

if not all, of the weapon systems and other revolutionary instruments of 

war, are still in the state of development. This point is very signi

ficant, since the average "Lead-Time" for th8 development of new weapons 

from the perception of the concept to the time the weapon becomes operational 

is approximP..tely 10 Y'~ars. Time factor therefore is very critical. 

Some systems, which will undoubtedly revolL:tioni.ze werfare, and form an 

infrastructure for more to come, will have to be stated, 

New technologies in sensors, guide.nce systc:ms, and micropror::o.ssors turn 

conventional weaponry into those, which cart effectively n9utralize a fixed 

point target. Similar technology is used to develop canister disp:ons9d, 

individually guided submunitions to destroy tanks, as we will discuss later. 

In the field of air defense and intercepticJn, AWACs and other early warning 

devices with integral computer evaluation and co:mnunication systems, 

digital data links, and improved radars will be utilized. In this context, 

Remotely piloted Vehicles (Drones) present entirely new vistas. To achieve 

cost effective interception, assymetric twinning or "Odd Couple Pairing" of 
interceptor aircraft may be utilized. For Lnstance, one expensive aircraft 

with more sophisticated avionics, such as J-15 or F-lR is coupled with one 

or two less expensive aircraft, such as F-'5, to enable the latter benefit 

from longer radar range, gr9ater computer :apacity, ard anti-jamming 

communication cap,o>.city of the lP.rger and m)re exp9nsiv'o aircraft. 

Use of medium and short ranged sophisticated missiles against airfields is 

another possibility. Pershing IIs with conventional warheads are particularl: 

su~~ested. Four such missiles are estimated to render an airfield unopereble· 

for considerable length of time. 

In the field of land warfare, an effective and successful forward defense 

with ample fire support, is seen possible with new systems, assuming to 

conduct defense against an aggressor having a numerical superiority of J to 

l, or ev;;n more. 
Back in the field of aircraft armaments, Advanced ~edium Ran~e Air-to-Air 

Missile (Af,JRAAM) is thought to be the first revolutionary air-to-air 

missile developed in the last quarter century. This is in terms of speed, 
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range, and accuracy against very fast moving targets. Four AMRAM~ missiles 

will be carried in place of, for instance, two Sparrows on smalle~ jet 

fighters. Larger ones may carry eight. 

Another problem area in modern warfare, is the defense against armoured 

fighting vehicles, An army corps in defenso, under current conditions, 

should block the penetration, regain the pJsition by counter-attack, if 

penetration occurs; and if the latter fails, should interdict tne tank and 

motorized rifle divisions, OMGs under the ~ew concept, which are moved i~to 

area of penetration to exploit the success of forward troops to achieve 

a breakthrough, In the process, each corps is required to destroy as many 

as 1000 enemy tanks a day, the majority of which will be accomplished by 

supporting aircraft, and remainder by ot~r means, ·rhe dispenser, or canister - 1\ 
delivered Smart munitions are being developed for this purpose. SKEET system 

is one example, It is estimated that, one aircraft carrying two dispensers 

among other armaments that are carried aboard, may destroy or incapacitate 

as many as JO tanks out of six company size units attacked. In still anothe 

system, WASP mini-missiles, after being dicharged from their dispensers, at 

a certain distance from their prospective targets, start seeking and 

eventually home on individual tanks. One aircraf~ carrying two pods of twelv 

m:nimissiles each, may destroy or incapacitate as many as 20 to 40 tanks.._ 

These are systematic estimations with a high probability of realization.(0 

Those new weapons as mentioned in this Paper will probably reach operational 

or deployment stage in the next decade, Particularly it ia worth to cite 

Joint Tactical Missile System (JTACMS) and Joint Surveillance Target 

Acquisition Radar System (JSTARS), which are, like others, still in research 

and development stage. Until that time, there will be no army weapons 

comparable to the ones being developed, perhaps other than the present 

Pershings, present radars, and existing communications equipment, with 

capability of searching, acquiring, and engaging to destroy targets hundreds 

of kilometers to the rear of the line of contact. Therefore, until such time 

wh~n the fruits of new technologies are available, air forces will have tn 

carry out that task of interdiction. And they well know this function since 

the last war, Besides, it is also worth to note that, even when the new 

systems are fully operable, air force still will be called upon for interdic 

tion sorties, for FOFA as well. 

FOFA, will also require more command-contt'ol-communication-intelligence 

(CJI) capability, as the geographical score and fluid operatirms, which 

enhance the time factor involved in the new type of warfare, ask for greater 

resources in terms of c3I functions. Secor.dly, the fact that FOFA concept 
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will encompass the w~ole of Europe and the western and southern military 

districts of the Soviet Union, as against the narrower scope of Air-Land 

Battle or Army-21, it will certainly require a great deal more as~ets.~ 
This raises a crucial point about the strategy in question that, some NATO 

member countries, and particularly Portugal, Greece, and Turkey, cannot 

afford to buy/or produce the new technology weapons. This happens to be 

the crux of the present problem, other than th2 practicability of FOFA, 

Air-Land Battle, or Army-21, in our respective countries. In fact, the 

geography of both the 'Ihrace-Straits region, and eastern Turkey, with 

rugged mount:-ein passes, and communication bottlenecks, which constitute 

suitable targets of interdiction, make cor.cepts like FOFA and others 

suitable for these theaters as well. The same, undoubtedly applies Greece 

and Italy. 

One of the most compelling matters NATO iE faced with today, is to deterr.li .. '1e 

the extent of the threat posed by the Soviet short-ranged ballistic 

missiles (SRBM). Dual capable, that is to say, carrying conventional and 

nuclear warheads, SS-21, SS-22, and SS-23 missiles, with ranges from 90 

kilometers up to 500, will be dep1oyed in areas facing Greece and 

Turkey' as well as the large number of aircraft operated by air force and 

navy. They will certainly constitute a very serious threat. If deployed 

in required numbers, the Soviet SRBiAs will seek to suppress Greek and 

Turkish air defences, and will enable Sovi.et/Pact manned aircraft to cor,duct 

selective and precision strikes to support and facilitate land operations, 

Finally, there is also an arms control/diE•armament aspect of this problem, 

and it involves not only the Central, but Northern, and Southern regions 

as well. It was brought to light once aga:~n in the recent Reykjavik summit 

that, a drastic cut in nuclear ballistic rlissiles would require, either 

a proper NATO buildup of conventional power, or conclusion of an arms 

control agreement to stabilize the conve11tional balance in ~urope. The 

first option being considered unaffordable, NATO should try to affect 

practicable increases in defense spending, both to invest in new technolo

gies and to augment the conventional inventories, while at the sametime 

renegotiating for arms control. In this respect, it is noted that, the 

~BFR talks in Vienna have been going on since early 1970s, as a very slow, 

also incremental process. 

MBFR was limited to the Central Region. It was mistakenly based on man

power as the main criterium of balance. Therefore, it was not only afflict"'"" 

with the disadvantage of difficulty of ve.rification, but, because of the 

geostrategic assymetry involved, it would enable the Sovi8ts to incrPRS-" 
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the threat on th 0 flanks using the troops Nithdrawn from the center, and 

reintroducing them back to the center as r3inforcements rapidly, when they 

so decided. 

It appears that, NATO should now find a way to disengage from the process, 

and, possibly, using the Warsaw Pact's Budapest proposal of llth June 19861 

which was based on GorbFichev' s suggestion to reduce the size of convent:i.onallll 

and tactical nuclear forces in ~urope, should try to change the approach to 

introduce more practical and effective criteria. As an example, the criteri 

such as "offensive force structure, armaments, or a combin8.tion of both"; 

an expanded area of application to include the flanks; and the ''expansion 

of the focus of n10gotiations to include short-range nuclear and c~ical 

weapons which Rre purely regional in character" may be introduced.~ 
All in all, the crucial point is that, it is destructive to agree on redtring 

the nuclear weapons without prior achieverrent of an optimal balance in 

conventional power. ''Zero-Ootion'' solutions also should be evaluated from 

this angle. As General Bernard Rogers observed to the meeting of NATO Farlia 

mentarians in Istanbul a few weeks ago, "The so called Zero-Option position 

adopted by the Alliance in the past and pr·essed by the US in Reykjavik to 

eliminate all US nuclear cruise and Pershing missiles and Soviet SS-20s 

Lin exchang§] in Europe would leave NATO in a worse position because it 'floul 

still face Soviet short-range nuclear misEiles.". Therefore, it becomes 

obligatory that conventional threat to ~urope, along witil that of snort

range missH;c;s, be considered in all dealir.gs relR ted to intermediate 

missiles. "\!:11 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

1. The Falklands War bro•t::;ht to lie;ht, inter alia, two important 

lessons. The first implies that,a new age of struggle between the 

missiles and anti-missile weapons in the tactical field, is unf~rled, 

In other words, a new field of competition is added to the already 

existing fields of stru~gle between, for instance, aircraft and anti

aircraft weaponry; tanks and anti-tank weapons, etc. It also amounts 

that, the present stA.ge in this pron8SS is one which, for the for8see

abl8 future, t8nds to strengthen defense against th8 offense. 

2. 'rhe basic strategic problem in front of NATO, in very sim~le terms, 

is to organiz8 and support a credible foi~ard defense, based ~nre on 

conventional resources and less on nuclear response. However, in 

view of the fact that, NA·ro "ri igh-'Iech" f:Q lu t ions providi.ng "•)ual i ty

)uantity Trade Offs'' ar8 not only invalidated for countries such as 

Portugal, Greece, and Turkey, for technical as well as financial 

reasons, but it may also not altogether :.ast very long for NATO, as tha 

Soviet/Pact military technology is not very far behind, 

Therefore, although there is a definite :~equirement for NA·ro to acquir"l 

capability to exploit alliancewide the ernerging technologies and new 

doctrines, NATO should also be ready to .~isk resorting to nuclear 

weapons selectively when conventional defense cannot prevent a decisive 

Warsaw Pact breakthrough, A declaratory 3trategy of Flexible Resoonse 

without a respectable conventional capability to implement it, is an 

invitation to faits accomolis as pointed out by General Gallois quite 

sometime ago.@ It is also noted that, as long as Flexible Response is 

in effect and cannot be replaced by another strategy; and, as long as 

quantity and destructive power of nuclear weapons multiply, the 

importance of conventional weapons will be enhanced. Consequently, NATO, 

as a standing policy, "should strengthen its conventional forces 

sufficiently to ensure that, in the event of a Warsaw Pact inc11rsion 

into western ::-;urope [B.nrl to the Fli:~nks, where there is more possibility 

of a Soviet venture than the Central Ref!,iou], it could avoid the 

unpalatable choice between surrender and pot~ntially suicidal escalationJ~ 
The early utilization of new military technologies and new d0ctrines 

will provide a profitable flexibility i~ the balance between conventional 

and nuclear capabi.li.ties and also in improving the correl'l tion of 

forces between the adversaries to the ac.vantage of NATO. Although the 

Western Europe-North Am•1rica complAx already has incr'"dible resources, 

it does not seem to be able to mobilize all its assets to match the 

Viarsaw Pact. It has been observed that, even if thP. Pact do<"S not augm,·nt 
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their armaments, NATO would need ten year:3 to double its tank and armoured 

vehicle inventories, and thirty years to double its field artillery 

strengths. This factor alone, if there is ~ot anything else, shou~d warrant 

that, NATO should devise options such as t~e widescale utilization of 

emerging technologies etc. to make for its numerical discrepencies, but 

also accept the fact that, it may have to use nuclear weapons, even early in 

the conflict. Therefore, policies such as NFU should be seen a ''step in 

dividing NATO aml /~maging the bonds of collective security that deter 

the Warsaw Pact."@ 

J. Emerging military technologies and new military doctrines will suggest 

changes in NATO and national operational strategies and tactics, within 

the framework of the political strategy of the triad- Flexible Hesponse, 

Forward Defense, and Controlled Escalation. FOFA will be utilized. Some 

variants thereof may even be devised, NATO should examin2 such variants 

as the new weapon systems are made operational. The d--~velopment of active 

defense in depth, with interdiction of the following echelons of attacking 

and/or advancing aggressor forces, increaEingly to the rear of the line 

of contact, with the inclusion of more c3I nodes, communication and 

transportation centers and bottlenecks, me.jor logistic centers etc. as 

targets, will rm.terialize, as the revolutionary new armaments and equipnent 

are introduced. 

4. Despite the development work going on i.n some countries, there rsmains 

the question of funding, and of course thE• burden sharing, among NATO 

member countries. The development and production costs are rather high, 

for the whole program around 30 Bn. Dollars,@ but the dividends should 

justify the sacrifices. 

5. A final word. The current NATO-Warsaw ?act bale.nce, NATO capabilities 

and limitations, and current sit11ation in eastern ~editerranean and south

west Asia, all a~gregate to warrant an op;imal maximizatio~ up to the 

highest practicable level, of Greek-Turkillh cooperation in the defense o~ 

southeastern flank and eastern Medi terranr,an. 
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TURKISH PERCEPTIONS OF CHANGING STRATEGIC PATTERNS 

IN THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN 

Ali L. Karaosmanoglu 

The strategic environment of the Eastern Mediterranean has been 

odversely aff~cted by a number of politi,~o-military developments 
vv/rfl 

in recent years. NATO's southern region is confronted/serious the-

reats to cohesion and strength. The Sovi:t invasion of Afghanistan, 

the Soviet build-up in the Mediterranean and the modernization of 

Warsaw Pact forces in the Caucasus and the Balkans, and the ongoing 

NATO '"eaknesses in ths military field constitute serious security 

challenges. 

Ther~ are also some important problems stemming from the areas 

south of the allied territories. The growing military strength 

of some regional states in the areas south of NATO is a new fac

tor of instability and insecurity. Subversive and terrorist ac

tivities emanating from the Middle Eastern subsystem, end certain 

conflicts, L1isturbances, and socio-political developrr,etlt2 in the 

region may have implications for the southern flank ~ountries' 

internal and external security. Althougr non of these problems do 

not yet constitute immediate and ominouE, threats to the oolitical 

independence and territorial integrity of the allied courtrles, 

they tend to undermine their security pcrsture in the region. 

They are susceptible to complicate the ~lliance's strategio 

problems during an East-West crisis or c:onfllct. Challenges 

orir:Jin3ti.nq front th" sDuth ilrte rlivt•rni f 'Yt:l ,-tnd r.omplr!x. They 

~;hold be met tt1rough adequate mear1s Bnd on their own t~rms. 

In many cases the availablity of a mili~ary force could not do 

much to alter the situation in favor of the West. Nonetheless, 

it would be equallv imprudent to assume that military balance 

does not affect poli~ical calculations ~nd perceptions of the 

regional states and non-state entities. 
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The lack of a sense of strategic partnership has added a new 

dimension to the problem of growing insecurities.Many Turks have 

begun to regard Greece's political and military reliability in 

2. 

an East-West crisis as questionable at best. They think that Turkey 

will have to assume alone the defense responsibility of the south

eastern reginn of the Alliance in a Warsaw Pact-NATO conflict. 

)J.l h a t l:.:i p a r t )_ c u l z1 ·1 · 1 1/ r P g r r. t t a. b 1 e i s t h r1 t n r: ace u n d coop e r a t i on 

seem tn be increasinglv difficult to attain between Turkey and 

Greece as the hostile national per~ept~ons are intensifjed due to 

Factors Exacerbating the Greek-Turkish Tension 

It is often argued that the PASOK Government has not iGtroduced any 

new substantial elements into the Greek-Turkish rRlations. Despite 

its tone, this argument ccnti~ues, its policy is merel. a contin

uation of previous policies, and it only seeks to instit~tionalize 

changes thnt had alreanv taken place under the previous ~~vernments. 

From the Turkish perspective, it is very difficult to ct.cr~ this 

argument for 0arious reasons. First af all, tc ease the tension 

and to decrease the rink of violence, the Turkist• Government has 

repeated] ~J mnde nppea1s fDr a !neetlng ~ui th tt-1e 1.);:·;_?2k Government 

and for Qn expansion of econornic rela1;tons. For i·1stancs, in a 

press conference held in Ankara in mid-March 1965, Mr. bzal told 

the forei.gn jOLJrnalists that his gov~:~nment w~s r2ady tn nego

tiate wit!1 G~eecs ~anvwt1ere, anytimel ~nd gt an11 lev~l they like''· 

Prime Minister ~zal announced on April 3, 1985 tt1at hP W8Lld be 

ready to conclude an agre21nent of 1'Friendshipj ~ood-~eigbourliness. 

r~onciliation and Cooper;~tion': with G:·e~~c~. which would mtJtually 

lllt<:trc·tnt.rT L!tt· ln\lini;·tl•i 1 ·, ht n~' l.ltl' Pl'!'",t'tl:. fr:·!nLi.l'l' i'-('t~ .. r~r;n t.h~:~ 

LWU t..:UUtll.l'iL~~;. 

On many other occasiors, the Turkish Government proposed to dis

cuss with Greece the possibilities of improving econo11C relations, 

believing that economic cooperation uould create an a~mospnere of 

relative confidence betwe~n the two r1ations, and this would pave tr: 

way for rlBqoi:iatinn ar:~ solution of ·the political diff:;rences. 

I 
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Turkey has abolished the visa requirement for Greek .citiLr~s as 

a qesture of good-will an~ in 1985, 200.000 Gre2ks vlsltP~ Turkey. 

T h r~ Tu T' k i s h Government s h <::-i v 2 alL:..:(:: v s :n a i n t a i n c d the b c l j_ e f t! 1 a t 

Turkey and Greece have lnterBsts in each other's welfare and se-

curity. In 'line bJith this cor1viction, Turkf!V h~s always ~i2lcome 

~1 n v i 111 o r iJ v ,~ 'lP:~ n t i n t h 2 [) ~ ·. 1:' · • - :;1 ~ l ~- r~ cl clef e !"i. ::; ~ ~ c tJ rJ p e r a t i. lJ n 2 s iJ can-

tributto~ l:o ti1~ st~ergth~11!0g of NQTO!s dr~fense posture in the 

.southern 1=1snk. For the s;Jm8 reason, furke1; allo~ed i.n 1~80 Greece's 

return to the rnilitRrJ orf~Rnization of ti1e £\lliance without any 

Athene. M(~r~ov~r: Turke~ :t!fted the ''air St2CIJrity line'' over the 

Aege~n that it had unilaterally set up durlnq the Cyprus crisis 

in 1974. This actinn •~as 'aken bv Turkey in the way of contributing 

to <.: _: r:.:.- 'J.i. tnout "'ai ting for 

~:Jnv g.--iJd-ld:i_1. 

All tt1es2 0211ce O\lerturRs and prorosals have hee~ turned :j~wn by 

t~e ~~~211~r2~1J Gavernmen~ 

a~ti-TLJ~kish rhetoric. I~ en1:our3ges nationHlist extremism ~ut 

onJv in Llrer:,·-:e, hut, tJl~lrJ ;_n lurk2v. Lt cnrnplic;]L.•·:: t:he sf11.•.t~~iur. 

i t~ t -~ l ~ ~~ ; ; t' ~.' · i r: ,, ··.:! ; r: ~~ : ,, t s 1 ~- ·c '-=' t.' -

a i rn D f the G r ;.:; e k tJ eh a vi o .r i :-:3 to force Tu T r:. 1::! \i to !11 a k e .: once ss ions 

tJi1:hollt neaot·.i.<Jlions. f"'lnnl/ Turks !1avP 7 l".fH::·r~_,f:_~r..,., cr.Hr:9 tr1 th~ rli.re 

3re~cs as lor1g as Pasok 

the press in T11rkey have begwn to criticize ~111~ ~overnmeGt for 

b f~ .1 nil t. 0 D m i 1 d i n t, he f ~J ("'. , __ : 0 f t. h ~ tJ j, t t E! T L \:! 1 !3 n f' r"1 f • Pi:~ p 8 n d ;_' ~ 0 tJ • 

i :.- n:,: .. ,., ,!':! :. i :! !'k \ •;tJ 

to disappear. 
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Second, there is a widespread conviction in Turkey that Greece has 

become a major supporter of terrorist activities against Turkey. 

The terrorist organizations such as the Armenian ASALA and the 

Kurdish PKK are allowed to perform political activities in Greece. 

The Turkish terrorists who fled from Turkev after 1980 were wel

come by the Greek Government, and they con~inue to enjoy the Greek 

hospitality whereas an ordinary Turkish citizen would require a 

visa to enter Greece. 

Third, The PASDK Government's pro-Warsaw P3ct stance is s~sceptible 

to affect Turkey's strategic perceptions and calculations. The 

Greek Government's actions have in fact gone far beyond its per

sisting declarations that the threat to Greece comes from Turkey, 

but not from the Warsaw Pact. Beside the Greek support of the Soviet 

Union in many East-West issues, Greek shipyards provide repair and 

maintenance facilities to Soviet navy auxiliary vessels in the 

Mediterranean. Greece has also obtained nrders from the USSR for 

the construction of replenishment vessels. Moreover the active 

Greek support given to the idea of a Balkan Nuclear Weapon Free 

Zone in cooperation with the Warsaw Pact countries is hardly in 

conformity with the NATO strategy in the r·egion. 

A neLu cause of onxi..etv in-Js been the 11 Prnc:J.Grn3tion of Goorl-Neigh

bnurliness nnd Cooperation'' signed between Greece and Bulg~ria 

during Prime Minister Papandreou's visit to Sofia on Septamber 11, 

1986. In terms of this agreement, the two countries undertake the 

obligation not to initiate or encourage any actions direc·;Hd 

against each other, and "should a situation be created wt•~=lc in 

view of both parties concerned may endanger the peace and security 

of either of the two countries, these two states will immerliately 

qet in tOL!Ch anl1 exchange viell.JS fnr the ave-rsion of the danL.Jer". 

lhes~ provisions offer the Soviet Union valuable opportunities 

to dismantle the Atlantic Alliance in the case of a NATO-Waresw 

Pact confrontation. The Soviet coalition warfare strategy would 

certainly take account of this recent politico-military develop

ment in the region. To say the least, in the case of a Warsaw Pact 
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operation in the Thrace-Straits area, Moscow would attempt to 

!xploit this Greek commitment in order to Bssure Athens' passivity. 

In this respect, the Greek-Bulgarian "Proclamation", together with 

the Greek threat perception and the PASOK Governments general 

8ro-Warsaw Pact stance, bas introduced a c~allenqe to th~ very 

·:oncept of the al.liance. 

Fourth, In a PASOK meeting on 15 December 1984, Prime Minister 

Papandreou declared that, in terms of his NEW Defense Doctrine, the 

Greek armed forces were to be redeployed tJki~g ir:to consideration 

the "Turkish threat•. In fact, the Greek defense policy, as ap

plied before and after 1984, brought about important changes in 

the actual deployment and operational plans of the Greek armed 

•orces. The major aspect of this policy seems to be a considerable 

shift in the force concentration to the south comprising especially 

the Aeg~an islands. The r·!militarization process is progressing 

rapidly on the islands. New airfields and rad3r sites are being 

~onstructed. ~\ir Force un~ts are being r2ceployed. F~rthermore, 

the Greek la 1d f~·ces havE been heavily rEdeployed i~ the East Aegean 

islands, an~ a ''Mil\tia'' has been created for the defense of these 

islands. All these measures show that t1e north-south axis in the 

negean has become the main preoccupation of the Greek defense 

planners. The objective of the New DefensE! Doctrine seems to provide 

Greece with a new military force posture which would facilitate 

the achievement of the ultimate aim of turning the Aegean Sea into 

~ Greek lake through the extension of Gre~k te~~itorial waters to 

'12 miles. Within this context, the mainter1ance of the de1nilitarized 

status of the islands is not simply a leg:Jl issue. It is above all 

a politico-military question concerl,ing vital security interests 

nf Turkey and tne preservation of the sta~us quo in the Aegean. 

Greece attempts to persuade the allies that inclusion of the 

Greek islands in the Eestern Aegean, espe:ially Lemnos, in allied 

~lans and exercises would contribute to t1e defensive posture of 

• • 



the Alliance. Because GrEece ~i8S rerle8tedly claimed, and i~ still 

claiming, that the threat to her security comes from turkc:", tJut 

not from the Warsaw Pact, it would be naive to believe that Athens 

really intends to contritute to th2 2stablishment of a second line 

of allied defense in the Aegesn ~y militarizing the islands. Under 

the present conditions, it would be more realistic to conclude that 

the Greek Government is trying to achieve its national objPctives 

vis-~-,,is Turkey by rnakir:~ •.1so of Allied mechanis~s. 

The av~wed Greek inte~sion of 2xte11di11g the present territrrial 

waters 1\mit from 6 to 12 miles is also a n1ajor concern for Turkey. 

Under the present 6-;nile !.i.mit 1 GT?2S~ pos~lesses approximately 

43.63% of the Aegean Sea and Turkey 7.46%, the remaining 48.65% 

being tne high. seas and t!12 continer1tal shelf that is to be de-

limited between Turkey and Greece. In case of an extension of the 

territorial sea to '12 mi1?s~ the G~c,~k share of the A998Gn would 

rise to 71~53% 8r.d the turkish one ::o only 8.79%. Consequclit.lv, 

the cor1tir1ent3J. shelf prcblem ~OIJi_d be sol\!ed automatlcaliv ir1 

favor of Greece. 

Percgp·tional implications of kth2ns 1 diplomatic-st~ategic ~1~havior 

for ftirkey have been exac~rbated or1 the one t1and by ~l1e co~~inual 

Greek reference to the ''historical rights IJf GrBere'' in the ~-:gean 

Greek expansion in tl1e 15th and 20t~ c~nturies, andby the Greek 

attempt to invade Turkey after World War I. 

This has been an attempt :·.a r~:flc3:;t :-:JDH!~ :Jf the pr;.:rcepttc.us 

prevailing today in Tur~2y. Our purpose is not to assess tc what 

extent these perceptior1s ure ~~errer1ted or IJnwarrsrlted. Tttl ooint 

is that they are helrl by all the polltlcol partl2s, thE prees, and 

the tlUl'~~;-lur:ratic 3i?.Qlllf_~;·Jt:-· ~.lf .-j:-~·.::5.:-5:r.:•--,lhikl.nqu l.JJhat i:;. par::.t• ... ularly 

disturbing is that, Llnder the influc!tl~e of the p2rsisti.ng !.ack_ of a 

dialogu2, of the dwindling transnationalism, and of the truculent 

rhetoric, they tend to become increasingly rigid and durable • 

• 
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becase 1.he scabed agreement would imply the Greek acceptance 

to maintain the present 6-mile limit. Consequently, the feelings 

of insecurity would be diffused on both sides, and the remilit

arization of the islands and the Fourth Tu=kish Army would cease 

to constitute any problem at all in the net" climate of confidence. 

It is often argued that the Greeks somehow view irredentist in

tensions in Turkey's wish to resume bilateral negotiations to 

settle the seabed issue. It is impossible to share this view. It 

is quite natural that Greece and Turkey, as two nQighbouring and 

allied countries, both of them riparian to the Aegean Sea, should 

undertake n2gotiations in order to solve their problems about the 

maritime areas. The concept of the continental shelf and seabed 

rights have emerged in the very recent decades. There are many cases 

in which the continental shelf issues have been settled through 

negotiations between the riparian states. l~or instance, the Ecevit 

Government pr~posed, in 1g7s, to discuss with the Soviet Union 

the seabed iseue in the Black Sea. An agre2ment was negotiated 

and concludeo between Ankara and Moscow in the same year, de

limiting the continental shelf areas of both countries in the Black 

Sea. The 5o••iat Union did not attribute to Turkey irredentist or 

aggressive intensions when Ankara expressed its wish to settle 

the seabed issue through bilateral negotiations. It is difficult 

to sea any reason why we should not act in the same way in the 

Aegean as well. Nevertheless, Turkey should always be ready 

- indeed, it has always been ready - to give every assurance to 

Athens that the Greek sovereignty over the Aegean islands and 

their 6-mile territorial waters uJould not in any way be prejudiced 

by the negotiations about the seabed and other issues. 

On various cccasions, the Greek Government argued that the solution 

of the Cyprus problem was a precondition for the positive develop

ments in Greek-Turkish relations. As a matter of fact, there is 

a certain interaction between the Aegean and Cyprus disputes, and 

they should be taken up simultaneously. In general terms, progress 

• r 



made in one issue area would certainly exert a positive inFluence 

on the other issue area. But to set one of them as a precondition 

for the solution of the other would cause a paralysis in Joth 

issue areas. This is precisely what happens today. 

The Cyprus conflict is primarily an inter-communal problem, and 

should be solved through talks between the Greek and Turkish 

Communities. But it is difficult to overlook the fact that the 

inter-communal conflict takes place in the larqer framework of 

Greek-Turkish relations. The two Cypriot Communities regard them-
' selves as the ''extensions" of the Greek and Turkish nations. 

Consequently, an easing of the present tension between Turkey 

and Greece would inevitably affect the attitudes of the Cypriot 

communities positively. If the dialogue between the two states 

9 . 

were resumed, and if a positive development could eventually be 

achieved, such an improvement in relations between Ankara and 

Athens would contribute to the creation of a climate of mutual 

confidence in Cyprus, and would considerably facilitate compromises 

between the two communities. It should be remember that if Cyprus 

could be established as an independent state in 1960, it ~as mainly 

due to the good relations and common understanding which ~•isted 

at the time between Greece and turkey. 

Economic Cooperation 

The present Greek Government's habit of using foreign polisy problems 

as diversions from internal difficulties, its overassessment cf 

inconsequential dangers and its excessive counter-measure2 and 

rhetorical over-reactions are leading to a security-obsessed 

society in Greece. The problern, however, is that such obsessions 

nre often contoqious, ancl Turkey, like ~nv other nation, is not 

immune to them. 
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For the two nations, the time has come to reconsider their security 

perspectives vis-~-vis each other. Both Greece and Turkey are si

tuated in a very critical geostrategic area, and their means of 

protection are limited. They cannot afford to look at their sec

urity problems from a purely military point of view. Instead of 

exhausting their limited means through excessively active security 

policies against each other, they should try to create a shared 

security environment in the Aegean and the Eastern Mediterranean. 

In order to realize this objective, they should adopt a broader 

view of security, encompassing its political and economic dimen

sions as well. 

To this effect, beside the resumption of the diplomatic dialogue, 

Turkey and Greece should start making every effort to create a 

system of relationships characterized by cooperative procEssee. 

They need to look more towards conditions Bonducive to the devel

opment of interdependencies, especially in the economic field. 

They should make every effort to revitalize the channels connecting 

the Greek and Turkish societies, and to create common intErests 

between groups and individuals across boundaries. By increasing 

awareness of transnational interests, such interrelationships 

would help decrease the risk of violence and create a durable 

security environment. 

Regional Strategic Consensus 

As a result of the Greek-Turkish tension, there is at present a 

serious weakn~ss in allied defense posture in the southern flank. 

The tension tends to encourage anti-Western feBlings in both 

countriBs. Joint training opportunities are wasted. GreecB declinBs 

to participate in the joint NATO Bxercises taking place in thB 

f.\ P !l r' ; 1 n <J n cl [ · .--1 s t r ~ T' n M p r:J i t r?. r rAn c i1 n • T h e c u !ll!ll n n ll <Jrl cl c on t r o l problems 

persist in the AegBan. Moreover, the tension causes force planning 

and deployment complications especially in GrBBCB. 
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It is unfortunate that the strategic gap c:ceated by the Greek-Turkish 

tension coincid,•s with certain new trends emphasizing the critical 

role of the southern flank in the overall defense of the Alliance. 

Political and military factors along NAlO's southern periphery are 

susceptible to affect the Alliance with thlo most complicated secur

ity challenges since its founding. Furthermore, certain new develop

ments in East-W~st relations and NATO strategy, such as the SDI, 

FOFA Dnd the Reykjavik Summit, have brought to the foreground the 

balance of conv,•ntional military forces. And this is precisely 

whc•rr.• the south"rn flank is decrepit. All these factors emphasize 

that a credible defense posture in the region is neede~ more than 

ever. 

Under the present circumstances, among NATO's five southern flank 

states -Turkey, Greece, Italy, Spain and Portugal -only Italy and 

Turkey seem to lJe capable of playing a leading role in fnrg'.ng a 

regional strateqic consensus. Spain has a special position in the 

Alliance, and h"r armed forces are not integrated into NAT!J's mi

litary organization. Portugal's security policy is traditior1a!ly 

Atlantic-orient~d rather than Mediterranean-oriented. Mor~over, 

the modest size of Portugal's armed forces would not all~w her to 

~ssume further 1trategic responsibilities. Although the potential 

G rE: e k L' o 1 e can n !l t be overlooked , it is not p os sib _Le to re 1 ·~; on 

an active Greek contribution as long as the Greek hGstility towards 

Turkey and the Greek dubiousness vis-i-vis NATO remain unchanged. 

The gap will continue to exist until there is a dialogue between 

Turkey and Greece. Elimination of this strategic gap in NATO 

defense is not dependent on the settlement of all the disputes 

betweer1 the two states. A resumption of the diplomatic dialogue 

uJDtrlrJ be sufficient to ease the tension ~nj cr:Juld soo, lead to 

~ the formation o1· a strategic consensus at least on the basis of 

certain interim arrangements. The dialogue is also indispensable 

to pave the way for the settlement of the disputes and for seeking 

• 



possibilities of cooperation in other fields. In this resoect, 

Italy and the other allies could play a more active role in en

couraging the parties to resume negotiations. 

We believe that the return of the extremist nationalism in Greek

Turkish relations runs against the flow of history and against 

the needs of both nations for common security, cooperation, a~d 

'""lf'arr". Hostility is not a solution. We should not spare our 

beGt efforts to StJbstitute negotiation for confrontation. 

12 • 
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Luciani:. Importance of Economic Cooperation between Greece, Italy,Turkey 

1. The significance of geography has seldom been fully 
recognized in the literature on international economic relations. 
There is generally a tendency to discuBs trade, capital and labor 
movements as if distance or proximity did not matter, and the · 

· · regional environment was not in any significant way more important · 
than the international, global environment. In this view, boundaries 
are solid, and create a sharp distinction between the "domestic" and 
the "rest of the world"; the latter, however, is extremely flexible or 
homogeneous, and it is assumed to be basically the same for any 
country. It is recognised that only certain types of economic relations 
occur across borders, hence the distinction between "tradables" and 
"non-tradables". 

If this perspective is accepted, today's discussion makes no 
sense at all: Greece, Italy and Turkey just happen to be physical 
neighbours, but from an economic point of view what matters is their 
individual relations with the rest of the world, i.e: their trade and 
exchange policies taken independently of each other. 

The vision of the globe as an homogeneous environment in 
which proximity does not matter is supported by some well known 
cases of rapid growth in the post-Wo·rld War II period. Japan 
experienced extraordinary growth by following a globally oriented 
export policy, starting from a situation i:::t which she was very much 
isolated from her regional context, because of historical reasons and 
of the reaction to Japanese imperialiEm. Hong Kong is another 
striking example of a country totally isolated from her regional 
context, that succeeded in experiencing very rapid growth. In short, 
there may be advantages to being enclaves. 

Yet, in a majority of cases it is seen that geography matters. The 
process of European integration has taken place between adjacent 
countries. The succ.ess of the EEC relative to the EFTA is due in part 
to the political dimension and impact of the former, in part to the fact 
that the latter was a disparate and geographically dispersed group. 
The attraction that the EEC exercised on the UK relative to the 
Commonwealth is also partly due to proximity and what is implied by 
it: ease and multiplicity of intercourse, mutual influence, common 
political and security interests. 

Of the regions within the EEC that were initially considered to 
be backward and not· sufficiently industrialised, those that lay in the 
center of Europe (in Belgium, especially) gained most from the 
process of European integration, and attracted significant 
investment from abroad. Other regions, that were geographically 
peripheral, have gained less. 
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Geographic factors are easily seen to be extremely important 
also in the North American context, aB they affect the economic 
structure and international economic orientation of Canada and 
Mexico. In the latter country, the maquilGdora industries are located 
in the Northern border towns, that until a few years ago had been a 
poor and sparsely populated part of the country. The importance of 
regional and geographic factors is manifested within the United 
States by the gradual shift of economic activity from the traditional 
industrial centers of the Northeast and the Central plains to the so
called Sunbelt. In the case of the West coast, rapid growth is at least 
in part connected to the attraction exercised by the fast development 
of the Pacific Rim: indeed, even if, as we mentioned, Japan and Hong 
Kong started off in their industrialisation effort as countries isolated 
from their regional contexts, the situation is rapidly changing, and 
regional factors in the Pacific are becoming extremely important in 
stimulating economic growth in the established industrial producers 
(Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore) as well as in 
the new entrants such as Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand, 
Malaysia etc. This is especially the case since China opened up to 
increased international intercourse, creating a powerful focus of 
regional attention and opportunity. 

2._ Is it surprising that regional factors matter? The tendency to 
disregard distance as an important economic variable is the 
consequence of prevailing perceptions in the age of mass-produced 
industrial goods. Distance, or geographic conditions, have always 
mattered in the production of agricultural. goods and primary 
commodities. Location was also very important in the early days of 
industrialization, but then conditions were gradually created in 
which industrial production could be carried out with minimal 
attention to geographic circumstances. Thus the impression was 
created that technology would gradually free production from 
locational constraints. However, more recent trends point to the fact 
that, quite to the contrary, geographic factors are bound to play an 
increasing role in the next phase of economic growth and 
development. 

Agricultural production was in the past geographically 
constrained because of climatic conditions and· because of the 
difficulty of transporting perishable products over long distances. In 
both respects, technology has introduced extraordinary changes, and 
the market for agricultural products is effectively becoming 
globalized. As far as agriculture is concerned, furthermore, it is not 
clear that proximity favours economiic cooperation, because it 
generally leads to similarity of climate, and therefore to competitive, 
rather than complementary, production patterns. 
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The production of primary commodities of mineral ongm 
remains geographically constrained by the availability of deposits. As 
far as our three countries are concerned,. by far the most important 
consideration is the limited availability of minerals in each of them, · 
coupled with the abundant availability of hydrocarbons in the 
neighbouring countries of the Middle EaE.t. Geographic factors are of 
minor importance in the case of oil, which is very easily transported. 
On the contrary, they are very important in the case of natural gas 
(methane). Indeed, for the latter the cost of transportation is a very 
significant fraction of the final cost to the consumer, and the cost of 
transportation increases very rapidly with distance. The latter fact 
has generally not been recognised, because up to now the tendency 
prevailed among gas producers to equaliz•=. the price of gas to the final 
consumer independently of distance. This is, however, basically an 
irrational pricing policy, which we expect will gradually be changed 
as the market for hydrocarbons becomes more competitive. 

The cost of alternative sources of energy may be distance-related 
as well. Coal is difficult to transport, and there are transmission 
losses in the long-range transportation cf electric energy. The lai;,ter 
imply that certain sources of energy, such as hydroelectric power, 
have a ;regional impact and significance. 

In the past, the availability of energy constrained the location of 
industry. Thus in the early days of industrialization, factories were 
located close to streams that provided power. However the gradual 
shift to electricity and/or oil, as well as the growing importance of 
road, as opposed to railroad, transport, greatly freed locational 
decisions. It is only in: a few cases, such as for steel mills or 
refineries and petrochemical plants, that proximity to transpo:rtation 
infrastructure (essentially, deep water harbors) continued to be 
important. 

To all other industry, man-made environmental conditions 
became more important. Availability of labour and certain minimal 
services, particularly financial, were the key to attracting economic 
activity, and since these environmental conditions were best found in 
locations in which some industry had already developed, the well 
known tendency of industrial activity to concentrate geographically 
ensued. At the same time, from any suitable location- most locations 
being essentially equivalent to .each other - production could be 
initiated for sale in any market, distar.t as well as geographically 
closer to production. 

3. In some cases, however, transportation was difficult, or too 
costly relative to the value added embodied in the product, and 
production always was carried out clos·e to the market. Hence the 
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well known distinction between tradables and non-tradables: the 
latter being, essentially, products that are difficult or altogether 
impossible to transport. 

A prevailing emphasis on international trade and 
competitiveness led to downplay the importance of the non-tradables 
sector in development economics. It is, however, a very important 
sector in any economy indeed. Part of the confusion derives from the 
terminology itself, which, as we mentioned, is based on the 
assumption that goods travel freely within a country but absolutely 
cannot cross her borders. This, of course, is not the case, and one 
should more meaningfully speak of ~nally versus globallv traded 
goods. 

A wide range of products is almost exclusively regionally traded. 
From construction to the food industry, it is the size of the regional 
market that determines the size of the industry. There are a few well 
known exceptions: cases in which entire plants have been 
transported across oceans to be put in operation, "plugged in" as it 
were, in locations in which contruction would have been prohibitively 
expensive; as well as there are countries that import even UHT milk 
and cookies from far away because of the (temporary) lack of suitable 
regional producers. These are, as we jm.t said, exceptions, and only 
serve to highlight the rule. 

Even in cases in which production is carried out by 
multinational corporations under the same brand name all around 
the world, it still is normally true that production facilities are 
located in proximity of major markets. It would make no sense to 
centralize worldwide production of Ritzeo: in a single location. 

Thus, in this respect what matters is the size of the regional 
market. In this case, regional must be understood as meaning 
"easily and inexpensively accessible through existing transportation 
facilities". Two locations in the same country may not belong to the 
same regional market if they are separated by great distances or if 
transportation is difficult. Belonging to a same free trade area is 
important but it is not the only important factor, indeed in most cases 
not a crucially important factor. Finally, locations may be 
geographically close but economically distant, if transportation 
infrastructure is inadequate. 

The importance of the size of the regional market in 
determining the location of produCtion facilities for regionally traded 
goods is a simple but nevertheless crucially important argument to 
underline the importance of transportation infrastructure. The latter 
has fallen out of fashion a long time ago,, because it has always been 
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recognized that one of the primary tasks of the State is to guarantee 
adequate transportation infrastructure, and the attention of most 
economists has been focussed on the effort to argue that it should do . 
more than that. Also, it is difficult to evaluate the demand for 
transportation infrastructure, and the extent to which the availability 
of it will create its own demand. It is quite clear that it does so in 
some cases, but equally clear that it fails in others. The adoption of 
strict cost-benefit analysis tends to underestimate the importance of 
infrastructure, and a common mistake in industrializing countries 
has been to underinvest in this sector. The fact is that industrialized 
countries continue to attribute ·importance to transportation 
infrastructure, especially at the local level, where the perception of 
the economic impact of access to the neighbouring world is bound to 
be more acute. 

4. The geographic determinants of economic development are 
bound to become increasingly important as the share of services in 
GDP increases to the detriment of the share of industry, and, within 
the latter, the traditional sectors producing low-technology goods for 
mass consumption are outgrown by the new lines of production, 
characterized by higher inputs of technology, greater product 
differenciation, importance of design ·and style. We should be aware 
of the fact that we are approaching, or possibly already live in, the 
post-industrial era. 

In many cases, services cannot be transported. Most personal 
services must be offered at the location were customers. are, and this 
includes public services such as health, education, public 
transportation. Here, again, there are exeeptions: a few may travel to 
study or obtain medical attention abroad, but it is only a tiny mir10rity 
that will be able to do so. The same holds for banking and financial 
services, or insurance. 

-
Some service industries are immobile by definition: such is 

tourism, a case in which the customer must move. 

As the importance of these activities grows as a proportion of 
income worldwide, economic development will increasingly become a 
function of the ability to offer such services, And it is a characteristic 
of these services that they can best be offered in locations that enjoy 
easy communications with other locations where similar services 
are also offered. Intensity of communications provides for mutual 
knowledge and imitation, for competition, for circulation of 
individuals possessing the skills that are needed to provide such 
services. 
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This cumulative locational factor is reinforced by the shift in 
industrial production, because the new, fast growing lines are very 
closely connected to these same services. High technological content, 
differenciation and importance of styling all are related to levels of 
education, development of the media, development of long-distance 
communications, availability of financial services etc. 

While it is possible for a country to compete on the global market 
for 'old' industrial products by aggressive export promotion, the 
socio-economic texture that breeds the newer economic activities can 
only be created under certain conditions. The key seems to be that the 
new lines are more complementary than they are competitive. The 
fact that a multiplicity of sophisticated services and products are 
manufactured and produced in certain areas seems to induce 
further and further new entrants, in an endless, self-supporting 
game. Some people jokingly ask who will produce. the goodies while 
we are all busy cutting each other's hairs, but in fact the advances of 
automatisation on the production line have outpaced the creation of 
new service jobs, thus leading to increasing unemployment, and no 
danger of insufficient supply of material goods seems imminent. 

These new realities create serious dilemmas for peripheral and 
rel.atively less advanced countries, such as Southern Italy, Greece 
and Turkey. Because of their lower per capita income and geographi'c 
remoteness, these regions face the risk of being marginalised for 
good, and excluded from a process of economic development that will 
tie the major European centers that lie between London to the North 
and Bologna or Florence to the South in a closer and closer web of 
mutual intercourse. 

5. Responding to the new challenge will be an arduous task in 
any case, and it is not clear that it will be at all possible within a 
foreseeable future. If success is at all possible, it requires that the 
condition of geographic peripheralism of our three countries be 
overcome. 

We can measure the importance of regional factors by looking at 
the transformation that was brought about by the era of high oil 
prices. The sudden shift in purchasing power and increased 
economic weight of the Arab oil producing countries initially had a 
predominantly negatiye effect on. the ,eccmomies of our countries, as 
we faced the costs while other countries reaped the benefits of 
increased exports to the Arab region. However, with time some 
necessary adjustments took place, and the importance of Southbound 
trade has dramatically increased for all three countries. 
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Table 1: 
Exports of Greece, Italy and Turkey to the Oil Exporting Countries, 1975-81 

(per cent share of total exports) 

Country I Year 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

Greece 12.6 14.0 14.5 14.5 14.7 15.3 18.6 
Italy 10.6 11.4 12.9 12.4 10.6 12.5 16.9 
Turkey 9.4 6.4 8.5 8.9 9.5 13.2 32.7 

Source: IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics Yearbc~. 1982. 

Table 2: 
Exports of Greece, Italy and Turkey to the Middle East, 1979-85 
(per cent share of total exports) 

Country I Year 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
Greece 19.8 20.8 25.8 22.2 20.0 16.6 14.2 
Italy 10.5 12.0 16.4 14.7 14.5 ·12.6 9.9 
Turkey 17.3 21.6 39.9 44.0 42.3 38.6 na 

Source: IMF, IlireQtiQn Qf Irade StatiotiQS YearhQ.!lk, 1986 

Note: The IMF has changed the definition of areas, obliging to utilise the group of 
the oil exporting countries for certain years and the Middle East for others. The 
former group also includes non-Middle Eastern producers, such as Indonesia, 
Venezuela and Nigeria, which, however, are not very important for the exports of 
Greece and Turkey (somewhat more important for Italy); at the same time, it 
excludes Middle East countries that are not oil producers. The trend, however, is 
clear. 

The current extremely low price of oil cannot be extrapolated 
into the future. If, as all experts seem to agree, the price is bound to 
increase again to a level of 18 or 20 do11ars per barrel, the need to 
utilize scarse financial resources more efficiently may prompt the 
Arab countries to pay greater attention to the costs of supplies, and 
this would benefit regional suppliers. Thus, when consideration is 
taken of the continuing importance of oil in the global energy balance 
(a point on which, after Chernobyl, little doubt is left) and of the 
concentration of oil reserves in the Middle East, we should recognize 
that the emergence of a pull factor to the South may be of considerable 
help in overcoming our peripheral position with respect to the rest of 
the EC. -

All the more so if attention is paid specifically to the prospects 
for greater utilization of natural gas. (In the case of Turkey, the 
redirection of oil flows from the Gulf to the Mediterranean because of 
political conditions in the Gulf is also important; however, this factor 
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does not affect Greece and Italy). As we mentioned already, the cost 
of transportation is a major obstacle to the development of gas trade. 
The European market for natural gas is likely to be saturated mostly . 
with supplies from the Soviet Union and Norway that are either in 
existence or have been contracted for. The full utilisation of the 
underwater pipeline connecting Algeria and Italy may be 
jeopardized if gas will not prove to be sufficiently competitive to the 
final consumer. 

A fortiori the very important reserves that have been found in 
the Gulf face the immediate danger of remaining undeveloped for at 
least two decades. While this prospect, although not a brilliant one, 
may still be acceptable to a country such as Qatar (where some very 
large gas fields are located), it certainly is unacceptable to Iran 
(which has much larger gas reserves than it has oil reserves) or Iraq 
(whose gas reserves are a bit of a mistery, but could also be 
significant). It follows that these countries will need to market their 
gas very aggressively if they want to compete on the European 
market, and the best way to do so is to develop a market and 
transportation infrastructure in the coc:ntries that are in-between. 
Thus, our three countries could bid for competitively priced gas 
supplies from the Gulf in the context of .a drive from those countries 
to reach the Central European market with their gas. 

This could prove an important locational attraction for 
industrial activity, and a boost to economic activity generally. The 
realisation of any such project, however, requires close coordination 
and cooperation between our countries, because alternatives exist. 
Thus, the gas could be transported in liquefied form (as LNG), or 
Iran could enter into a swap agreement with the Soviet Union -
resuscitating the agreement which had been signed by the Shah and 
was later rescinded by the ayatollahs. In both cases, all three 
countries w-ould be entirely bypassed. Alternatively, the gas could 
still be transported by pipeline, but the latter could cross from Turkey 
into Bulgaria and connect with the East-West lines that are used to 
export Soviet gas, bypassing Greece and Italy. 

6. A further area where cooperation could be extremely 
important is tourism. This is a sector which is bound to experience 
further growth, with continuing or growing affluence in Central and 
Northern Europe. Our countries can offer some extraordinary 
historical and natural environments, and governments are 
increasing realizing the economic importance of these assets, and 
the need to protect them. 

As for other service activities that we mentioned before, the 
complementary factors in tourist development are likely to overcome 
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the competitive ones. While, in the end,. it is true that each tourist 
will normally visit either one or the other of the three countries, the 
total volume of tourist traffic is enhanced by the availability of a . 
variety of potentially attractive destinations in contiguous areas. 
Tourists will change their destination from one year to the other and 
visit places that they simply crossed, or will wish to reach the next 
destination along the road, that they missed this time. As tourists 
become more sofisticated, the relative importance of strictly resort
related tourism will decrease, and the importance of the availability 
of tourist services over a broader area will increase. 

For these reasons, there is a strong complementarity in 
developing the kind of infrastructure that will facilitate the 
channelling of tourist traffic from Central Europe to our countries. 

In the longer run, the development of tourism opens the 
possibility of a gradual shift in the European economic center of 
gravity towards the Mediterranean. Indeed, this is how a similar 
process was initiated in the United States, and although conditions in 
Europe are in many respects different, in the long run life along the 
Mediterranean is likely to be consistently more pleasant than life in 
Essen, if personal income is kept constant. 

7. When we combine all the considerations that we have been 
developing insofar (importance of production of regionally traded 
goods, importance of location-specifi.c services, importance of 
horizontal communications between urban production and service 
centers) we come to the conclusion that cooperation between Greece, 
Italy and Turkey could be crucially important for the further 
development of each of them (in the c2.se of Italy: of the Southern 
regions, as the Northern regions are effectively part of the Central 
European economic system). But what kind of cooperation is needed? 

The approach we have taken is a liberal and minimalist one. No 
great schemes are envisaged: private enterprise is best poised to 
pursue emerging opportunities and g:ive content to cooperation. 
Governments should provide transportation infrastructure, and 
improve on their general services to the public, as this is simply an 
increasingly important part of a nation's well-being. 

Minimal as these indications may appear, they are not trivial. 
The fact is that horizontal communications between our countries 
are insufficient to sustain the increased level of economic intercourse 
which is envisaged here. The ferries linldng Italy and Greece mostly 
operate between Brindisi and Patras; a majority of them also stops in 
Corfou and Igoumenitsa, but these stops are almost useless to 
commercial traffic due to the poor conditions of the inland road from 
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Igoumenitsa. On the Italian side, the loading and unloading 
arrangements in Brindisi are extremely messy, and commercial 
traffic is seriously slowed down, while tourists are confused and · 
harassed. On the Greek side, the journey to Patras doubles the time -
relative to Igoumenitsa - and tends to channel the traffic towards· 
congested Athens. If an East-West road axis were created, linking 
Igoumenitsa to Salonika and then on to Turkey, the poreer northern 
regions of Greece would get a benefit. Finally, road communications 
between Greece and Turkey have not been upgraded for a long time. 

Thus, there is a lot to do with respect to improving 
transportation infrastructure; at the same time, other conditions 
must be met to allow the private sector to engage in horizontal 
economic intecourse. In this respect, however, I shall note that in all 
three countries there is a tendency to greater liberalization, 
including opening up to foreign imports and promoting exports, 
allowing greater freedom to the financial sector, encouraging capital 
inflows: Obviously, in all three countries a great deal of unnecessary 
regulations still are in force that hinder private enterprise and 
harass the individual citizen that engages in activities across 
borders. One cannot hope that these disappear overnight, but it is 
certainly necessary, in the long run, that they be phased out if 
increased intercourse is desired. · 

It is in this context that the question of membership into 
regional agreements should be discussed. Greece and Italy are 
members of the EC, and Turkey is associated to the latter and intends 
to become a full member. Some present members of the EC object to a 
full membership for Turkey, and as a consequence the latter result 
cannot be taken for granted. Is this important to our discussion of 
horizontal cooperation? 

I believe membership in the EC to have a prevalent political 
meaning. The difficulties that are still met in unifying the European 
domestic market prove that membership is not per se a magic 
formula to create conditions conducive to economic cooperation. 
Conversely, the experience of Europea.n countries that are not 
members but maintain very fluid and active intercourse with the rest 
of Europe, the clearest case being Switzerland, shows that effective 
cooperation can be achieved in the absence of membership. Indeed, it 
should never be forgotten that the EC is much more than a mere 
customs union; it is a political project. Any discussion of 
membership in the Community that {lrimarily emphasizes economic 
costs and benefits is silly, because all of the economic benefits of 
membership can be achieved in the absence of it, and possibly at 
lower costs. It is the political benefits that matter. 
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A convenient implication of what we just said is that I may, in 
this paper, refrain from expressing my view regarding Turkey's 
membership, and save the space that would be needed to argue for it. 

8. A discussion of alternative scenarios of regional aggregation 
is nevrtheless appropriate. We may ask why priority should be given 
to horizontal cooperation between our c01mtries relative to possible 
alternatives. 

In this respect, let me note, first of a:ll, that the approach that I 
proposed does not need to be alternative to any other scheme. Indeed, 
if cooperation is further developed in other directions, and the web of 
economic interrelations is extended, then the peripheral condition of 
our three countries is lessened, and the incentive to cooperation 
between them increased. This is particularly true with respect to 
cooperation with the Arab countries, wich can and should be actively 
promoted by each of us, independently of each other as well as in 
cooperative fashion. The same also applies to cooperation with 
Eastern. Europe, which all EC countries are actively seeking. 

In this respect, it should be noted that our horizontal cooperation 
should also include Yugoslavia, although the different economic 
system existing in that country may be expected to act as a 
complicating factor in a project which is essentially based on private 
enterprise. 

But let us turn the question around. and ask what alternative 
each country has in case the envisaged horizontal cooperation does 
not develop. In this respect, it appears tha.t Turkey is well positioned 
to improve her regional ties to the rest of the Middle East, while 
basing her relations with central Europe on classic international 
trade (and migration). Some regions in the Italian South have 
benefitted from increased trade with the Southern shore of the 
Mediterranean, and the long-run committment of the Italian 
government to achieve equalisation of economic conditions between 
North and South may substitute for the insufficience of sponta'neous 
economic processes in keeping the Southern regions in line with the 
rest of Europe. Greece, on the other hand, appears to be weakly 
positioned for the development of regional trade, notwithstanding her 
position as member of the EC, because of distance and of the nature of 
economic systems in the countries that share her Northern border. 
Although, as we just said,· there is no reason to downplay the 
importance of cooperation with the East European countries, there 
are obviously limitations in the gains that can be achieved. The 
weakness of Greece's regional position is compounded with the 
smaller size of her domestic population and adds up to a relatively 
small incentive for the location of prodection of regioanlly traded 
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goods. Thus, while I think that no polky conclusion ought to be 
drawn out of this consideration, I also think that it is appropriate to 
say that Greece is bound to gain most frcm the proposed horizontal . 
cooperation. 

9. It has always been the case, in the history of the 
Mediterranean, that traders have been the unifying factor while 
politicians acted as a disgregative force. S1y argument is a humble 
plead to let individuals and private entrepreneurs create the basis for 
cooperation and improved political rela:ions in the future. It is 
obvious that continuing conflict involves a high cost, but since 
cooperation was not allowed to develop to begin with, the cost is not 
borne out by anyone in particular, and con:;equently there is no lobby 
to improve relations and overcome conflict. This is an old argument, 
but still a good one. Also, the proposed cooperation has the advantage 
of carrying little risk: if needs be, it can be easily undone. 

In j)l.dging of the importance of cooperation, one should not loose 
sight of the broader international environment. International 
competition in manufactured products ma:ckets is bound to increase 
dramatically as an increasing number of ccuntries reach the stage of 
being able to aggresively promote their exports. While in recent 
deeca~es most NICs have been relatively small countries, some very 
large countries such as Brazil, India and China already are or will 
soon become forces to be reckoned with. The Central European 
economy will be put under stress by the need to readjust, and will not 
be able to resist political pressure to reduce protectionist barriers to 
entry. In short, the extent and meaning of Community preference 
will inevitably decline. 

In the absence of a healthy regional economy, our countries do 
not stand a chance to resist in the international competitive game. 
They will be backwaters: possibly pleasant ones, that one visits from 
time to time in order to enjoy the scer..ery and experience the 
suggestion of historical memories, much as one would visit the 
village of his ancestors. But life and opportun.ity will not be there. 

' ....... ~~~-:~·0"'f. , .. _-':: __ :f;:> ~~~-"-~~3~~c:·~~<'!.7"t~~--'~-;:~f~.:,··_: ~-- :·· 
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:Jqryr,r+no·.-•er .,-,oli tics dcter:dn<" the r:~>rcins v/i t!1in \'chi.ch r:iddle-r·a;~tki., 
'--- c ' 

2-nd sr.•al_l n'J'.""r"' exercise their f0rei ~n ~ne! defente n01icies. At 

"~ ti:oe of internat.ia:1al detente such states m2y drift into rec;io-
. c ' 

1 . fl . t \ . h ft d t' d f ~ . • t. . ~ na . con. _ 1c s , .. _ne. n .. .rm sunerse e ne e .. en,, e nrJ.or1 1es o~ no-

wcr b1_ocP.'l'huc- Greccc>'P differences vrith 'l'urkey have since 1"71-J. be

co~e the focal nni~t of her security concern~rather titan the consi

derations 0f the Atlantic Alliance of which she is nart. What was 

'"'ercei. ved as a threat fr0r1 v•i thin the A 1_ 1.iance becar:;e the initial 

CP~J.2e for P. Greek rcconpider?..ti')n of her relationshiu v.ri th the US 
~-

8ncl l'! '•~0 .E\n~t'wrc-ore, 2.nti-NA'l'O P.nd Jl.r~erican sentirr,rnts were o;enera-
" ted by 8 vricle!"nre2d c-erceDti_on <ewono; the Gree'cs of a d0•1ble inju-

stice inflicted \.F10l1 them thr'l"P:h su"'J•tort Clf a rr,i·t i tary dictatorr:hin 

at n~,_~e e>nd t:1e vi.Phandlin.o; 0f the t.:ynrus crisis. 'l'his basic nerce-· 

nti.or: v:as srtprcd by conservative~,lib,~rnJs and left-win.~ers 2.nd 

for~ted P conscnsns on which Greece's <1efence nolicy was based. 

'l'nis -or()bl-r:'lt •,••i 'C!tin the Alliance ctlso cr-nli tutcs trte most seri

ous constraint on. GrePce•s foreicn and defe~e orytions. rter .deci

sion t"l re!"?in in :·!NPO or lee>.ve the or.c;RnisC~tion, to retain or ter-
C ~ c 

rninate the nrcsenre o~ ~S bases on her territory,ner choi'e CJf ~i-
' li t8.ry nrocureF·ent , ner noli cy vis- a -vis. l1er naJ.\:an nci ;eh bours (2r e 

al.l influenced ul_tir•ettely ny ·.r:ur;:ey's nolicy in CyDrus and the Jle.c;can 

l"infll __ ly, the c;rce'.;: econ~1~y is heavily bm·dened by tile cost of the ar

ms rPce bPtween the two NATO allies. 

o;:>ASOJ~' s turn to the Vi est for solutions to :}recce's most urgent 

Droble"'f' ,al thou-:;ll n0t in kee-:Jing with its ori·~iri~\:; non-ali'(Ded and 

tnird Vlorl.d ~riente.tion,also refl_ect~: a wider consensus ~V'\0-flie :.rree~· 
nubl.ic towards ':!estern ruro:->e. r"0St uree'r.s feel that their C<cuntry 

is an inte:;r"l "Prt 0f E•1rope v.•rwther its Doli tical 1eadersl1iTJ reco

't,nif'.('S the fqct or dis"Jutes it • ..;reel: cu 1 ture Fmd history testifief 

to this co~1.t~mti 0nJ bv:c the onr;oinro; debAte on the C'lcl'Oosi te elenents 

of the nntional identity often re\dndl es old xenonhobic reactions 

associated with the West rather th?n the less fami'iar East. 
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the policy follo~ed by c;reece nfter the fell of the dictatorshin in 

an atte~~t to strcnfthen it3 security nr.d strotecit position: 
{, 

a. Ar-:, f8r rts its northern neirhLJour~: (/\lbonia, YU['OsJavin, Dul
: 

garia) R~e concerned, Creel~ Governments have attempted to im~rove 
k 

relntions of ',::ood-nei::iJourliness' Ly the conclUciin;; of bilateral 
. -;.. 

agreemer1ts and th~ ~ro2dcnin~ of politic:al relation~. This tendency 

towards ir·prove~cnt is not based simply on the natural need of states 

to llave '/ViA their bord~~rs secured.., but on the need v1hich arises from 

the Greel:-Turkisi1 crisis: for Greece it was not feasible to face 

threats on all fronts at the same time Etnd to have active breeding 

~rounds of crisis every~1t1ere - in Cypru~;, in the Aegean and ~n its 

northern frontiers. 

ffowevert ideolor:ical and political d~_fferences have impose~ limits 

on the openin~s of Greece's Jalkan polic:y; the proposals worked out 

by the r.;overnments of i-ir Caramanli s ofn ffiUl ti lateral Balkan co-op

eration all ca;~e up against the distrus·: which sprinss from profound 

e., 
differnces in political systems, tr.e ex:lstence of' ~~;tyt 

" considerable variation in the way in which each state sees its role 

in the Dalkans and,.~ct€UrtH_~rt'Jifferences Vlhich div~de certain countries 

ll 
on political and even terr~torial issues. Thus Greek policy has had 

to content itself with the ~est modest achievernents in improvement 

of bilateral relations and the relative stability of the area, which 

~eas not enclan;::ered, contrary to original fears, by the death of Tito. 

In every case Creel< policy follov:s i(;l~ closely developments 

in the Dalkans and particularly the occasional stirrins up of 

territorial claims which could disturb the balance of the reriion. 

b. As 

Italy, there is not a [reat deal to say. Relations are entirely 
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h;•r:noniou::;, \:ith o.n in::::tttution;:-:.1 structure 1:d.tllfn the frarue\'forl~ of 

tl1e EEC cm cl :'IA'l'O, \·.rhile nny- issuef;; \<.rhich have o.risen 
ol-

h2 .. ve been res"IWv-

ed, llp to no~1, in the sr)irit of pencefu:. procedures, ns have been 

all issues pendin;~ in.~Jesterr1 1~uro1Je fo1~ the last 40 years. 

c. As to the '\10~~ .unir;_ue r.eo-stratef:.ic ereo. qf the l·iedi terranean 

~3ea, the P/\~-:o;..,: ;·;overnr:-:cnt h.:::s favoured ·:he idea of .its 1 clemili t8.r-

isatior1', in the sens0 of the \·;ithdrawa:L of foreirrn fleets and the 

/tnkinc: of initiatives by th;~ states v;hich surround it l·v·i th a vievr 

to the tr8nsforma tion of the rer:ion into a peace zone. Hov,oever, over 

1 8r_ainst· t~1is c-,eneral aspira.tion, v.rhich reflects an ideological ;.Jrin-

ciple, the Greel< -Government has reco~nised, in recent statements by 

the ~inister of ·Foreizn Affairs, the ne:essary presence of the Amer-

· ice.n factor in the :··:edi terranean as a c:>unterba.lancinE element in 

the f:i2.int2 .. ininz bf :-::·eace in tr~e region. IncteecJ, these ste.tements on 

the part of the Grcel{ ::inister have been interpreted in certain 

" Greek journali~.3tic circles as an indication of the position wh
0

ich 

the Greek Government ~~ill t2ke un on the issue of the rene\Jal of the 

status of the Anerican bases in 1GU9. 

d. 'J&~ In the case of it~ eastern neighbour, Turkey, 

the (;reel<: understanding of that \iiW\ coLntr:/' s expansionist and revis

'iOnist role continues to determine its policy towards it. At this 

point v1e shal ~ attempt to explain \"lh~t 1 in our view, are the reasons 

for the ~ense of threat which has been created and reinforced in 

Creel' public opinion ancl political circles. 

First of all there is
1
of course

1
the military intervention in Cyprus 

onci the continuing military occupation, v;hich gives 'rurkey not only 

'tlt..l\_ control of a significant portion of the terr4J,tory of the Rep-

ublic of~ Cyprus, but also makes a further military operation 

acail':'.t the Gref'k Cypriot population in the south ;~1.1;;\):11 

·1 · l' t f t · 1 '· ff'1' cul' tv C'.,l· vcn Crccc·~' s soli.,.,~:nri t'.,' a pOSSlJl l 'Y 0 no iJBP'lCU ar Gl • ". -

· t' · 1 J t · ~ 0 ° c,,,.,r"l'' t·.J·.'.· •,,, t',lr·~.:.,.r 1·.'-=- -a re· al nnd vi tnl one • 1:f:"L.:'"'!1:,~-::::nopu_-::"~.l~.__,n .1. /.'t''-0' ..... -~ .... ·-·~ 
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c::1rcful cxrunination of clevcloprr~cnts since 1973 ~:iuffices to shO\'i that·. 

Tur1-:ey hG:.:-; .built up n serie-s of rcpt~n.ted claims and chnrres ar.·:Clinst 

Greece; s·tartinp from a sir~plc rc~uest for the definition of the 

continental shelf, it has ,-one on to r:<'.ise, in rapid succession, 

doubts niJout Greece's national airsnace, the Flicht Information 

Rc~ion, the ri~ht of Greece to extend l.ts territorial waters to 

12 sea mi.les, t/YMJ''J.\jd'v; Cr·3,-,:::e's treo.tnent of its I-Iusli;n minority 

and the reintroduction of demilitarisecl status for the islands on 

Greec_e' s eastern extrt:;;ni tict;. 
tool<: 

Thi~3 bo:·:-;iJ.::~rdrr-~ent V/i tll cl:J.i~ns and nccusations, ,,.;hi eh l~{'ti~l shape 

b~/ desrees bct\·,.\?·~n. 1973 and 1978, and ''lhich, as far as the claims ar-e 

concernc_cl, coincided \"1i th d·3LJancl;.; for 3. chc~n~~c j_n tho statu.·s quo 

in th~ Aapea~1, vrith a vie\~ to t!1at Sea bein£~ divided do~n the Qiddler 

have be2n nc~o~panicd, ·rron ti~e to time, by the questionin~ of tt1c 

sovcreir_~nt:,r Of Greece oVer its f\\"t~\tt .isla.nc~s. Such questionin-G of 

Greece's soverci3nty over the islar1ds of the eastern Ae~oan came fro~1 

the most official quarters - includl.n::; the then Prime l-Iinister of 

Turkey, I-:~ Demirel. 

Another factor which has contribute:d considerably to Greece's 

distrust of Turl(ish aims has been its policy of filibustering on 

procedur-Al issues; Turkey hns not ton~y accun1ulated problems, it has 

consistently refused to do ~W~ an:rthin:; about sol vins them, l'or 

example, ~ Gr·8ece proposed that· the continental shelf should be 

defined by resort to the International Court, Turkey initially (1975) 

agreed, only to cl1~n3e its mi~d very rapidly, on the grounds thRt 

the dispute was not a lQgal, but a political one, Th~s it reversed 

its decision on r~oinJ; to the Internationnl Court. At the same time, 

0.1 tl1our.<1 Turl::e:/ i tsclf hG.rJ chosen the route of bilatcr:ll ner,otiation 

. . 
,. 
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such r.e;(oti::.tions b: . ...- the introduction r~f nC\-·f problcr:;s 1.1hich ~v.UV 

fUl"'ther cor:~()licated the (;rc~ck po~~i tior. e.r:d thus mac!8 a resoltttion of 

the i~sue~-; ':thich he.d c,lr~~cJ!y bcr;n rnis.:;c] r:·:ore cJ:Lfficul t to D.chi~vc. 
~ 

f: .. t thiS point j_ t shoulj be ~OtGc1 thc_t r_~urk<?!y alSO SOU~·.ht to ~.}~~ 

lwi.n:- into t.h~ ~~ ··~c·> o"' th -,/'gi"i>:'):''}l . ~ . ~. ~ \','h'ch ,1\_. 1 _.~,_:cC1-.., ..... ·=- ..L ,:,_,'\l.c. otlc:.~.LOlJ.::~ J...::.sue~_, ..... ~ \·Jere not, 

control) nr1ci thus to cor)vert \;t~~t 

11 
Fifiall:·_; ,. it shoulc~ bo said t11o.t rl'ur·,<ish tactics include periodic 

violG.tions c:.nd infrir1;-c:·;:0nts Of the Gr•::ek and international status 
i . 

Gtm in the Ae~e~n. Tl1is acts as a ~)artictilar irritant_to Greece 

and endan~ers, because of the possibilty of a sudden flare~up - the 

T:·1us it is the.t Tul"'1cisr: ~.olicy h8.s fJroduced a radical chRnz.·e in 

Gre.:;ce 1 s ::-t;>;:roach to :.1o:tter::; o:f stre_tes~.r and has shifted crucinl 

priori t~/ on to defenc•:: o.2cdnst Turke::,:. 

ci. ·The Creek vie·~"I on devclor_:..~::ents j.n the LidC:le East (the Palest-

inicm problow, Lebanon) is marked by a uesire for a peaceful settle-

ernnt 1·.'hich \·;ould ensure be. lance in the re~_.;ion and ~·1al-ce it possible 

for its peoples to acquire or keep 'their t~'\l.MU'Ki~~-~~ national 
tatld. 

horne~. In the lieht of this, ·che Greek Governnent supports 
/.. 

the der:!anrJ of the Fc.lestiniGns for self-determination, but also 

t!1e independence and intcgri ty of Ic,r 0,el, v:hilst, \/i thin the frawe-

VJor!-: of the Europcatn Comrnuni ties, td;v); it has attempted to cncourare 

a r::ore dyn8.mic intervention of 1~1estern Europe in the region. i# At 

the sta~e of the attem;Jt to r1orn1alise the Lebanon situation made 

by the senGing of European n:i~itary Lnits, .Greece ~::clared its 

1·1illin1;ness to play a part in this. Creece has also attemptea tu) 
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1t 'cs nrecisc 1 y current devclopr::ents in the i.,iddle ~ast and the . 

Persian liUlf· \Vi th long~term repercussions in 

re a rea.,nraisal of rela-cions amons·ri.narian ,...., . 

the re";ion that recuf
if··~ 

countries of -che llred. 
1'\ 

Su.,er/po\"Cr nolitics appear to oe enterin,:; a neriod of cautious 
V 

detente) bu"t a distabilising; factor is already in full development 

in the I'sJamic wc1rld ?.v:"i tine; tne out:cone CJf the vmr between Iran 

and Iraq. l~~Mt- -te.. 
'l'he evolution of the Eastern e~1into a senerate tneatll'l:' of ')arti-

cular interest to the West nas been influenced by efforts to esta. -

1 • h 1 • ~ fo t'e flo"r of '"'tl_f "-l'l ,_.nto''" .. s·•·ern Ru-O .. lS. 8 .. "terna"tlVe rr;u·ce., r n , ~, . VI·. " -

rone . .t:lesides global_ fac"tors "tna"t affec"t. -!;he security environC'len"t 

of' the region, tne in-cerdeDendence between the Persian vulf, the Red 

S iter~ d d"'f' h t · · · ea and the Eastern l•Jcd. uro•.-.lse to re "' lne -c e s"tra e-7,lC Sl<;nl-. ~. . .. 

ficance of the latter.I The oil from the uulf S"t'a-ces directed 

throuo.;h pi nelineE to r:cdi terranean '!)Or"ts or tanters in the Red Sea 

(and frrm "there via Suez to tne l-.ed •. 1 required a "trouble-free route 
ilun1 to i "tS Euronean destinatio:m. This irr:1erati ve that the Eastern ked. 

DeCRJ.1e. a sea of COOTJera-cio;1 amona: a·1.lies and not an extension " ~ ~ 

A 
of 

"the trouoled ~ulf is even \'10re reJ.ev:mt today. Although the decline 

of oil nrices has le"!sened t;,e urgen·~Y of its safe transport, tne 

widening of Irani;m influence in c,eb:mon,the axis oetween Gibya, 

Syria and Iran, tl1e recent disclosure·3 of US arrr.s transfers to Iran 

and tne nros-oec"t of "n Iranian brea1-:: throu'7,l1 in the war, oCJen a vista 

of new develo'OT"ents in the re.o,-ion. It is not our task to enter 

into an an<>l.ysis of nossiole develop··,ents in the .. Arao world_follo

wincr 8 decisive conclusion of the war-, but it i!) ir:'r"'rortant to noint 
t" 11e11a- . 

out the Islsrroic factor as a nossible disruCJtive ~ in Western 

concerns. 

I. Rober"to Alibrmi,"The New r•:editerranean Security Enviromoen-ts"• 
an ummolished nAner delivered at the .!!:uronean Study 1.,;ommi7-.i·CJn 
meeting in Ista111bu l .Jun2 IJ-I4, I~·85. 

lt 
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With such conditions prevailin~ in the region, with the possibility, 

that is, of a disruption of all the delicate balances in the iddclle 

E 
rastr the need to strenRthen the cohesionJ of the other ~lediterranenh 

states is seif-evident, The frictions between Greece and Turkey, 

vrhich wealzen the Hestern presence in th9 area and give rise to 

destabilising conditions, should be reti~ced; and this ~eans, above 

all else, a solution to the Cyrous problemrwhich is of particular 

importance since the island lies at the very centre of the geo-pol-

itical area of the Middle East and cont:~ibutes, as long as the issue 

remains unsolved, to upheaval there;' in such a way as to guara.ntee 

the . - l i lndepenaencl, integrity and unity o~ the Republic of Cyprus 

~nd normal coexistence of Greek and Turl;ish Cypriots, A first step 

in this direction would be to put an en<l tto the military occupation, 

v;hich currently constitutes the most exacerbating factor in Greek-

Turkish and Turkish-Cypriot relations. 

In the Aegean what is required is a J•approchement between the 

tv;o sides, on the basis of. the expfrienee acquired from the disputes 

of the p_eriod 1973 - 1986,· The experience of the negotiations of 

1975 - 1980 could be a valuable guide for the future of the 'dialo.:ue' 

on Aegean problems between Greece and Tttrkey. 
,.. 

- . 
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In the light of this experience we would first like to p0int ou 

c·ertain procedural errors of the past which should be avoided in the 

future and then discuss some possible .solutions on the merits of the 

dispute. 

a. Perhaps one of the most criticaj_ errors committed (insofar as 

the Aegean issues are concerned) was t:he fact that Turkey retracted 

from the decision to resort to the International court. _The ex post 

facto (after the Brussels communiqu~) appeal to the political 

character of the dispute was totally c.nfounded, given that the 

delimitation of the continental shelf is considered as the legal 

issue~ excellence of any difference on the continental shelf. 

Thus, Turkey's step merely enhanced Greece's reservations as to 

her real goals and sustained the view about her nurturing an expans

ionist policy. Furthermore, it indefinitely barred the way to a 

judicial decision which could lead to a final and obligatory 

settlement. 

b. A second tactical mistake is to be found in the procedure of 

the negotiations which beg~r. in 1975 and lies in the consideration 

of all Turkish claims as bilateral issues and therefore negotiable. 

Whereas only the Aegean continental sh<~lf and Turkey's objections 

to the 12 n.m. were bilateral issues, Greece accepted to put in the 

basket of the nego_tiations the FIR iss11es, the issue of NATO' s air 

eo 'V)+zce and the demilitarisation. Thes•~ issues, however, are not 

bilateral. They fall under the competence of international organisa

tions or institutions (ICAO, NATO, parties to the Montreux convention. 

and should have been resolved by them collectively. In this way, 

the negotiations were d.iveded. jZ<.>t J-h.,it 1>1d>1 +-<«~/:.. 

c. A third tactical mistake was the gradual overloading of the 

negotiations with secondary matters. The introduction of new subjects 

such as the minority of Thrace, the demilitarisation, the return to 

NATO, naturally contributed to the weakening of the Greek position 

and, at the same time, misled the discc.ssions and led to dead ends. 

As a result, the sense of a balance an~l priority in the issues 

discussed was gradually lost and issues such as the militarisation 

of Lemnos acquired greater dimensions than the issue of the 

continental shelf, which happens to be the main issue dividing 

Greeks and Turks in the A~gean. 

Eoc; could t~·,is nE;gc.ti·Je experience of the past be avoiped? 

Under the condition that Turkey provides some guarantees that it 

really believes in .the need of a settler~nt of the technical-legal 
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problems in the Aegean, a certain escalation in approaching the 

various issues could be worked out .. stdrting with the question of 

the continental shelf and more particularly with a joint examination 

of all factors which should determine the delimitation,( including 

the wealth-producing resources of the l\egean seabe~ and continuing 

with a form~lation of the questions and the constitution.of an organ 

of objective settlement of the dispute .. This organ could be a 

Conciiiation Commission with special authority to render a binding 

pronouncement or an Arbitral Tribunal or even the International 

Court. we should not forget that if thE! parties agree and conclude 

a compromis, the Court has the compet:ence to adjudicate on the 

matter either in a plenary session or in a Chamber which could 

be named by the interested parties. 

On the other hand, the institutic,nal problems (namely FIR, 

military control and the Lemnos issue) should be referred to the 

appropriate organs of ICAO and NATO on Turkey' s initiative (since 

·it is her who disp.utes the existing reg·ime). These t•.;o organisations 

should decide whether the Turkish claims are well founded, possibly 

through the convening of special conferences. Thus, the only 

question which would remain in the hands of the two countries would 

be the width of the territorial sea. This question actually depends 

on the progress made·in the settlement of the continental shelf and 

on the regaining of confidence between the two countries. 

Let us now see '"'hat could acfv.ally be the solutions to the 

basic Aegean issues, namely the continental shelf, the territorial 

sea, FIR and military control and, finally, demilitarisation. 

The settlement of the issue of the contL1ental shelf presents 

a number of important difficulties. These are due to the particula.,

rities of the Aegean geography as well as to the fact that not only 

has the law on the continental shelf not been cr~stallised yet but, 

on the contrary, it becomes increas;ingly inconclusive. However, any 

settlement of the matter based on international law should take into 

account the following facts: 

(a). Both Greece and Turkey h >ve a con,:inental shelf in the Aegean 

as coastal states. This however does noi: mean that they are · 

entitled.to an equal share of continent:al shelf. The particular 

share to Greece 
I 

geographical conditions automatically g:lve a greater 

just as geographic conditions give tq some countries greater. territori 
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al seas and to some other coun~ries smaller ones or none whatsoever, 

as in the case of the land-locked state,s. As the International Court 

mentioned in ·i-1\t No•rh Se(•Ci:lcldelimitation c~oes not .raise "any question 
J 

of completely refashioning nature ..• Equality is to be reckoned within 

the same plane, and it is not such natural inequalities as these 

that equity could remedy." 

(b). International practice and Court decisions have shown that the 

most equitable solution of delimitation in the case of opposite 

States is the one based on the tandem median line-special circum

stances. On the other hand, all efforts of delimitation based on 

geological characteristics have· shown t·.:-~at in most cases it is almost 

impossible to distinguish with precision which part of the seabed 

corresponds to each of the opposite sta·:es on the basis of geological 

criteria. Usually, there is a coincidence of geological strata. 

(c} As a general prirtciple, islands have a continental shelf. 

In case that there is an uninterrupted continuity between a group 

of islands and a mainland, the coasts of the outer island or islands ,,,,.u__.. 
cconstitute base lines for the measurment: of the continental shelf, 

provided, of course, that this island OI' islands are inhabited and 

have an economic life of their own. 

On the basis of the above given facts, it could be maintained 

that the application of the tandem median line-special circumstances 

would allocate no continental shelf to either of the two parties in 

the sea area between the extreme (outer) Greek islands and Turkey's 

continental territory because that area is 

seas of the bJO states. The western coasts 

covered by the territorial 
..... 

of the extreme Greek 

islands would have a continental shelf freely extending to•.o~ards the 

seabed of the central Aegean. In the are~s between the islands, 

the tandem median line-special circumstances would have to be 

modified so as to take into account the length of the corresponding 

coasts, the economic importance of the a:reas, their dependence on 

sea resources as well as matters of secu:rity and communication. 

With respect no•·• to the Turkish claims for a modification of 

the FIR and of the military zone of NATO in the Aegean, I would like. 

once more to stress that they do. not in any wa~ ~reate a Greek-Turkish 

difference and that the competent international organisations should 

decide on them. It should furthermore be underlined that these two 

zones are purely functional (i.e. they ai·e not zones of sovereignty) 

and that they have b'een established in OI"der to serve not the interest~ 
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of the state which has undertaken the responsibility
1

but those of 

the international community (in the cas= of FIR) and of the Alliance 

(in. the case of air co:YJt -z,oe) in matters .of communication, air-navi

gation and military coordination. Therefore, the fUnctional character 

of these b.;o zones also determines, in principle, the limits of any 

initiatives for their modification: they 1M~ hznodified when the 

responsible state is not able to serve 1:heir goals and when a new 

regulation seems more functional th~n the previous one. Let the 

competent organs decide on that. 

With respect to the territorii:il sea, it should be stated that 

international practice maintains that the rule of the 12 n.m. is by 

now a general customary rule. This means that Greece and Tu.rkey 

for that matter-- has the right to apply this regime in the Aegean. 

For the time being, however, this has hot been the case. In our opi

nion, the issue will be determined by (a) progress in the settlement 

of the continental shelf and (b) the exFlicit recognition by Turkey 

of the 10 n.m. of the national air-space which has undisputedly appli

ed since 1931 ·b~;,'j .r1JtcL'•!-d 6j .:>,j'z~./< fco'. So long as T·u.rkey insists on 

what ~ould actually constitute a bi~section of the Aegean, it is 

only too logical that Greece will insist on excluding such-an effort 

through the legal ,.,eapon of an extension of the territorial sea. 

Finally, let us 

the re-militarisation 

come to the proble.m of Lemnos. Whereas concernin" 
' 

of all other islanjs Greece invokes the right 
I 

of a pree!Ilptive self-defence on a proportionality basis, in the case 

of the islands Lemnos and Samothraki it invokes the abolition of 

the demilitarisation which had resulted :Erom the replacement of the 

Convention of Lausanne by the Convention of Montreux in 1936. 

_The former indeed provided for an obligation of demilitarisation of 

the Turkish straits and of the Turkish <ind Greek islanqs which lied 

at their entry. This obligation was abolished by the_ Conve.,t,,1 of 

Montreux.( Turl>;:ey had agreed to this abo:Cition having actually been 

the·, one who had incited it), Turkey' s aJ:gument that the Greek 

islands are not explicitly mentioned by the Montreux Convention and 

that, therefore, the obligation of demili.tarisation continues to 

apply to them, amounts to the conclusion that the Montreux convention 

had not entirely replaced the Lausanne c0nvent:i.o~ and that certain 

stipulations of the latter continued to be unaltered in force. 

I will not tire yo~.; with references to the relevant le5Jal 

texts. I wi11 only stress that one way to find an answer to the 

question of whether the demilitarisation is still binding on Greece, 
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is to examine the goals which it actually meant to serve when it was 

instituted. These goals were two: First: of all to ensure normal 

exercise of the freedom of navigation for tl;e ships of the Powers 

in the straits, by excluding any possible obstacle that could arise 

by a military intervention of the neighbouring states, coming 

either from the mainlqnd or the territory of the adjacent islands. 

Second -- and this involved only the Greek islands-- to protect 

the demilitarised Turkish areas through the absence of foreign troops 

in the neighbourhood. 

Ho••ever, the.ge goals lapsed following the replacement of the 

Convention. The fact that Turkey regained control of the straits and 

remilitarised them complectelyJcancellej the spirit that presided 

over the demilitarisation. The Powers accepted the reversal of the 

primacy of their role in the straits and the establishment of a new 

balance in favour of Turkey and the Bla·~k Sea states, whereas Turkey 

regained her right to defend its own t•~rritory from any threat. 

Thus, the ratios of· demilitarisation we':e extinguished by the replace-: 

ment; and it .would be a historical irony if, by accepting Turkey's·. 

rece~t' arguments, we admitted that the reinstatement of the right 

to protect her 0•11n territory amounted to the creation of inequality 

at the expense of Greece, which would thus be deprived of its own 

right to defend a portion of its territory from the existence of 

neighbouring foreign troops. 

" At any rate, the problem of Lemno~: is a genuine legal issue 

the solution of which depends on a legal. interpretation. ~benefore, 

the two countries• may resolve.it either by referring it to the NATO 

legal organs .-:.- since it concerns NATO-- or even to a third 

judicial organ. Moreover, if indeed Turkey's concern is that there 

should be no army in the area, what would prevent the conclusion 

of a new agreement of demilitarisation providing for the mutual 

withdrawal of all troops from that region of the Aegean sea? 
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There are two ways of looking at the Sc•uthern Flank cf NATO, from the 
perspective of the main Western European countr·ies. One is the "safety belt" 
approach. The other is the "overall stability" .approach. Both recognize the 
great importance of the Hedi terranean region for European security. The first 
one however is based on the assumption that this region is "crisis prone", 
basically unmanageable without the direct intervention of the Superpowers, too· 
risky and volatile for long-term policy commitments: the main objective of 
Europe therefore should be a "damage limitation" operation. Tne principle 
instrument of Mediterranean pal icy would be mil:~tary force and the capacity to 
enforce an external will on the local pcwers. 

The second one, on the contrary, is tased on the idea that the basic 
instability of the 1-ledi terranean region can be cured, that there is enough good 
will and political capacity inside the region to establish long-lasting and 
peaceful relationships, that a policy of stabil:L ty can be based on the growing 
awareness of the existence of very important common interests between 
Mediterranean and European countries. The instl.'uments of such policy would be 
more of an economic and political, rather than rr.ilitary, nature. 

Not surprisingly, the first point of view is more common in Northern 
and Central Europe, while the second one is more or less shared by the Southern 
European countries. 

The problem is that in order to t:~y to implement their favourite 
strategy, the Southern countries need the cocperation of their allies, while 
the first strategy can be pursued, at l•,ast for a while (under some 
circumstances, for a very long while), d:Lsregarding the wishes or· the 
Mediterranean countries. 

IAI8638 December 1986a p. 1 



No one of course would willingly choose ·~he use of force when other 
ways are readily available. Sti.ll. there is a great difference between a policy 
of "consensus gathering" and a policy of "decision sharing". The first is in 
search of clients, the second of allies. 

The Mediterranean is torn in between. ~iome countries, like Greece, 
Italy, Portugal, Spain and Turkey, are formally i:~tegra ted within the Western 
system, from the Atlantic Alliance to the EEC, but their participation is 
frequently under scrutiny and criticism, while their influence and 

. effectiveness is limited. 

The policies of the Western powers tcwards the Mediterranean are 
similarly divided and contradictory, going in ei th•Olr direction according to the 
prevailing mood and expediencies. 

The net result is a situation of growing confusion and instability. 
The question asked in this paper is if there is a chance for an initiative 
coming from the South, aimed at establishing a stable and positive r.elationship 
of security and stability between the Mediterranean and Europe. 

The Problem 

The Mediterranean area cannot be considered a unitarian region. In 
the Mediterranean different political, · religious, military· and economic 
realities meet, sometimes in cooperation, sometimes in conflict. No single 
Mediterranean power is capable of imposing its will on the entire area, by the 
use of military force or otherwise. On the contrary, each Mediterranean country 
is a soma.hat ."junior" partner, in alliance with stronger powers. Local 
conflicts therefore are intertwined and mixed up with other international 
conflicts, larger and more important. The MediteJ•ranean countries moreover are 
frequently interested in utilizing their alliances in order to strenghten their 
stance, to avoid any important concessions and to protract the local conflicts, 
until their freezing and their internationalization. All this creates a balance 
of mutual impotence. 

No attempt to impose an external order on the Mediterranean is likely 
to succeed. Neither of the Superpowers. in the last forty years, has given the 
Mediterranean enough importance and priority and has invested enough resorces 
to become its master. The problem of course is that the conflicts interesting 
the Mediterranean can only rarely be circumscri.bed to the riparian countries 
alone. On the contrary, they are generally bound to involve other countries and 
regions, to establish a kind of "domino escalat:~on", practically impossible to 
fully control. 

The division and confrontation between East and West has effectivly 
frozen and put out of the political picture the traditional infra-European 
conflicts. No such result has been achieved in the Mediterranean, where the 
borders betweer;J the two "blocs" are muddled and dubious, while the alliances 
are frail and changeable. 
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This situation favours the growing impact of multiple threats, 

affecting both the Mediterranean and the Europea.n countries. Between them. 
international terrorism is now preeminent, but more traditional military, 
social and economic threats are also present. 

Attempts have been made in the past, and still are being made to deal 
with this problem in a multilateral and peaceful uay. None of these attempts 
however has fully succeeded yet. The most successful one was probably the 
so-called Camp David process, in bringing peace be1:ween Israel and Egypt, with 
the help of the United States and the military guarantee of the Multilateral 
Force in the Sinai.. This same approach however has dramatically failed in 
Lebanon, and did not expand to embrace the other Arab countries bordering with 
Israel. 

No success whatsoever was possible for the interesting idea of a 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in the MeCiterranean, modelled on the 
experience of the CSCE. Even the limited Mediterranean participation in the 
CSCE process has been caracterized by a number of failures, or at best by 
irrelevance. There is now the idea, championed by the Italian Government, of 
the creation of a Euro-Medi terranean "support group", involving at least three 
NATO countries (Italy, France and Spain) and ':hree non-aligned countries 
(Jugoslavia, Egypt and Algeria), all interested in strengbtening the chances of 
peace and stability in the Mediterranean. But :. t is easy to foresee the 
important limits and weaknesses of such a project, should it be implemented. 
Political differences between its members, their :.•elative impotence vis-a-vis 
the major powers present in the Mediterranean, the absence of impcr tant 
countries (such as Greece and Turkey, by the way, but also Morocco or Saudi 
Arabia), the vagueness of the political aims, are themselves enough to increase 
scepticism. 

What is happening, on the contrary, is the creation of new linkages 
between "moderate" countries of the Arab world and European countries, on 
matters such as anti- terrorism cooperation, while <:ome more "radical" countries 
are driven away from Europe and the West. This is :1ot the result of a conscious 
"bloc policy" of the European powers, as the logical consequence of the 
aggravation of the Mediterranean conflicts and of the limited measures taken 
until now to circumscribe them. 

The linkages created so far however are not strong enough to 
establish a new pattern of alliances and guarc.ntees between European and 
Mediterranean countries. The divergencies existin.;>; among Europeans, and with 
the United States, on the best way to fight instab:lli ty and counter the threats 
coming from the Mediterranean, are weakening the pr•esent relationship. Even the 
European Community, the biggest economic power of i;he area and the main partner 
of all the Mediterranean countries, was unable to produce a coherent and 
effective policy towards these regions, in order to bring about at least a 
modicum of economic devel O!Jllent and prosperity. 

This is not to say that the Community's 11edi ter:ranean policy has been 
totally ineffective, but that its successes seems to be a thing of the past. 
The estab~ .. shment of strong association ties with almost all the Mediterranean 
countries is of course an important accomplishment. The substantial help given 
to the democratic political forces in Greece, Por·tugal, Spain and Turkey, is 
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still the greatest achievement of Western Europe in the last years. But the 
practical failure of the Euro-Arab dialogue, and tlte· inability to envisage and 
implement a common security and foreign policy in the Mediterranean, are not 
likely to be overcome in the near future. 

' A Vis; from South-East 

The Southern Flank of NATO has its greatest weakness in the Eastern 
Mediterranean. This is particularly worrying for Italy. This country fears the 
possibility of becoming a "border country" between East and West. During a 
crisis the Mediterranean could easily be divided in two: the Western part, 
solidly controlled by the Atlantic Alliance, and the Eastern part, where such a 
control would be very ·uncertain and weak. Such a aituation should worry first 
of all Greece and Turkey. These two countries risk isolation during the crisis, 
and cannot be certain that help from their allie:l will be prompt, important 
enough and unwavering. 

To modify this situation, hew ever, :lt would be necessary to 
substantially increase the integration and presenee. of the Hestern forces in 
the Eastern Mediterranean. Until today such a choi ~e meant the increase of the 
American military presence in the Allied countrie,s. Such a sol uti on creates 
dificul t internal political problems in a}l the European countries of the 
Southern Flank. Moreover, it is very unlikely that the United States themselves 
would agree to such a policy. The American Superpower has constantly diminished 
its permanent military presence in the Mediterranean during the last decade. 
The only increases made were temporary and motiva·;ed by the national American 
urgency to act in non-European crises, such as tlte defense of Israel or the 
"punishment" of Libya. 

Greece and Turkey, nevertheless, play a key strategic role in the 
area. They control the major Soviet access routes to the Mediterranean. They 
are the only Western states present in the Balkans, and their existence and 
policies allcw Yugoslavia, Albania and Rumania a greater freedom of manoeuvre 
with the Soviet Union. The political and strategic importance of the Balkans 
cannot be underrated. In order to reinforce those countries, and increase their 
relationships with the West, great caution is required to avoid negative 
reactions from the Soviet side. The various attempts by Greece and Turkey to 
help to establish an area of integration and cooperation in the Balkans have 
had an important political function. For this policy to succeed, however, it 
would be necessary to have greater understanding and help from the West (and in 
particular from the EEC). The present economic and social crises of Yugoslavia, 
the problems of consolidation of the new leadershi>· in Albania, even the future 
of the "autonomous .foreign policy" of Rumania, reqlire urgent consideration and 
local initiatives inside the Balkans. The normalization of the state relations 
between Athens and Tirana are a first positive step in this direction. 

Geographically, Greece is well positioned to contr.ol the major "choke 
points 11 of the Eastern Mediterranean and, polj. ti cally it maintains good 
traditional relations with the Southern Medi terrannan countries, while being a 
member of the Atlantic Alliance and the EEC. 
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Turkey occupies a key position in the Allied crescent around the 
USSR, and its geo-political location is essenti.al to avoid the strategic 
welding between the USSR and the Middle' East. It:3 traditional relations with 
Iran and Iraq moreover, while temporarily reduced :.n the present circumstances. 
remain potentially very important for the future Etability of the entire area. 
However, it requires great attention and cooperat:Lon from the allies in order 
to help its government and its democratic politic!al· forces to defeat Islamic 
radical instances and many other internal destabil izing factors. 

A closer cooperation between all the countries of the Southern Flank, 
and in particular between Greece, Italy and Turker. inside the Alliance and in 
agreement with a new Mediterranean policy of the EEC, could bring about a 
significant strengthening of the West, while avoiding the negative effects of 
an increase of the American presence. To succeed, hC>Never, it would be 
necessary, first of all, to increase the confidence and ·cooperation between 
Greece and Turkey. 

This is not impossible. It happened in the past, and it will happen 
again in the future. I would like to recall here a positive experience of 1979. 
when cooperation between the Defence General Staffs of Greece, Italy and Turkey 
produced a common understanding and a joint evaluation of the threat in the 
Mediterranean. Unfortunately the experience was not repeated again, even if the 
threat did not fade away. On the contrary ... 

The conflicts between Greece and Turke:r are an objective element of 
weakness and disruption of the entire framework of Mediterranean stability. The 
simple existence of these conflicts are discour>ging other countries and the 
international organizations from starting ne11 important initiatives and 
reinforcing the "safety belt" thesis and the "da:nage limitation" approach. The 
persistence of a conflictual situation creates the risk of increasing the 
"marginalization" of both countries. The strong temptation felt in Athens and 
in Ankara, to take advantage of their strategic importance and their 
international relationships (especially in the I:EC and in NATO), in order to 
foster their national positions, is gradually estranging the Allies from the 
Eastern Mediterranean. For a bird in the bush we are losing two in the hand. 

Mearnhile, the Soviet Union is happily fishing in troubled waters. 
The increasing attention that Moscow is showing towards Cyprus, the friendly 
hand it extends in turn to Greece and to Turkey, the reinforcement of its 
military forces in the bordering regions, its growing political and military 
presence in some riparian countries, are a real t.hrea t for the future. 

A Difficult Treatment 

A good treatment shoud not kill the patient. A number of the 
interventions of the past were in fact harmful. damaging the relationship 
between Allies and complicating the crisis ma:1agement. The use of force and 
injunctions has not produced the desired results, and was sometimes 
counterproductive. The temptation of "quick fi.xes", be they technological or 
political, will be equally ineffective. Presen·; technological advances ·cannot 
diminish the strategic importance and usefulness of these countries, and a 
sharp choice in favour of one will bring about the loss of the other, with no 
advantage whatsoever for the West. 
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A good treatment therefore should be ba,:ed directly on the existing 
antibodies, on the acceptance and understanding of local perceptions, on the 
objective interests of the 1 ocal actors. It should be a kind of omeopa thic 
treatment. 

We should ask ourselves whether it is right and useful that the 
United Nations remains today the only international organization trying to 
reach some compromise and favour a negotiation on Cyprus. The justification of 
inaction from NATO or the EEC is based on the d"sire to avoid any explicit 
choice between the contenders. This absence is a clear indication of crisis. 
More dignity and courage are needed for the future. The intervention of the UN, 
by the way, is not a recipe for success: the previous experiences, from Korea 
to Lebanon, demonstrate their inability to deal with strong nationalistic 
ideologies, spoked by determined sponsors. 

Any longlasting solution is first and foremost a question of choosing 
the right methodology. The Europeans discovered a good methodology in the 
creation of supranational multilateral institutions, giving them the direct 
responsability of managing both sides of the problem (as between France and 
West Germany, with the establishment of the Coal and Steel Community). These 
organizations have been able to overcome nationalitsic feelings, or at least to 
create a common 1 egal and political framavork, aceepted by all the interested 
parties. A similar approach could be put at work in the Eastern Mediterranean. 

However, the suprana tional methodology re:j uires the identification of 
common interests and a significant degree of confidence between parties. No 
solution in the real world can gua,rantee the complete success of only one of 
them. Insofar as the solution allows for modifications and evol•1tions, guided 
by the process of law and democracy, many compromises can be accepted that 
would appear impossible under other· circumstances. 

The European Community should logicall:r expand toward Turkey and 
Cyprus, both European Associates of the EEC. This :ls a political necessity for 
the Mediterranean and a good thing for the overall stability of the continent. 
This enlargement will be practicatlly impossible, however, shoud we not be able 
to manage the present situation of crisis. The first move cannot come from 
outside the area: it should come from within. 

That is not to say that Greece has a v•,to power on the problem of 
Turkish entry into the EEC, or that Turkey car play on the European and 
American desire to strengh ten its posture in or dei' to dismiss any attempt to 
solve the Cyprus question. That is simply to say that any future solution will 
certainly require a big change of the agenda of thH negotiations. Cyprus should 
become the logical and important appendix of a larger agreement on common 
interests and joint actions in the Eastern Medi te;~ranean, agreed upon between 
all the local actors. No solution can be found in "zero-sum" diplomatic or 
military games. 

The EEC, and the involvement of the other Western European countries, 
can make the difference and change the sum for the necessary amount. No 
engagement from outside will be possible or forthcoming, however, without an .,_ 
initiative coming from the Mediterranean. particularly from the Eastern 
Mediterranean, and from our countries. Only these countries can underline the 
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urgency of a common policy for the Eastern Ned.i terranean in the economic and 
security· spheres, based on the European Community, the European political 
cooperation and, of course, a common European position inside the Atlantic 
Alliance. Such a policy could very well proliferate, and contribute to the 
strengh tening of the present "Nedi terranean network" between Europeans and 
moderate Arabs, while maintaining a sufficient modicum of necessary relations· 
with the remaining "less moderate" states. But the first move will have to come 
from the South-Eastern tier of Western Europe (with or without the Italian 
participation). 

• 

Initiatives of this kind could strongly influence Western perceptions 
of the Nedi terranean, increasing the chance:; of the "overall stability" 
approach . 
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In this presentation we will attempt to study 
various factors that influence the relations between these three 
countries, since it is not possible to discern and isolate such 
factors as military, cultural, social or economic as seperate 
from politics. Consequently, we will first take up the basic in
fluences which help to unite or disunite our three countries; and 
then we will look at the current problems and future prospects 
only in very general terms leaving the details to the discussion 
period. 

Situated as they are in the Central and Eastern 
parts of Southern Europe, Italy, Greece. and Turkey share similar 
geographical features and anthropological characteristics. Their 
systems of government are very similar and their democratic de
velopment has followed similar patterns. All three are proud of 
their history as rulers of major empires which have dominated ap
proximately same territories, each for several centuries. All 
three of them take an active part in the creation of a united 
Europe, through their activities in the Council of Europe and the 
European Community, although Turkey's status in the latter is for 
the time being of an associate member. All are members of the At
lantic Alliance which is expected to ensure the safety of their 
frontiers against a commonly percieved threat. 

There are no territorial disputes between the 
three countries. The boundaries of Italy were established at the 
end of the Second World War between Greece and Italy, and between 
Greece and Turkey by the Peace Treaty of Lausanne of 1923. It is 
evident that greater cooperation among the three countries will 
help the welfare of their peoples and this subject will be dis
cussed seperately. 
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As regards the factors of disunity which seems to 
exist mainly between Turkey and Greece, we would be tempted to 
describe them as perceptional since they relate to various myths 
of national or religious character rather than being substantive 
issues of major material importance. 

These myths could first be described as yearnings 
for the past glory of the empires to which these three modern 
nations claim inheritence. If we mention such terms as ''mare 
nostrum'',"megali idea" or "Pan Turkism or Pan Islamism" you will 
understand what we mean, because these utopic aspirations can 
never be achieved bY any of these countries before the destruc
tion of other two. Turks lost their mythical ideology before they 
were really created in the course of the First World War; 
Greece's dreams suffered the same fate in 1922 on the Anatolian 
plateau, and Italy's ill conceived aspiration in the Second 
World War. 

There are no responsible Turks today who· cherish 
irredentism either in the re-creating of the Ottoman Empire, or 
as Panturkism or Pan-Islamism. One should, therefore. distinguish 
the motivations of Turkey when she intervened in Cyprus in 1974 
irredentist aspirations. In fact, there are today in the world 
nearly 160 million people who consider themselves as Turks. Scat
tered over a very large area stretching from Balkans to China, 
These Turks have been subjected to a variety of influences 
resulting from their geography and the regimes under which they 
have had to live. Uniting these Turks under one flag is a dream 
that will probably be never come true. Furthermore, in the terri
tories which were left outside the boundaries of the Republic of 
Turkey ethnic Turks which were originaly part of the Ottoman 
state, were left, bY one treaty or other, under the sovereignty 
of other countries. These are the Turks whose safety and well
beings are matters of great concern to the people of Turkey, not 
because of irredentism but due to the existence of family bonds, 
kinships and resulting democratic pressures. This is the basic 
reason why Turkey was compelled to intervene in Cyprus in 1974 
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, and this is the reason why Turkey is raising her voice against 
• 

the forced Bulgarization of the Turkish minority in Bulgaria. We 
repeat, Turkey's concern for the well-being of its former com
patriots and the actions she takes for their security and equal 
treatment within the framework of existing treaty rights, should 
in no way be regarded as signs of irredentism or expansionism but 
human concern for the safety and welfare of brothers or rela
tives. 

One of the fundamental issues that need be 
clarified, therefore, concern the perceptual differences between 
Turks and the Greeks regarding each other's aspirations and ac-

~ tions. Rightly or wrongly, Turks believe that Greece's ambition 
in Cyprus is to ensure a settlement or non-settlement that would 
keep the way to ENOSIS open by reducing the Turkish Community to 
a minority status, and do away with them at an opportune time, 
disregarding the fact the Turks of the island are a community 
which have equal reights and status with that of the Greek com
munity. Also in the Aegean, Turks consider the Greek actions and 
expressed intentions as evidences of resurgent Greek ex
pansionism. In the transformation of what remained of Ottoman 
Empire, at the end of the First World War and the War of Indepen
dence into a national Turkish state, the frontiers of the 
''motherland" were based on the National Pact of 1919 which was 
recognized almost in toto by the Treaty of Lausann of 1923 to 
which Greece and Italy were also parties. It is a shared belief 
among the Turks that any attempt to change the balance estab
lished with the Lausanne Peace Treaty without the consent of 
Turkey would be tantamount to an infringement of Turkey's nation
al interests or even integrity, as the case might be. Therefore, 
any unilateral attempt by Greece in the Aegean to expand its dom
ination and rights beyond those foreseen in the Lausanne Peace 
Treaty without consent of Turkey will be considered a threat to 
Turkey's vital national interests. Problems regarding air space, 
the continental shelf, arming of the demilitarized islands, ex
tension of territorial waters are seen as related to the Lausanne 
balance and could only be settled by the parties concerned namely 
Greece and Turkey through dialogue, negotiation and agreement. 



Let us dwell on these issues briefly because they seem to cause 
major adverse effects on our relations. 

a) Continental Shelf: Turkey believes that the con
tinental shelf is to be delimited between Turkey and Greece and 
has invited Athens repeatedly to negotiations. In its resolution 
No.395(1976), the UN Security Council invited Turkey and Greece 
to settle the question through negotiations. In conformity with 
the Security Council decision the two countries signed an agree
ment in Bern on November 11,1976 and decided to enter into nego
tiations which were began but, unfortunately these were disrupted 
by the present Greek Government when it came to power in 1981. 

b)Air Space: As reflected in the Chicago Convention on 
civil aviation of 1944, international law stipulates that the 
breadth of national air space has to correspond to the breadth of 
territorial sea.Although Greek territorial sea is 6 miles, Grecee 
claims a national airspace of 10 miles. This claim is a source of 
tension in the Aegean.Greece abuses also its FIR responsibili
ties. FIR is established to provide technical services for civil 
aviation and does not in any way imply recognition of sovereignty 
over the international airspace. 

c)Demilitarization of the Aegean islands: Proximity to 
the Turkish coast and security imperatives of the Anatolian 
peninsula necessitated the demilitarization of the Eastern Aegean 
islands under the terms of the decision of 1913 by the six 
powers, 1923 Lausanne Peace treaty, and 1947 Paris Peace treaty. 
However, well over the past twenty years Greece has been violat
ing the demilitarized status of these island, needlessly creating 
tensions in the Aegean. 

d)Discriminatory acts against the Moslem Turkish Mi
nority in Western Thrace:The ·Moslem Turkish minority has been 
deprived of many of its basic rights, such as purchasing land, 
education in one's own language, repairing and maintaining their 
historical and religious buildings and the right to travel. 

As stated earlier Turkey is ready to find negotiated 
solutions to these and other problems but there is no possibility 
for the Turks to accept imposed solutions. that have not been 
subject of negotiations and proper agreements. 

4 
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If we recall how the thorny bi-lateral problems 
between Turkey and Greece were resolved in 1928, thanks to a 
certain measure of Italian good offices and culminated in the 
famous Greek-Turkish Entente Cordiale, which is the masterpiece 
of statesmanship of late Ataturk and Venizelos, providing friend
ly relations between the two countries for several decades, there 
is no reason why we should not expect a similar development now 
as well. The ingredients necessary for the conclusion of a 
similar agreement or the reaffirmation of the old ones are at 
hand. Like in 1930s Turkey is prepared to guarantee the existing 
frontiers of Greece as established in Lausanne and discuss all or 
any of the outstanding problems between the two countries with a 
view to finding durable solutions. But, let us repeat, she is not 
prepared to accept fait accomplis. 

Therefore, allow us to say, that the so-called 
Turkish ''threat'' which the Greek government is claiming to exist, 
is mythical and therefore unfounded. There is no Turkish threat 
to Greece or Greek interests so long as Greece does not attempt 
to change unilaterally the status quo of the relations between 
the two countries in a manner that would upset the Lausanne 
balance. Since the Turks are convinced that they constitute no 
threat to Greece or Greek people, they wonder why so much 
hostility is expressed and aggressive attributions are made to 
Turkey, and to- the intentions of the Turks. As observers of 
Turkish politics for some considerable years, we would like to 
assure this audience that the feelings of the Turkish people are 
of frienEhip and best wishes for the people of Greece and that 
new generations in Turkey are being brought up with a sense of 
belonging to Europe where all citizens of Europe are considered 
to be our partners. At this point we might raise an issue which 
has a direct bearing on the social and political factors affect
ing the Turkish-Greek relations. It is the education of school 
children and the school texts used. For the past fifty years or 
so after the Turkish Greek rapprochement in the 1930s school 
texts in Turkey have referred to the Anatolian campaign of the 
Greek army in relatively objective terms. For example in history 
books Greece's name is mentioned very frequently, and more so a 
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~this movement by late Abdi Ipekci, former editor of Milliyet, and 
the well-known Greek composer Mr. Mikis Theodorakis. At this 
point we must reaffirm our belief in the sincerety and 
credibility of the Turkish statements when Turkish statesmen and 
political leaders of rightist or leftist persuasion say that 
Turkey has no expansionist aims. Both the political elites and 
the man-in-the-street have reconciled themselves to the bound
aries set down bY the peace treaties signed at the end of the War 
of Independence. 

We sincerely hope and believe that Turkish and 
Greek peoples will in the end find a way of establishing a real 
dialogue between the two countries and create conditions con
ducive for the solution of the problems between the two coun
tries. 

So far, we dwelled mainly on the relations be
tween Turkey and Greece, simply because there are practically no 
problems of political nature between Italy and Turkey. We are 
happy with the constructive role Italy plays for ensuring peace 
and stability in Eastern Mediterranean. 

The economists will refer to economic aspects of 
Turkey's relations with Italy and Greece. These relations could 
increase further between our countries when Turkey becomes a full 
member of the European Community. It would therefore be natural 
for us to expect Italy, as well as Greece to provide support in 
accelerating Turkey's full membership in the European CommunitY. 
When issues of nationalism are involved, human nature may be more 
influenced by emotions rather than reason. In charting our rela
tions and in studying the problems before us and in searching 
solutions we need to have our reason dominate our emotions. As 
far as Turkey is concerned what is desired is to live in peace 
and achieve her economic development and eventual economic and 
political integration with Europe . All else is secondary to this 
goal, and all thought and claims to the contrary are based on 
misinterpretation and conjecture and have no basis in fact. 
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I. PREHISES AND CONTEXT 

The central premise of this analysis is that the security policies of 

NATO Hediterranean members are primarily concerned with how to maintain and 

promote deterrence of East-West military conflict in order to prevent a 

conventional or a nuclear war in Europe. Conventional and nuclear deter-

rence for the de.fense of the"Atlantic Alliance has been seen, since the 

founding of NATO, as intimately connected and practically indivisible. 

What strengthens one strengthens the other. For Hediterranean members of 

the Alliance, the military contribution they would make has been seen 

primarily in terms of the conventional forces, and of the bilateral 

arrangements with the United States, for the common defense. 

In fact, NATO doctrine has always assumed the probable initial 

phase of defense to be conventional. For the same war, experts have 

frequently assumed that the Warsaw Pact has contingency plans and the 

forces to wage a conventional attack against Western Europe. But Soviet 

military doctrine implies that the Soviet Union's plans also include 

strikes against NATO nuclear forces with conventional weapons. 

In a world with nuclear weapons, nothing can insure against a 

nuclear response to such attacks. The threat of an escalation to nuclear 

conflict remains, therefore, a constant feature of the East-West security 

relationship. Consequently, the state of the U.S.-Soviet strategic 

nuclear balance, and its relationship to the Eurostrategic and conven-

tional East-West military balance, in Europe, has been for many years 

the source of West European concern about the strength of the military 

coupling,,between U.S. and West European defense. 
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Specifically, this means the acceptance that militarily there is no 

Hestern defense possible without the central role of the United States; 

achieved most efficiently, at the conventional level of defense, through 

operational integration in NATO. This requirement is crucial for the 

Mediterranean members of the Alliance. The political, as well as the mili-

tary, geography of the Mediterranean makes it virtually impossible, beyond 

well-meaning political declarations, to operate a joint defense effectively 

without the United States as the lynchpin uniting the various national 

defense operations into a coherent joint strategy. One reason is that 

American bases in Greece, Turkey, Italy, Spain, and Portugal are all 

sustained by bilateral agreements between the host country and the United 

States. All of them, except for those in Spain, are expressly legiti-

mized as NATO facilities for NATO missions. (Any other use of these 

facilities by the United States is at the discretion of the host govern-

ment on an ad hoc basis.) 

Moreover, except for Italy, most major weapons systems in these 

countries are American. This gives a degree of military interoperability 

to the Southern Flank not matched on the Central Front.· More important 

still, the United States, principally through land- and sea-based air 

power, and U.S. naval forces provides an operationally aggregating 

role for the Mediterranean countries. Each on his own, because they 

are either at odds politically, constrained by limited budgets, and 

isolated by geography--would not be able to maximize their national 

defenses, except through joint efforts with the United States. 

Cooperative and joint security efforts between the United States 

and Western_Europe to maintain the deterrence of war are inevitable 
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because the ultimate catastrophe for each nation's security--nuclear war-

cannot be avoided through political means; regardless of how much distance 

Europe takes from the United States politically and militarily. 

\-iestern countries in Europe and the Mediterranean could not isolate 

their national destiny through political expedients because of the physical 

and societal effects of a nuclear war that devastated Europe, East and 

West. Radioactive fallout knows no political frontiers, and even a 

partial "nuclear winter" resulting from a nuclear conflict between the 

Soviet and American superpowers would surely seal the fate of neutral, 

unaligned and members of alliances alike. Mediterranean countries of the 

Southern Flank would find it difficult to survive, as viable economic

political units, even in a Europe devastated by a protracted conventional 

East-West war, without nuclear fire. 

The premise that the deterrence of war is the focal role of NATO 

does not invalidate the primacy of military adequacy at the national 

level for members of the Alliance. There can be no credible deterrence 

without a perceivable and appropriate military capability that sustains 

the political will to defend the motherland. For the countries of the 

Southern Flank, there are no credible or available options without full 

political, economic integration into Western Europe and military inte

gration into the Atlantic Alliance. 

Politically, this approach would not reduce the options available to 

Italy, Turkey, Greece, Portugal, and Spain in regard to non-NATO areas. 

All members of NATO have pursued foreign policies, in the Third World, 

more suitable to the particular requirements of their national interests, 

/ 
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often in disagreement with the American policies, without fear of poli-

tical satellization. In regard to East-West security in Europe, however, 

it is difficult to envisage contingencies, in the years ahead, that would 

so fundamentally separate the national interests of the United States and 

those of her European Mediterranean allies which would justify their mili-

tary isolation from the Atlantic Alliance. Although the internal pplitics 

of Spain and Greece, in particular, could rationalize isolationist foreign 

policy choices, they would be products of a political ideology or a nation-

alism that failed to confront the geopolitics of the nuclear era. No 

Mediterranean vocation can militarily shelter the Mediterranean from the 

fate of Central Europe. And military outcomes there and in the 
.t 

Mediterranean canAbe considered without the crucial role of the United 

States. 

Because national defense is inextricably related to the national 

economy, the economics of defense also militate against any but the most 

intimate relationship of Mediterranean allies with ~he industrial coun-

tries of the West (including Japan). The often intense commercial corn-

petition within the Western world, and between the United States and 

Western Europe and Japan does not ch~llenge the proposition that in 

matters of the technology and defense there is a single Western inter-

national economy, without autonomously independent national efforts for 

Mediterranean countries especially. 

In the Western Mediterranean, where no serious conflicts exist 

between NATO members, i.e., Spain, Portugal, Italy, military integration 

within NATO would not only facilitate joint operations but also strengthen 

! 
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the interface between American and allied missions for the defense of the 

Mediterranean region. In the Eastern Mediterranean, integration at 

the operational military level is even more essential. The resolution of 

the Turkish-Greek conflict should become a high political priority for 

the other members of the Southern Flank. Their very national security 

is at stake. One example should suffice to make the point. 

Current and foreseeable technologies of war have drastically changed 

the character of Spanish security, in terms of time as well as space. 

This means that the defense of Germany and Turkey--because the Central 

Front could collapse quickly and the Dardanelles be taken swiftly--are 

as crucial to Spain's security as is the defense of the Straits of 

Gibraltar. If either were to fall into the hands of the Soviets, no 

real geopolitical shelters would be available for Spain other than poli

tical satellization. On these fronts, little time is available for 

mobilization to be useful. Forces· in-being will probably define the 

outcomes of conventional conflict. The rapid pace of modern conflict 

has been clearly evident in the several India-Pakistan and Arab-Israeli 

wars, and in the British-Argentine conflict over the Malvinas--even 

though the last of these wars was fought at distances which in the battle 

zone were comparable to European continental distances; and for Britain 

at intercontinental ranges. 

II. MILITARY CONSIDERATIONS 

Southern Flank countries have displayed a lack of operational 

integration both within their national boundaries, and as a region, 

I 
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from the outset of their NATO membership.* Geography and their internal 

politics furnish a great deal of the explanation. In addition, the 

geographic and ideological situations of Austria, Yugoslavia, and Albania 

add their weight. 

To begin with, Austria's neutral status, and Yugoslavia's non-

alignment have separated the Southern Flank from the Central Front in 

regard to political geography and military operations. For the Bavarian 

region of the Central Front this has created the potential for outflank-

ing from the South; although the mountainous terrain would inhibit such 

a maneuver. 

For Italy it has resulted in an operational gap between its own 

frontline defenses and those of the German Federal Republic. In this 

case potential outflanking would come from the North. Here again the 

accidented terrain will be an inhibitor. Although Yugoslavia has pro-

vided a spatial and an operational buffer, on its East-West axis, it 

may, .because of the ideology of its regime, also possibly provide a 

staging area for attack. In addition, even without a change in political 

orientation, the strong reliance on a territorial defense model by 

Yugoslavia undercuts that country's posture as a barrier to major 

operations from the East. In any case, an operational gap has existed 

that separates, and isolates, the defense of the Central Front from the 

territorial defense of the Southern Flank. 

* The information on force postures, and related matters needed for 
this analysis, has been drawn principally from the Military Balance 
(1980-1985), The Strategic Survey, and relevant Adelphi papers of the 
International Institute for Strategic Studies, London. 
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The lack of operational contiguity that afflicts NATO defense be

tween the Friuli Venezia Giulia-Veneto Italian front and Bavarian regions 

of Germany also obtains between Italy and Greece. Again, this has resulted 

from the combination of physical geography and Albania's political orien

tation. Although Greek and Turkish NATO defense of Thrace is on con

tiguous territory, an operational integration of Greek and Turkish 

defenses did not develop much beyond the common, forward defense NATO 

strategy, on the ground, and a combined air command of the Aegean region, 

and has lately practically disappeared altogether, because of the intense 

disagreements between Greece and Turkey. One of the consequences of the 

Greek-Turkish conflict on Cyprus in 1974, of operational significance, 

has been the redeployment of Greek forces to basically wage war with 

Turkey. To a degree, though not crucially, the deployment of Turkish 

military forces has also been modified to include Greece as a possible 

enemy, and to maintain the occupation of the Turkish Cypriote portion 

of Cyprus. 

Thus another operational gap has been added between Greece and 

Turkey to the one already existing between Italy and Greece and Italy 

and West Germany. Because of geography, and former internal politics 

Portugal (with the Azores) and Spain--the latter's recent entry into 

the political structure of NATO notwithstanding--have traditionally 

been seen mostly as staging areas and as providers of naval and air 

facilities for the United States than as integral components of NATO's 

forward defense strategy. In connection with them too, their geographic 

location coupled with their politics has isolated them operationally 

I 
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not only from the Central Front but also from the other members of the 

Southern Flank. 

\fhat all countries of NATO's Southern Flank have had as a common 

experience has been bilateral mutual security treaties with the United 

States, and (with Italy's exception), military assistance from the 

United States. This assistance has been a quid~ quo for American 

use of bases; a use generally, and at times severely, constrained for 

out-of-area operations. Consequently, bilateral U.S. and host country 

political and military agreements have been the lynchpin of the opera-

tional foundations for the Southern Flank. The force structures of 

Turkey, Greece, Spain, and Portugal, especially, have been crucially 

affected by this bilateral relationship with the United States. To a 

lesser, but nevertheless salientdegree, this has also been the case 

for Italy. In Italy, the basing of the U.S. Sixth Fleet has influenced 

Italian force structures in less direct ways. But the impact of bi-

lateral relationships, exemplified by the Sixth's basing in Naples has 

not been negligible. In the interservice rivalry between the Italian 

Navy and Air Force regarding air power and its service jurisdiction 

and missions, for example, the presence and role of the Sixth Fleet 

has figured prominently. 

It must be emphasized, therefore, that the geopolitical fragmen-

tation of the Southern Flank, on the one hand, and the pivotal military 

and political role of the United States, on the other, provide the 

unavoidable base line for force structure analysis, in the context 

of Mediterranean security in NATO. 
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This basic relationship, of long standing, between force structures, 

with their operational missions, and of U.S. military assistance with 

the related U.S. operational deployments has been shaped also by the 

increasingly fast-paced changes in the military technology of the U.S. 

and the USSR, and the attending steep increases of the costs of weapon 

systems, for the West. 

By now, it is evident that the costs and the character of military 

technological change crucially defines the limits of force restructuring 

and of weapons systems re-modernization in the Southern Flank. The 

sliding in the hardware modernization schedule in Italy, and the sub

stantial amounts of U.S. military assistance required for Turkey's 

modernization program are examples. Similar situations exist in 

Portugal, Greece, and Spain. 

This condition is aggravated by a local East-West military bal

ance which particularly favors the Pact in armor, air power and logis

tics, that is likely not to be redressed even if NATO goals are met by 

the end of the 1980s. In fact, without significant alteration in the 

force postures and the tactics of ground forces formations in Italy, 

Turkey, Greece, Spain, and to a lesser degree, Portugal, it is difficult 

to see how indigenous Southern Flank forces can effectively begin to 

overcome the combined effects of fiscal constraints, weapons and equip

ment obsolescence, and Pact superiorities in tanks, aircraft and logis

tical support. 

Developments in the military technology of air power and air

to-surface and surface-to-surface rocketry have reduced the geographic 
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space of the Mediterranean literally ten-fold, and created additional 

operational requirements for defense of the Southern Flank. On the 

other hand, they may also have created opportunities for complementarities 

in the defense of the air spaces of Mediterranean members of NATO and 

the French Mediterranean theater. The prospects for options for defense 

of the air space, in each Mediterranean country of the Alliance could 

integrate regionally into more than the sum of their parts. Threat 

definition as it translates into military missions also has pecularities 

in the Southern Flank which directly affect force postures in terms of 

options and the prospects for cooperative efforts in Mediterranean secur

ity. 

Beneath the general agreement on the potential threat from the 

Warsaw Pact to the security of the Mediterranean region lie increasingly 

dynamic national definitions of the security threat by Greece, Turkey, 

Italy, Spain and the other members of NATO's Southern Flank. These 

changing emphases in threat definition has had, in the case of Greece 

and Turkey, or could have, in other countries, a direct impact on force 

posture and missions. One outcome has been some blurring between NATO 

and out-of-area boundaries. 

For example, Spain sees the major threat to its national security 

coming from the South out of the Maghreb, while Italy, having assumed 

some responsibility for Malta's security in regard to a potential 

Libyan threat, is exploring the possibility of redefining its national 

military mission beyond the traditional coincidence within NATO pos

tures, and missions, on its Northeast frontiers. 
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This means that in analyzing force structures for the purpose of 

identifying the unique competences, traditional preferences, and com

parative advantages of the countries of the Southern Flank: geographical 

attributes; evolving technologies; the specific impacts of U.S.-host 

country military bilateral agreements; and the potential for actual 

military conflicts within NATO's Southern Flank and along the ill

defined southern boundaries of NATO, are crictical benchmarks for the 

analysis of options and prospects. 

For all of these factors have had, and will continue to have, 

direct bearing on force structure modernization, on deployments, and 

on the definition of missions. These will not always actually coincide 

with NATO strategic and tactical rationales, as formal and declaratory 

policies may maintain. ~.fortiori, the situation in the Southern Flank 

in terms of options and prospects for integrated and joint defense.in 

NATO is manifestly quite different from that prevailing on the Central 

Front and the Northern Flank. It is both more dynamic and more complex. 

It is also much more constrained in terms of economic resources and 

political stability. 

Specifically, the fragmented geography of the Southern Flank 

countries, which with the exception of Portugal, frame the north, 

east, and west Mediterranean, is becoming potentially more integrated 

geostrategically, in terms of airwar, because of the impact of changing 

military technologies. In terms of NATO missions as they interface 

with evolving national defense programs this means that land-based 

projection of air power is becoming dominant. 
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The protection of the national airspace of Turkey, Greece, Italy, 

Spain, and in its southern theater France as well, could be explicitly 

coordinated to create complernentarities in radar coverage, anti-aircraft 

defense, interception, and in the case of the Eastern Mediterranean, 

interdiction as well. For example, a greater emphasis in Turkey, on the 

defense of the airspace with the recently programmed F-16s, together 

with an enlarged capacity for the defense of the airspace in the south

ern peninsular and insular regions of Italy, and adjacent territorial 

waters could be mutually reinforcing. If the political motivations that 

have led Greece to shift part of its air deployments onto islands off 

the Turkish coasts could be projected north and southward, and Spain's 

airspace defense extended eastward, the air defense coverage of the 

Southern Flank would be enhanced, while the air defense of each NATO 

country in the Mediterranean would benefit individually. So could the 

air defense of Allied forces at sea, particularly if each of the national 

air forces were to specify fleet air defense missions to add to the 

anti-ship missions now assigned to components of their land-based air. 

Similarly, the capacity for regional air defense, and defense 

forward in the Southern Flank region would be enhanced if, where it makes 

sense, in Turkey, Italy, and Greece the infrastructure of military, and 

dual purpose military-civilian airfields, were to be adjusted to in

clude the necessary basing requirements for hosting additional U.S. 

air reinforcements. These could include U.S. prepositioning of stocks. 

This could be accomplished through the bilateral U.S. arrangements with 

Turkey, Greece, Spain, and Portugal, or preferably NATO agreements. 
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Pertinent additional agreements might be inserted for Italy in the 

existing NATO support understandings. Because of its centrally located 

geographic situation, southern and insular Italy possesses a comparative 

advantage useful to the Alliance as a whole. 

Because of the geography of the Southern Flank countries, some 

purely national missions can yield dividends for out-of-area East-West 

conflict contingenies, in which there is NATO political consensus. For 

example, a modest expansion of military airfield infrastructures in 

central and eastern Turkey, coupled with explicit emphasis on missions 

for the defense of the Turkish airspace would bolster inhibitions against 

Soviet air penetration of the Middle East and North Africa. This would 

be a consequence of greater interception capabilities in the Turkish 

Air Force, and greater capacity to host U.S. combat air power in case 

of need. The outcome would greatly enhance strictly NATO defensive 

operations, as well. 

Similarly, a bolstered capacity in air defense and in the volume 

of transit traffic that would be handled in the Canaries would both 

strengthen the defense of Spanish territory and facilitate inbound 

U.S. air reinforcement for NATO and out-of-area missions. 

Combining two other parameters of the Southern Flank situation-

non-NATO, independent national threat definitions and U.S. influence 

through bilateral military aid--could also yield dividends for NATO. 

The result would be more potential flexibility and availability of 

reinforcements for the Central Front from Spain, Italy, possibly Turkey 

in case of an actual attack there by Pact forces; or, to partially 

replace U.S, forces depleted from NATO for an out-of-area conflict. 
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Italy has had, in Lebanon, an intervention contingent--to be sure, 

one that was constituted, ad hoc, to particiapte in the multinational 

force. Spain has been creating its own intervention force for bolster

ing her defenses in Ceuta, Melilla, and the Canary Islands. The air lift 

requirement is about 1,500 kilometers. The capability for such air lift 

could equally put a Spanish brigade in Bavaria. There are in Spain two 

battalions of marine infantry with amphibious capability but without 

their own air defense. Turkish forces in Cyprus are a short-legged, not 

well equipped intervention force. However, some elements, if restructured 

in advance into light infantry, could be used elsewhere on the Central 

Front in case of attack. 

As of now, political constraints would make it very difficult to 

pre-assign, officially, missions for these national contingents outside 

their national territories. Nevertheless, if these forces were developed 

in each NATO country of the Mediterranean region, for national missions 

now, they would be viable for projection to NATO defensive missions on 

other fronts, in case of conflict. 

In Italy, the basic rationales for a permanent Italian interven

tion force are being generated by the debate on a "new model" for 

national defense. In Spain, the military are already committed to the 

development of an intervention force. In Turkey, if the issue is 

broached by West Germany, with an offer of appropriate aid, encouraged 

and supported by the United States, it would be possibly considered 

by the Turkish government. This would be a way to operationally link 

Central Front defense with that of the Southern Flank. 
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Ill. IN CONCLUSION 

The economic capabilities available for defense, the limitations on 

industrial capacity that exist for the production of high technology, in 

various forms and degrees, in the Mediterranean countries of NATO, when 

coupled with the geography of the region and the changes that have developed 

in the technology of conventional arms and nuclear systems, must lead to 

the following conclusions. 

o Mediterranean and European security are inseparable com

ponents in the East-West dimensions of European security. 

o Not only for nuclear deterrence but also at the conven

tional level of deterrence and warfighting, the partici

pation of American air and naval power--to a lesser degree 

ground forces--is indispensable for Mediterranean security. 

U.S. facilities in the Mediterranean are, therefore, an 

essential requirement of defense. 

o No realistic options exist for any individual member of 

the Alliance in the Mediterranean to assure its national 

defense autonomously--without explicit coordination of 

its operational missions and a reliance on the force 

postures and deployment doctrines of other members of 

the Southern Flank. This requires much more than the 

integration of NATO commands. National security, by 

each Mediterranean member of the Alliance must be seen 

as being organically tied to that of each other member, 

and in direct and explicit function with the defense of 
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the Central Front, and developments in the Northern 

Flank. 

o In the defense of the air space over the Nediterranean 

the defense of each member of NATO cannot be assured 

effectively, if at all, without explicit integration 

of the air defense missions of each country with those 

of other NATO members--including U.S. naval and land

based air forces in the Mediterranean region. The air 

defense of each NATO country there, regardless of 

geographic location, must begin on the easternmost 

frontiers of the Atlantic Alliance. 

o The separate national navies of Mediterranean members of 

NATO cannot defend each alone their national territorial 

waters against the pressures of the Soviet flotilla, 

and its land-based air support. Only an integrated 

naval defense--which included the U.S. Sixth Fleet--

can achieve this. The Eastern Mediterranean is the 

crucial sector in which the naval security of the 

Mediterranean is likely to be ultimately decided. 

o Spain must seriously consider a contribution to the 

territorial defense of the Central Front and the gap 

between it and the defense of northern Italy, and 

possibly of the Dardanelles. Portugal must also con

sider how to help in the defense of Italy's northwest 

frontier. Italy and Turkey should both be seriously 

/ 
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considering what possible forces they could project 

to the defense of the Central Front. Italy must also 

consider a possible role in the defense of the Turkish 

Straits. Greece must redirect its operational deploy

ments to defend northeast military coordination with 

Turkey. 

o Spanish military integration into NATO would facilitate 

coordinated, overlapping defense of the Mediterranean, 

thereby strengthening deterrence of East-West conflict. 

o An integrated air, naval, and ground defense of the 

Southern Flank and of this flank with the Central Front, 

can be achieved by relatively modest adjustments in the 

national defense plans of each Mediterranean member of 

the Alliance, which could be funged within currently 

projected national budgets of defense; and U.S. opera

tions in the region. What is essential is explicit 

coordination of the national defense plans to generate 

the definition of complementary missions and deploy

ments, which without violating the particular require

ments for the national defense of each nation increase 

the national defense for all. 
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